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2Executive summary

➢ Rising vaccination rollout to provide a significant boost to the global economy in 2H21 as economic reopening gathers

pace. Being the largely net exporting economy, Vietnam is well-placed to reap the benefits from global demand recovery.

➢ As 1H21 performance of Vietnam macro fundamental has heralded a couple years of recovery, we expect the economy

to grow 6.5% yoy and 7.4% in 2021F and 2022F respectively, underpinned by robust manufacturing expansion and a

strong bounce back in service. We expect exports to accelerate 15%/11% yoy over FY21-22F.

➢ Our optimistic view for VND has turned more neutral as USD may regain the upper hand in 3Q21 following the tapering

asset purchases later this year. Meanwhile, we see the inflation risk is rising in tandem with macro momentum.

➢ Equity market remains supported by robust economic momentum and strong corporate earnings. We estimate listed

corporate earnings across the VN-Index will grow 30% yoy in FY21F. In addition, the dynamics of FOMO (fear of missing

out) and vigorous local individual inflow will support the equity market uptrend. We expect the VNIndex to fluctuate in

the range 1,400 - 1,500 pts within 2021; translating into 17.5 – 18.5x of FY21F P/E. Potential downside risks to the

market include higher-than-expected interest rates, which might revert the local capital inflow, and the increasing of new

share supply from recent robust equity capital raising.

➢ Easy money made, time to double down on quality. We believe investors should focus on quality names that possess

following traits: (1) sustainable earnings growth and scalable business models; (2) well-positioned to capture the

opportunities from global demand recovery and (3) low gearing and resilience to rising rates.



3Investment themes and Stock picks

Themes Sector picks Stock picks

#1: Demand accelerate 
as global economy 
recovery gathers pace 

We are optimistic about the prospects for exporting segments, ie:
textile, seafood, wooden product, rubber and steel exports.
Logistics and industrial property are also key beneficiaries in this
theme.

STK, VHC, GMD, 
KBC

#2: Vaccine rollout will 
buoy certain segments of 
service industry

Retail sector will enjoy the most post pandemic as we expect
Vietnam to allow international commercial flights from the beginning
of 4Q21, which could lead to strong recovery of tourism,
accommodation & catering service and aviation from 4Q21 onward.

PNJ, ACV

#3: Riding on the surge 
of commodity prices

Oil & Gas companies could have brighter 2H21 outlook thanks to
rising crude oil price. Exporters of steel, rubber, and agricultural
products continue to benefit from rising prices.

DPM, GAS

#4: Replacing Financials 
with Property among 
cyclical sector space

Good times are just around the corner for property market as
housing supply gradually recovers thanks to loosening regulatory
bottleneck while housing demand fueled by a board-based recovery
of macro fundamentals, stepping up infrastructure development and
unprecedentally affordable mortgage interest rates.

VHM, NLG, 
KDH
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6Vietnam’s economy is on track for recovery

• According to GSP, Vietnam’s GDP

grew 6.6% yoy in 2Q21 (vs. +0.4%

yoy in 2Q20). Regarding to three

main pillars of the economy, industry

and construction sector expanded by

10.3% yoy, while service and

agriculture sector increased by 4.3%

yoy and 4.1% yoy, respectively.

• For 1H21, Vietnam’s economy grew

by 5.6% yoy (vs. +1.8% yoy in 1H20).

Industry and construction sector

expanded by 8.4% yoy in 1H21,

followed by service sector (+4.0%)

yoy) and agriculture, forestry and

fishery sector (+3.8% yoy).

Vietnam’s GDP growth gradually recovered 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO
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Manufacturing activities expanded strongly in 1H21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Manufacturing of basic metals saw strongest growth

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Industry & construction sector saw a strong recovery in 1H21 thanks to higher global demand for industrial products. According to

General Statistic Office (GSO), Vietnam’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP) edged up 9.3% yoy in 1H21 (vs. +2.8% yoy in 1H20), in

which manufacturing sub-sector recorded a strongest growth (+11.6% yoy in 1H21).

Manufacturing activities took the spotlight 
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Service sector recovered at a slower pace than 

expected as COVID-19’s impacts lingered 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Accommodation and catering service was struggled 

to recover due to COVID-19’s impacts 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Service sector gradually recovered from a low base 

For 1H21, gross retail sales of consumer goods and services rose 4.9% yoy (vs. a 2.2% decline in 1H20). If excluding the 

price factor, the year-on-year increase was 3.6% (that in the same period in 1H20 decreased by 5.3%). 
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Vietnam’s export rose 30.9% yoy in 5M21 

SOURCES: Vietnam Customs, VNDIRECT 

RESEARCH

Top strongest export growth by category in 5M21 

(% yoy)

SOURCES: Vietnam Customs, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Exports turnover rose sharply in 1H21 

• According to Vietnam Customs, Vietnam exported US$131.1bn worth of goods, recording an impressive growth rate of

30.9% yoy in 5M21 (vs. a 0.9% decline in 5M20).

• Vietnam’s exports turnover to the U.S. market surged 49.1% yoy in 5M21, followed by Chinese market (+27.0% yoy).
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Imports from China increased sharply in 5M21 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Imports growth of the top 10 largest imported 

products of Vietnam in 5M21 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Imports turnover accelerated even faster 

According to Vietnam Customs,  Vietnam imported US$131.6bn worth of goods, surging 36.7% yoy in 5M21 (vs. -5.0% yoy in 5M20). As 

a result, Vietnam net imported US$473m worth of goods in 5M21 (vs. net exports of US$3.9bn in 5M20). 

Strong import’s growth in 5M21 was mainly contributed by (1) higher domestic demand for raw materials and input product, (2) higher 

domestic consumption demand and (3) strong increase in prices of imported products, including crude oil, refined products and basic 

metals during 5M21
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Inflation rebound in tandem with macro momentum but still 

well-managed

• Inflation was well-controlled under the

government target of 4% despite

higher crude oil price.

• Average consumer price index (CPI)

rose 1.5% yoy in 1H21, the lowest

level in the same period in 2016-2021

period.

• Inflation pressure subdued in 1H21

thanks to (1) food and foodstuff index

amid the strong decline in pork prices

in 1H21 and (2) low consumption

demand and (3) effective measures to

control inflation by the government.

Inflation surged during Apr- May but deaccelerated in Jun

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO
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Macro 2H21 -

2022 Outlook

Accelerate as global 

economic reopening 

gathers pace
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• With the wide availability of vaccines,

we believe that the world economy

will adapt to the new normal and the

reopening of major economies would

be accelerated, while the recovery in

international commercial flights would

promote travel, trade and investment

between countries.

• Vietnam are accelerating vaccine

deployment to combat COVID-19

pandemic. This will help prevent the

spread of coronavirus as well as

make the recovery of the service

sector more sustainable. We expect

Vietnam to allow international

commercial flights from the beginning

of 4Q21, which could lead to strong

recovery of tourism, accommodation

and catering service and aviation

since 4Q21.

SOURCES: WHO, Our World in Data

With vaccinations ameliorating the pandemic situations in 

major economies, a robust rebound is underway
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• In the World Economic Outlook

(WEO) report released in Apr 2021,

the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

lifted the global growth forecast for

2021 to 6.0% from a 5.5% projection

in the earlier report made in Jan. In

which, the IMF expected the U.S.

economy to grow by 6.4% in 2021

(vs. 5.1% in earlier projection) and

raised forecast for China’s GDP

growth in 2021 to 8.4%, from an

earlier forecast of 8.1%.

• This brighter picture for the global

economic outlook is based on

accelerating vaccine deployment and

expanding fiscal policy.
SOURCES: IMF, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Global 2H21 - 2022: on course to print sufficient GDP growth

IMF lifts outlook for global and U.S. growth thanks to vaccination 
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The world economy is expected to strongly recover 

in 2021-2022 period 

SOURCES: WTO

Global trade started picking up from the pent-up 

demand across the world

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, GSO

• According to report of World Trade Organization (WTO) released on 31 Mar 2021, world merchandise trade volume is 

expected to increase by 8.0% yoy in 2021 (vs. a decline of 5.3% in 2020). 

Global 2H21: Strong recovery ahead (cont.)
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The Vietnam’s exports to the U.S. market surged 

as this country has been reopened its economy 

E5: including UK, Germany, France, Italia and Holland

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s Custom

Expected higher demand for Vietnam’s exports, 

especially in the US, UK and China 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s Custom

• Some of Vietnam’s largest export markets are taking further steps to reopen their economies, including the US and UK.

• We expect a higher demand for Vietnam’s export in 2H21 thanks to global demand recovery, especially for machine 

and equipment, wooden furniture, textile and aquatic products. 

Robust global demand will empower Vietnam’s exports in 

2H21 - 20202
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We expect Vietnam’s GDP to grow 6.5% in 2021F 

SOURCES: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We expect stronger Vietnam’s GDP growth in 2H21 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEAERCH

• We expect Vietnam’s GDP to increase 7.0% yoy in 2H21F (vs. +2.6% in 2H20), thus lifting 2021 full-year growth rate to 6.5% yoy.  

• Supporting catalyst for stronger GDP’s growth rate in 2H21 includes: (1) a stronger expansion of the manufacturing sector in 2H21 thanks 

to higher demand from the US and EU, (2) expecting recovery of service sector after 4th wave of COVID-19 pandemic being contained 

and Vietnam accelerating COVID-19 vaccines deployment 

•

We envisage stronger GDP’s growth in 2H21
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FDI inflows gradually recovered 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI

Top largest FDI projects in 1H21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

According to GSO, the registered capital of FDI projects in 1H21 declined 2.6% yoy to US$15.3bn, which improves from a 

15.2% decline in 1H20. The implemented capital of FDI projects reached US$9.2bn, increasing 6.8% yoy (vs. an 4.9% 

decrease in the entire-2020). 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) shows positive signs
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Disbursed state capital increased 14.2% yoy in 5M21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Eleven sub-projects in the eastern section of the North-

South expressway and My Thuan–Can Tho expressway

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

According to GSO, disbursed investment under the state budget (public investment) in Jun 2021 declined 4.5% yoy (+12.0% mom) to 

reach VND38.4tr. For 1H21, disbursed state capital increased 10.2% yoy to VND171.9tr.

We maintained our view that public investment disbursement in 2021-2022 period is unlikely to sustain the sudden growth rate as in 

2020 (+34.5% yoy), however, we expect the disbursement of public investment to maintain a positive growth rate of about 8-12% yoy

in 2021-2022F.

State investment slackened but still on track 

Expressway

Total investment 

(VNDbn)

Length of the 

route (km) Starting time Financing format 

Cao Bo - Mai Son 1,612                   15                  4Q19 Public investment

Cam Lo - La Son 7,900                   98                  1Q20 Public investment

My Thuan Bridge 2 5,125                   7                    1Q20 Public investment

Mai Son – National Highway 45 14,703                 63                  3Q20 Public investment

Vinh Hao - Phan Thiet 19,648                 101                3Q20 Public investment

Phan Thiet - Dau Giay 19,571                 99                  3Q20 Public investment

Dien Chau - Bai Vot 13,596                 50                  2021-2025 PPP

Nha Trang - Cam Lam 5,131                   49                  2021-2025 PPP

Cam Lam - Vinh Hao 15,013                 78                  2021-2025 PPP

National Highway 45 – Nghi Son 7,769                   43                  2021-2025 PPP

Nghi Son - Dien Chau 8,648                   50                  2021-2025 PPP

Total 118,716               653                

My Thuan - Can Tho 4,758                   23                  3Q20 Public investment
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Deposit interest rate stayed flat 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Key policy rate was kept stable 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Deposit interest rate remained flat. To be specific, 12-month deposit interest rate average at 5.7% at the end-May 2021, equivalent to its

level at the end-2020. We saw that credit interest rate continued to decline in 1H21.

Interest rates remained stable in 1H21 but likely pick up in 

2H21
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Interbank interest rate edged up from low base

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SBV

Credit growth vs. deposit growth (01/2019-04/2021)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SBV

We expect the deposit interest rate to increase slightly by 25-30bps in 2H21 due to (1) an increase in credit demand amid the 

economy’s recovery, (2) a higher inflation pressure in 2H21 and (3) commercial banks need to maintain an attractive deposit 

interest rate level to raise capital amid higher competition from other investment channels such as real estate and securities.

Meanwhile, we expect the credit interest rate to maintain stable until the end of 2021 to support growth. 

Interest rates remained stable in 1H21 but likely pick up in 

2H21
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The Rmb rose 1.7%, while the VND inched up 0.5%, 

vs. the US$ (data as of 9 Jun 2021)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG

USD/VND fell amid a weakening USD (US$/VND)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SBV

• Foreign reserves reached c.US$100bn, based our estimates, which covered four months of imports and accounted for a third of GDP.

Factors working against more VND appreciation includes: (1) USD may regain the upper hand in 3Q21 following the tapering asset 

purchases later this year; (2) recent inflation pick up and (3) the return of trade deficits of c.US$473mn in the first 5 months. Though we 

believe VND continue to be supported by solid fundamental background and recovery of FDI inflow, the optimistic view for VND at the start 

of the year has turn more neutral.

Our optimistic view for VND at the start of the year has turned 

more neutral
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SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s custom

Brent crude oil price rose to above 70US$/barrel 

due to tightening supply and demand recovery 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s custom

• S&P GSI Index, a leading measure of global commodities price movements, surged dramatically since Nov 2021 to reach 533.7pts in 4 Jun 

2021, the highest level since Nov 2014  due to (1) tighten supply amid COVID-19 pandemic, (2) loosening monetary policy around the globe (3) 

expected strong recovery of the world economy after rolling out vaccination, (4) consumption demand recovery.  

• Brent crude oil price reach US$74.4US$/barrel in 16 Jun 2021, the highest level since Apr 2019 

S&P GSCI Index surged after bottoming in Mar 2020

Global commodities spike cast shadow over inflation 
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Metal prices rose sharply since early-2021 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s custom SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Vietnam’s custom

• Oil & Gas companies could have brighter 2H21 outlook thanks to rising crude oil price. In contrast, companies whose input materials depend on 

oil prices may face high risks when oil prices rise. 

• Exporters of steel, rubber, and agricultural products continue to benefit from rising prices.

Global commodities spike cast shadow over inflation (cont)

Food prices rose due to supply disruption amid 

COVID-19 pandemic 
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Transportation CPI continued to increase amid 

rising crude oil price 

SOURCES: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Food & foodstuff CPI subdued amid declining pork 

prices 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEAERCH

Vietnam’s inflation could be under control in 2H21 thanks to (1) lower food & foodstuff CPI amid a declining pork prices and (2)

effective measures to control inflation by the government, including reducing electricity prices and limiting exports of input materials 

essential for production. We keep unchanged our forecast of the 2021F average headline CPI increase of 2.9% yoy. 

Inflation pressure is ticking up but still under control
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• We project Vietnam’s GDP to rise by 6.5%

yoy in 2021F (lower than our previous

forecast of 6.7%)

• We expect Vietnam to maintain a trade

surplus, a current account surplus and

continue to increase foreign exchange

reserves in 2021 to US$112bn.

• Key internal risks include the rise of inflation,

and the slow progress of vaccine rollout might

hinder the boarder reopening which might

turn Vietnam less competitive versus

neighboring countries.

• Key external risks:

• FED’s tapering asset purchases will be

upcoming headwinds for emerging markets,

including Vietnam.

- Geopolitical risks rose to the foray in 2Q21 as

conflicts intensified in the Middle East, and

tensions among China-US, and politics

surrounding semiconductor chip shortages.

-SOURCES: VNDIRECR RESEARCH, GSO, SBV, MOF

Key macro forecasts and risks over 2021 - 2022

Key macro forecasts in 2021F – 2022F 
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Market overview 

in 1H21

Hope into reality



28VN-INDEX performed impressively in 1H21 

• Despite the increasing number of

Covid-19 infected cases have been

recorded in 1H21, Vietnam’s stock

market delivered an impressive

performance:

• The VN-INDEX reached 1,372.63pts,

with gain of c.24.3% vs end of 2020.

at the end of the 21/06/2021.

• The HNX-INDEX and UPCOM-INDEX

each also grew by 55.7% ytd and

20.5% ytd.

• The buoyed market could be

explained by (1) solid macro

fundamental prospect beyond the

pandemic; (2) low interest rate regime

has led greater interest by retail

investors in the stock market.

The VN-INDEX surged 24.3% YTD to approach 1,400-pt level 

Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, data as of 25/05/2021
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VN-INDEX 6M21 recorded the strongest growth rate 

compared to the same period of 2012-2021

*data as at 21 Jun 2021           Source: BLOOMBERG, 

VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Vietnam’s stock market outperforms all regional peers 

and MSCI’s benchmarks in 1H21

Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

The strongest growth of 1H in a decade 
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Liquidity rose significantly in 1H21 

thanks to domestic capital inflow 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

New domestic retail accounts 

boomed in 5M21 

VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSD

Average liquidity of 3 bourses exceeded US$1.0bn/session in 1H21, 4.0 times yoy, mostly attributed to local investors. Country stock 

transaction is approaching that of Singapore and made Vietnam market become investible for foreign investors. According to Vietnam Security 

Depository Center (VSD), the market recorded a total of 3.1m domestic securities accounts, adding 480,490 accounts year-to-date (equivalent 

to 122% of total number of new domestic accounts opened in 2020) . On average, there were nearly 95,971 new accounts opened each month, 

rising 3.7 times in quantity yoy.

Daily trading value of stock 

markets in ASEAN in 1H21 

(USDbn)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Stock 

exchanges in ASEAN

Liquidity buoyed by retail investors rally



31Banking sector has the highest trading value in 1H21

• Banking sector has the highest

trading value in 1H21, accounting for

about 28.3% of total market liquidity

(on average), following by Real Estate

(~19.5% market liquidity on average),

Brokerage (~9.3% on average), Steel

(~8.4% on average) and Food &

Beverage (~7.1% on average)

Proportion of top 10 sectors with the highest market’s trading value 

(% of total market liquidity) (data on Jun 21, 2021)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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• Liquidity of VN30 (representing large

caps) stocks accounted for 51.7% of

total trading value on HOSE. Liquidity

of VNMID (representing mid caps)

and VNSML (representing small

caps) accounted for 25.2% and

10.4% respectively of total trading

value on HOSE.

VN30 stocks contribute more than half of total liquidity on HOSE in 1H21

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FIINPRO

VN30 stocks contribute more than half of total liquidity on 

HOSE in 1H21
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• Steel was the best industry performer

in 1H21, followed by Financial

services, Oil & Gas, Banking, Real

Estate and Retail sector

• On the contrary, Tourism, Electricity

and Beverages sectors were the worst

performers in 1H21 as business

results of these sectors could be hit

the most by the new wave of COVID-

19 infections.

Share price performance by sectors (data as at Jun 21, 2021)

Source: FIINPRO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Steel was the best industry performer in 1H21
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• HPG lent the most support to the VN-

INDEX in 1H21 (contributed 9% to the

index’s gain), following by banking

stocks such as VPB, TCB, CTG and

real estate stocks such as NVL and

VHM.

• On the contrary, VNM became the

index’s top laggard, recording a

14.9% ytd. Other laggards included

SAB, BID and VJC.

HPG became VN-INDEX’s top mover in 1H21 (data on 21/06/2021)

Source: BLOOMBERG

VNIndex top movers and laggards
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Foreign investors net sold VND32,424bn in 1H21 (unit: 

VNDbn) (data on 22/06/2021)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Foreigners’ monthly net transactions (unit: VNDbn) 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Foreign investors net sold VND32,424bn across 3 bourses in 1H21 (data on 22/06/2021) (vs. net selling value of VND3,018bn in 1H20). 

However, we observed the rising of ETFs inflows by foreign investors has partially offset the net selling value by c.20% year-to-date.   

Foreign investors net sold aggressively in 1H21
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Top foreign investors’ net buys in 1H21(US$m, data 

on 22/06/2021)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Top foreign investors’ net sell in 1H21 (US$m, data on 

22/06/2021)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

VHM, MWG and STB are among top foreigners’ net buy
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Weight of investment assets of Vietnam funds from Jun 

20 - May 21

Along with the market's growing pace, equity funds constantly grew their NAV from Jun 20 to May 21 when NAV of equity funds 

climbed by 223 %, assisting the overall NAV to reach a growth rate of 119 % during the same time.

Equity fund contributed 51% total Vietnam’s funds NAV at the end of May 21, up from 34.5 % of Jun 20, indicating a change in 

investors' asset allocation to the stock market and providing momentum for the stock market to continue to expand in 2H21.

NAV of Vietnam funds from Jun 20 - May 21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Fiinpro

Equity funds are attracting large capital inflow following the 

growth of the market

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Fiinpro
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Fund’s performance in 2021 (ytd %)

ETFs outperform other fund types due to the robust growth of the indexes on which they are based, with the VN Finlead ETF 

leading the way with an ytd increase of 61.7 %. This is the driving force behind ETFs continuing to attract substantial capital 

flows from investors, particularly new and international investors, thanks to the benefits of ETFs such as appropriate low-time 

investors with passive investing style, professionally managed, and limitless foreign ownership.

Accumulated Fund flow to ETFs (US$mn) since Jun 20 - Jun 21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg

Funds’ NAV growth momentum will continue in 2H21 thanks to 

the good performance in 1H21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Fiinpro, Bloomberg

ETF

*Since interception
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Market Outlook  

2H21 and beyond

Easy money made, focus 

on quality now



41Key supporting factors for Vietnam’s stock market in 2H21 

• The dynamics of FOMO (fear of missing out) and robust local individual inflow will support

the equity market uptrend to sustain. FOMO grows as investors to catch stock market boom

when VN-index broke its record highs.

• Low deposit interest rate environment. Currently, the average 1-year term deposit interest rate of

commercial banks stands at 5.7%/year, which is lower than the average 1-year term deposit interest

rate in the 2017-2019 period (before the COVID-19 pandemic) at 7.0%/year. In the context of low

deposit interest rates, individual continue search for higher-yield investment instruments; ie: equity

and corporate bonds.

• Valuation supported by strong earnings outlook. As listed firms’ earnings displayed great

resilience in 1H21, we raise forecast for 2021F EPS growth of listed companies on HOSE to 30%,

from a previous forecast of 23%.

• HOSE ’s upgraded trading system is expected to go live by the end of Jul 2021, which will

solve the current market transaction congestion, thus enhancing investors’ confidence

• The bottleneck of high margin lending outstanding balance will partially be resolved. By late-

2Q21, several brokerage firms plan to increase their capital in order to meet margin lending

regulations.
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Quarterly revenue and net profit growth on yoy basis 

(1Q17-4Q20)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

• Based on our estimates, 1Q21 aggregate earnings of listed companies on three bourses (HOSE, HNX, UPCOM) surge 89.9% yoy from the low base 1Q20 

(-25.9% yoy). Market’s 1Q21 net profit is even 57.0% higher than pre-pandemic level (1Q19). 

• 1Q21 earnings of companies listed on the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HOSE) jumped 65.8% yoy while that of VN30 grew 62.0% yoy. 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Earnings have displayed great resilience in 1H21 

1Q21 business result by category 
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Steel, banks and financial services have a stellar performance 

in 1Q21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FIINPRO

• Steel manufacturers enjoyed higher

average selling price (ASP) and

strong sale volume, posting a 289.7%

yoy growth in 1Q21 NP.

• In financial services area, mostly

securities brokerages, 1Q21 NP

jumped 16x yoy, as stock market

rallied in both indexes and liquidity

from low base in 1Q20.

• Banks ‘s 1Q21 earnings grew

remarkably 79.1% yoy thanks to lower

funding cost, contributing 34.0% to

market’s earnings growth.
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We raise forecast for 2021F EPS growth 

of listed companies on HOSE to 30%, 

from a previous forecast of 23%. 

FY21F net profit growth across sectors under VNDS’ coverage

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Breakdown analysis of market earnings growth forecast, 

represented by VNDIRECT’s coverage
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The current VN-INDEX’s P/E is still much lower than its 

historical peak

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg

FY21-23F P/E and earnings growth matrix

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg

• As of Jun 21, 2021, the VN-INDEX is currently traded at trailing P/E 18.8x which is slightly premium to average 5-year trailing P/E of 16.5x

but still 15% discount to the historically peak of 22.2x in 2018. Thanks to listed corporate earnings growth, FY21 forward P/E is 16.5x, which

is still attractive in regional context. In term of earnings growth and valuations, Vietnam, Singapore and Indonesia stand out as markets

which are cheap compared to their earnings growth potential.

Valuation supported by strong earnings outlook 
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Vietnam stock market deserves a premium compared to the 

historical average, in our view

• Valuation is well supported by earnings outlook. We forecast net profit of listed companies on HOSE to grow

by the CAGR of 27%/year in the FY2021-2022F period, which is higher than the CAGR of 12%/year in the

FY2017-2020 period. Based on our estimate, FY21 forward P/E is 16.5x, which is still attractive in regional

context. In term of earnings growth and valuations, Vietnam, Singapore and Indonesia stand out as markets which

are cheap compared to their earnings growth potential.

• Though Vietnam stock market will not be included in the watch list of MSCI Emerging market (MSCI EM)

this year but the chance is still there. According to our research, within 1 or 2 years ahead the MSCI EM

upgrade, valuation of some certain stock markets rallied by 25% to 45% compared to their average 3-year

historical P/E.

• Therefore, Vietnam's stock market absolutely deserves a premium compared to the 5-year historical

average P/E of 16.5x. We expect the VN-INDEX to trade at 17.5-18x P/E at the end of 2021, translating to the

VN-INDEX of 1,400-1,450pts. However, as new domestic investors’ capital is pouring into the Vietnam’s stock

market recently, we believe the VN-INDEX will sometimes reach 1,500 pts in the second half of 2021.
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• Vietnam maintains its status in the latest MSCI: Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) in its annual market

classification review Jun 2021 kept Vietnam’s stock market at Frontier Market status; it was not added to the

shortlist of markets that have potential to be upgraded from Frontier Market to Emerging Market.

• In the MSCI 2021 global market accessibility review report, MSCI maintained all its assessment for the Vietnam’s

stock market and raised concerns about the recent congestion on HOSE.

• Additionally, MSCI also announced that it will consult on the potential reclassification of the MSCI Pakistan Index.

MSCI will announce its final decision by Sep 7, 2021. However, this could have little impact on Vietnam’s stock

market, given small changing of Vietnamese stock weight on MSCI Frontier Markets Index and MSCI Frontier

Markets Index.

• In our base case scenario, if the new trading system could be launched in 1H22, we expect that Vietnam stock

market could be added to Watchlist for reclassification from Frontier Market status to Emerging Market status at

MSCI’s Annual Market Classification Review in Jun 2022. Then, the inclusion of Vietnam in the MSCI Emerging

Markets Index in the Jun 2023 annual review could be announced for official implementation in Jun 2024.

• For FTSE, we expect that the announcement of the inclusion to FTSE Secondary Emerging Market status would

come from the Sep 2022 annual country-reclassification
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Simulated impact on the MSCI Frontier 

Markets Index 

Source: MSCI

• If the MSCI Pakistan Index returns to the frontier market status, the proportion of Vietnamese stocks in the MSCI Frontier Markets Index basket

would decrease slightly to 30.3% from 31.0% previously, and the proportion of Vietnamese stocks in the MSCI Frontier Markets 100 Index could

rose to 31.4% from 31.0% previously.

Simulated impact on the MSCI Frontier Markets 100 Index

Source: MSCI

The potential reclassification of the MSCI Pakistan Index could 

have small impact on Vietnam’s stock market 
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Equitisation and divestment of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 

could speed up in 2H21 – 1H22

In 1H21, there were only three SOEs

equitised in 5M21.

Besides, the government completed

divestment of 12 state-owned

enterprises in 5M21.

For 2H21, the government will boost

equitisation of large SOE, including,

Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and

Rural Development (AGRIBANK) and

Vietnam Mobile Telecom Services

One Member Limited Liability

Company (MOBIFONE).

Besides, Commission for the

Management of State Capital at

Enterprises (CMSC) will boost

divestment of state capital in Sabeco,

FPT, and Bao Minh Insurance

Corporation

List of some SOEs which must be equitised in 2020, according to 

the Decision No. 26/2019/QD-TTg, though none of them completed 

equitisation in 2020

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

No Name
State ownership after 

equitisation and divestment

1 Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (AGRIBANK) 65%

2
Vietnam National Coal and Mineral Industries Holding Corporation 

Limited - parent company (TKV)
65%

3 Vietnam Northern Food Corporation (Vinafood 1) 65%

4
Vietnam Mobile Telecom Services One Member Limited 

Liability Company (MOBIFONE)
>50% and <65%

5 Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Group – parent company (VNPT) >50% and <65%

6 VietNam National Coffee Corporation (VINACAFE) >50% and <65%

7 Vietnam National Chemical Group – parent company (VINACHEM) >50% and <65%

8 Vietnam National Cement Corporation (VICEM) >50% and <65%

9 Vietnam Paper Corporation (Vinapaco) <=50%

10 Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUD) <=50%
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• The FED pivoted to a more hawkish stance at June’s FOMC and appeared to place more emphasis

on inflation worries. Two rate hikes for 2023 are now projected in the Fed’s dotplot. Fed tightening will

concern a drag on emerging markets, including Vietnam.

• Vietnam’s deposit interest rates are expected to edge up in 2H21 amid higher inflation pressure,

thus reducing the attractiveness of securities investment compared to saving accounts.

• Increasing share supply from robust equity capital raising. In 1H21, market witnessed listed firms

aggressively to set plan to raise equity capital this year. Total amount of completed and registered

share issued to existing share holders notched VND25,617bn, 3 times higher than 2020’s figures. With

the current level of ADTV around US$1bn/session we think the huge supply of new shares has yet to

create significant pressure to the stock market compared with 2014-2019 level, but its time to keep an

eye on these indicators.
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Based on upcoming plan, the total value of 

share issued to existing share holder will post 

a new historical high in 2021

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Issuing to existing shareholders is the main 

method of issuing primary shares in 2021

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

(*) Including upcoming issuance in 2021

Total amount of completed and registered share issued to existing share holders notched VND25,617bn, 3 times higher than 

2020’s figures. 

Real Estates, Electronics and Financial 

services top the most planned share issue in 

2021 (in term of value)

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

(*) Including upcoming issuance in 2021

(**) Including all type of new share issued

Listed firms aggressively set plan to raise equity capital in 

2021
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Total value of share issued (*) reached 10-year 

high versus marketcap

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg

Total value of share issued reached 10-year high 

in relation with VNINDEX P/E

Source: Fiinpro, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg

• With the current level of ADTV around US$1bn/session we think the huge supply of new shares has yet  to create significant pressure to the 

stock market compared with 2014-2019 level, but its time to keep an eye on these indicators. 

Too much new shares will bring stress test to market’s 

adoption ability in the next quarters



Sector outlook and 

stock picks

53



54Sectors and stocks

• Residential Property – VHM, KDH, NLG

• Industrial Property – KBC, PHR, GVR, SZC

• Logistics – GMD, PHP, SGP, VTP

• Retail – PNJ, MWG, VRE

• Aviation – ACV, SCS, VJC

• Oil & Gas – GAS, PVT

• Agribusiness – VHC, DPM, QNS

• Textile & Garment  – STK, MSH

• Wood & Wood product – PTB 

• Steel – HPG, HSG, NKG

• Banking – MBB, TCB, CTG

• Power – BCG, HDG

• Technology & Telco – FPT, FOX, CTR
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A strong upward trend in land prices of suburb area in

both HCMC and Hanoi in 4M21Residential 

property

Good times are just 

around the corner

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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We see three key factors to drive residential property market in 

2021-22F

1) A board-based recovery of macro fundamentals 

will propel property market in 2021F

• The economy expands 6.7% yoy in 2021F, while

inflation pressure is expected to be well controlled at

2.9%.

• Disbursed FDI value will increase by 7% yoy in 2021F.

• Public investment will accelerate in 2021F, especially in

infrastructure development, having a direct impact on

the property market .

• The accelerated relocation of manufacturing facilities

from China to Vietnam.

2) Housing demand fueled by unprecedented 

affordable mortgage interest rates

We see the average adjustable mortgage rate from local

banks stayed relatively flat in 1H21, in a range of 9.2-9.5%,

still a 10-year low. We believe mortgage rates will still be

maintained at a low rates in 2021F, which supports property

demand, especially for younger Millennial generation.

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, DOMESTIC BANK
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The government has been stepping up

infrastructure development having a

direct impact on the property market and

becoming its key growth engine going

forward. Noticeable infrastructure

projects include those completed in

2020 such as: 1) the VND6,300bn Lo Te

- Rach Soi Expressway completed in

Oct 2020, 2) The VND8,500bn Hanoi

Ring Road No.3 completed in Nov 2020;

and those starting construction in 2021

such as 1) Long Thanh international

airport Phase 1 project (broken ground

in early 2021), 2) six of the 11 sub-

projects in the eastern section of the

North-South Expressway which have

started construction while five others are

expected to kick off in 2021F.

3) Infrastructure development will boost property market in 2021-22F

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We see three key factors to drive residential property market in 

2021-22F 
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We see three key  factors to drive residential property market 

in 2021-22F 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Some expected new zoning plans Key points

Hanoi announced planning scheme on historical inner 

zoning

The urban planning scheme covering 4 districts namely Hoan Kiem, Ba Dinh, Dong Da and Hai Ba Trung will lay out 

the legal framework for the city, embellish urban areas and promote socio-economic development.

Red River draft planning The planning is implemented on a 40km long river section of Red River from Hong Ha Bridge to Me So Bridge, 

covering an area of  c.11,000ha that includes 55 wards and communes of 13 districts. Ha Noi authorities are 

expected to approve and issue the Red River subdivision planning in Jun 2021.

Hanoi to urbanise 8 suburban district in the period of 

2021-2030

Hanoi proposed to urbanise suburban districts to become inner districts namely Hoai Duc, Gia Lam, Dong Anh, 

Thanh Tri and Dan Phuong in the period of 2021-25F; Thanh Oai, Thuong Tin and Me Linh in 2026-30F.

HCMC to urbanise 5 suburban district in the period of 

2021-2030

HCMC proposed to urbanise 5 suburban districts to become inner districts in the period of 2021-30F, including Can 

Gio, Cu Chi, Binh Chanh, Hoc Mon and Nha Be.

HCMC proposed to establish Northwest City HCMC proposed to establish Northwest City including Cu Chi and Hoc Mon districts.

Upcoming approval for the following new zoning plans enhances infrastructure development and land 

prices
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The HCMC new condo supply is expected to recover 

from 2022F thanks to loosening regulatory bottleneck

Source: CBRE, SAVILLS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

After new regulatory measures such as Decree 148 and Amended Construction Law 2020 issued in 2020, we project the HCMC

new condo supply will recover from 2022F, with +26.2% yoy in 2022F and +55.7% yoy in 2023F, of which mid-end segment

bounces with a 30-50% contribution of total condo supply. We believe suburb housing market in HCMC namely Binh Chanh, Can

Gio, Nha Be, Thu Duc City will continue to do well in 2H21-2022F, driven by the infrastructure project development in these areas.

Source: CBRE, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Southern residential market : signs of warming up since 2022 

onwards

The HCMC new landed supply in 2H21F mostly comes from new 

phases of existing large township
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We expect landed prices of suburb in HCMC 

continue to rise impressively in 2H21F

The areas offered condo prices below US$2,000 psm

will record a faster growth due to limited new supply

• We observe there was no new affordable housing project launched within recent five quarters. Supply shortage while demand 

is still high, resulting in secondary prices for areas offered below US$2,000 psm will record a faster growth, in our view.

• The proposal on establishment of Northwest City consisting of Cu Chi and Hoc Mon coupled with process planning for 

urbanizing Cu Chi, Hoc Mon, Binh Chanh, Nha Be, Can Gio into urban districts should boost land prices in these areas.

Housing prices of HCMC suburbs likely continue to increase

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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As a result of strong price escalation

along with limited supply, investors are

looking for new opportunities in

neighbouring provinces to HCMC such

as Long An and Dong Nai. In 5M21, new

suppy and sales volumes for ready-built

houses in Dong Nai reached 3,539

units/936 units, followed by Long An with

625 units/ 468 units respectively,

according to DKRA.

This open opportunities for developers

that own massive landbank in those

areas such as NLG, NVL with mega

township projects namely Waterfront,

Southgate, Aqua City. We believe the

launches of these projects in 2H21-

2022F will draw investors’ attention and

achieve high take-up rate thanks to their

sought-after location, legal transparency

and quality products.

New supply for ready-built houses in Dong Nai was 6.8 times higher 

than that of HCMC in 5M21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, DKRA

HCMC’s neighbouring provinces will take spotlights over 

2H21-2022F
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Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT

Some noticeable projects in the South are expected to be 

launched in 2021-22F

Project name Developer Location Type of products Est. GDV* (VNDbn)

Land size 

(ha)

Expected 

launch

Listed companies

Vinhomes Long Beach VHM Can Gio High-rise, low-rise 661,564 2870 2022

Aqua Phoenix NVL Dong Nai Low-rise 82,763 286 2021

Aqua City NVL Dong Nai Low-rise 25,518 110 2021

Aqua City River Park NVL Dong Nai Low-rise 22,699 85 2021

Aqua Riverside NVL Dong Nai Low-rise 17,799 77 2021

The Grand Manhatta NVL District 1, HCMC High-rise 15,128 14 2021

Waterfront NLG Dong Nai High-rise, low-rise 34,091 170 2H21

Nam Long Can Tho NLG Can Tho Low-rise 3,929 43 2H21

Clarita KDH Thu Duc City Low-rise 4,737 5.7 2H21

Armena KDH Thu Duc City Low-rise 3,610 4.3 2H21

Apartment project (158 An Duong Vuong) KDH Binh Tan High-rise 3,367 1.8 2022

Unlisted companies

Grand Marina Saigon

Masterise Homes - 

Marriot International District 1, HCMC Branded residences

Launched in Hong Kong with 

selling prices of US$18,000 psm 10 2021

One Central Saigon (The Spirit of Saigon 

previously)

Masterise - The Ritz 

Carlton District 1, HCMC Branded residences

Rumour prices of US$25,000-

US$30,000 psm 0.86 2021-22

Empire 88 Tower Keppel Land Thu Duc City Vietnam's tallest building Rumour prices of US$12,000 psm N/A 2022

Branded residences projects set new pricing levels in luxury segment 
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Hanoi new condo supply recovery in 2021-22F, 

driven by a stable contribution from Vinhomes' 

massive projects

Source: CBRE, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We expect to see a 40% increase in new condo supply in 2021F to c.25,000 units, dominated mostly by units in the west and 

the east of Hanoi, driven by the stable new supply from Vinhomes' massive projects, followed by Sunshine Empire (c.2,200 

units) and Gamuda City (c.2,000 units). Meanwhile, landed property market at Hanoi’s neighbouring provinces such as Hung 

Yen are likely in the spotlight in FY21-22F. Vinhomes also plans to launch a 460ha mega township in Hung Yen in 2H21F.

Source: CBRE, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Northern residential market: Ample supply from upcoming 

mega township projects

Lacklustre new landed supply in Hanoi while spotlight 

in its neighbouring provinces
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We believe healthy increase in Hanoi condo prices to 

continue in 2H21F

Slowing land prices growth in 2H21F after a surge 

across Hanoi in 4M21

• We see an upward trend in landed market across Hanoi with land prices rising 14.5% yoy on average in 4M21, mostly 

driven by the announcement of master plan for Red River. We believe housing prices in Hanoi will slow down in 2H21F 

thanks to tightening land management in tempering areas. 

We expect Hanoi housing prices will slow down in 2H21F after 

a surge across the board in 4M21

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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We consider Hung Yen as one of

Northern emerging property markets,

along with Bac Ninh and Quang Ninh.

This province situated at the heart of the

Northern Delta, having favorable

connection to Hanoi, Hai Phong and

Nam Dinh. According to CBRE, in 2020,

selling prices for landed property in

Hung Yen rose 12% yoy, higher than the

Hanoi average rate of 7.6%.

New landed supply in Hung Yen could

reach 2,500 units in 2021F, 16.8%

higher than that of Hanoi, mostly from

mega township projects namely Ecopark

(500ha) and Vinhomes Dream City

(460ha). We believe these projects will

achieve a take-up rate of 70-80% in

2021F, driven by high demand from

experts, engineers and workers in this

area.

Abundant new products (2,500 landed units) from mega projects 

should add more excitement for Hung Yen property market in 2021F

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CBRE

Hung Yen is likely in the spotlight in 2H21-2022F
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Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT

Some noticeable projects in the North are expected to be 

launched in 2021-22F

**Masterise has partnered with Techcombank to introduce new solution for housing finance namely "Home for home" program. This

solution is expected to stimulate housing demand and shorten time for people owning houses to upgrade to premium projects. The

customers will make no payment until handover since the bank will assess their houses and pay the first instalment of 30% to developers.

VHM continues to cement its leading position with 3 projects launched in 2021-22F
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Vietnam’s domestic passenger volume forecast in 

FY19-30F
Vietnam’s international passenger volume forecast in 

FY19-30F

We believe that hospitality property will recover quickly in the future on the back of Covid-19 vaccines presence along with 

recovery of the Vietnam tourism. The headwinds from the pandemic may be over in the hospitality property market from end-

2021.

Hospitality property: time to appear on investor’s radar

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CAAV Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CAAV
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V-shaped recovery for Vietnam’s hospitality property, with a 

recovery to 2019 level expected in 2023

New supply for beach villas picked up 

in 5M21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, DKRA

• According to DKRA, new supply for beach villa gradually bounced with 1,017

units in 5M21, 88% higher than that in 2020, mostly from BR-VT, Phu Quoc,

Binh Thuan. But demand is still dull with only 274 units in sales volume,

translating into a take-up rate of 27%, -66 % pts compared to the same period in

2019.

• We expect a recovery to 2019 level in 2023, driven by the bounces of

international visitors. All countries around the world are stepping up their

immunization efforts to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Several countries

stand out for rolling out vaccination, of which Canada has the highest

percentage of the population (61.6%) vaccinated with at least one dose of the

COVID-19 vaccine, following by the UK (59.4%), US (50.9%), Germany (45.1%),

Italy (43.1%), France (41.2%) and China (estimated at 36.0%).

• According to Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, the path to recovery

for Vietnam’s tourism will follow four stages: 1) recovery led by domestic

tourism; 2) pilot reception of limited international tourist groups in certain tourist

sites; 3) reception of visitors from countries with good progress in Covid-19

containment; 4) full recovery of international tourism.
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Phu Quoc will be the first tourism site to open for international 

visitors with vaccine passports

The number of domestic and international visitors to Phu Quoc rose

impressively over 2015-2019, with domestic arrivals CAGR of 49.8% and

international arrivals CAGR of 35.2% over 2015-2019.

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VIETNAM NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF TOURISM 

On 13 Jun 21, the Politburo has approved

for Phu Quoc to welcome foreign tourists

with vaccine passports. This will boost the

recovery of hospitality performance in this

island from 2H21F. Vingroup – one of the

largest developers in Phu Quoc – will

benefits the most to recover strongly with

on-going Vinpearl projects and the up-

coming launch at Grand World project.

According to the Management Board of Phu

Quoc Economic Zone, by mid-2019, Phu

Quoc has gained 248 hospitality projects

from many large developers, namely

Vingroup and Sun Group, covering 9.611 ha

with the total investment value reaching

US$14bn. Despite the large number of

newly launched developments and units by

far, Phu Quoc hospitality market is still

paltry compared to the Da Nang and Nha

Trang markets. We believe Phu Quoc still

has much room for growth.
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NVL's hospitality project launches in FY21-22F

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT

NVL's hospitality project launched in

FY21-22F focuses on tourist areas

dominated mostly by domestic visitors,

namely Mui Ne, Phan Thiet, and Ho

Tram. Thus, hospitality activities in

these areas have suffered less than

others such an Hoi An and Nha Trang

amid COVID-19 and ban on

international flights.

In addition, these areas also enjoy the

advantage of infrastructure

development such as Dau Giay – Phan

Thiet expressway and Long Thanh

international airport, providing a high

potential for growth for investors. We

believe NVL’s hospitality projects will

be one of the first developers to

recover post pandemic.

NovaWorld Ho Tram NovaBeach Cam Ranh

NovaHill Mui Ne NovaWorld Phan Thiet
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We see the impressive 1Q21 revenue

growth in most property listed companies.

VHM reported a 1Q21 revenue of

VND12,986bn, up 99.2% yoy. The strong

growth was driven by a 75.2% yoy surge in

project delivery revenue, mainly due to the

delivery of c.2,900 retail units from Ocean

Park, Grand Park and Smart City.

AGG’s 1Q21 revenue increased the most at

698% yoy to VND342bn, driven by the

handovers of Sky 89 and The Sóng.

NVL’s 1Q21 revenue grew 372% yoy thanks

to abundant unit handovers from six

projects.

DXG recovered strongly in 1Q21 thanks to

the delivery of Gem Sky World, given its

success in solving regulatory issue.

Only NLG reported decrease in revenue

since its key project handovers will not

occur until 2H21F.

1Q21 business results of property listed companies

Property listed companies recorded impressive revenue growth in 1Q21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT
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Vinhomes (VHM VN, Add, TP: 134,300). Vinhomes’ (VHM) total land bank, including land under acquisition, was 16,400ha as of

Mar 2021, about 3.3 times higher than that of the second ranked company – Novaland, which translates to 16,400ha of residential

GFA. This highlights its strong land acquisition and master planning capability, in our view. As at end-2021, 92% of its total land

bank had not been deployed yet, showing the huge potential of the VHM in the future. We expect its estimate gross development

value (GDV) of VND1,118tr (US$48.2bn) up to FY25F. VHM sets a target of VND91tr in presales value (+44.9% yoy) and 37,000

units in presales volume (+34.2% yoy) for FY21F with the noticeable launches of three new projects including Vinhomes Co Loa,

Vinhomes Dream City and Vinhomes Wonder Park.

Khang Dien (KDH VN, Add, TP: 45,500). We like KDH for its scale, financial capacity, huge ready-to-use land bank (578ha for

residential and 110ha for industrial park as of end-May 2021) amid the shrinkage on new supply in HCMC and legal transparency.

These factors position KDH well to capture real demand for residential property and stable earnings prospects, in our view. We

project KDH’s presales value to bounce back in FY21-22F with three new projects launches namely Clarita (5.7ha), Armena

(4.3ha) in Thu Duc City and 158 An Duong Vuong (1.8ha), which has a potential GDV of VND12,342bn. Upside risks in the short

term could come from higher-than-expected average selling price for three new projects; our mid- to long-term investment thesis is

dependent on whether KDH can clear legal hurdles to start its Tan Tao project. Downside risks are 1) delays in obtaining permits

for new launches and 2) continuous upward trend in construction material prices.

Nam Long (NLG VN, Add, TP: 46,700). We like NLG as 1) NLG has a sizeable land bank of 681ha as of end-1Q21. Most

projects are located at HCMC’s neighbouring provinces namely Dong Nai, Long An, Can Gio which are drawing investors’

attention thanks to infrastructure development and 2) NLG’s high exposure to the mid-range and affordable condo segments as

these segments are driven by real end-user demand. Given its six potential projects launches in FY21F, we project VND12,746bn

in FY21F presales value, a highest-ever level. Re-rating catalysts are higher-than-expected selling prices of Izumi City and Can

Tho 43ha projects. Key downside risks 1) regulatory delays, 2) higher mortgage rates as these may dent NLG's mid-range condo

presales, and 3) continuous upward trend in construction material prices.
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DIC Corp (DIG VN). As an experienced residential and resort real estate developer, DIG owns a clean land bank of up to 8,000ha

in prime locations across many provinces and cities, most notably in Ba Ria - Vung Tau, Dong Nai , Vinh Phuc, Kien Giang... DIG

is likely to achieve great growth in profit in FY21-22F with a series of key projects that have completed legal procedures and site

clearance for the new phase, just waiting to the construction and launching. It is noteworthy that the projects of Long Tan, North

Vung Tau and Vi Thanh Residential Area are large-scale investment projects in Vung Tau, all of which had plans to implement

phase 1, which is expected to have high take-up rate on the back of residential and hospitality real estate market recovery.

An Gia (AGG VN). AGG owns a land bank of 103ha, equivalent to a GFA of c.2.1 million sqm. An Gia is now implementing 7

projects in the suburban districts of HCMC and neighboring provinces such as Vung Tau and Binh Duong with a total area of

about 64ha. In FY21, AGG will hand over the rest of the Panorama project along with a part of the Sky 89 and The Song projects

with a total of more than 1,200 units, contributing to a strong growth in revenue and profit. In addition, An Gia is expected to

acquire an additional of 35ha from projects such as BC 27 (27ha in Binh Chanh), D7 (5.4ha in District 7, HCMC) and BD3 (Binh

Duong). FY21-25F will be a turning point for An Gia to become a mid-range property developer from a small business.

HODECO (HDC VN). HDC is the leading property enterprise in Ba Ria - Vung Tau province, the company has accumulated a land

bank of 400ha, of which c.100ha of clean land with low cost in projects under development: The Light city (49ha), West Road 3/2

Residential Area (6.3ha), Ecotown Phu My (6ha), Ngoc Tuoc Hill Villas (14.3ha) and Dai Duong (19.6ha). The Light phase 1

project will start the breakthrough period in profit of HDC from 2021 with the launches of 490 townhouses, 213 villas and about

400 condo apartments. The project has a prime location at the gateway of Vung Tau city, it is highly likely that phase 1 will attract

great attention from investors. Moreover, HDC has been officially put into operation the Fusion Suite project with the function of a

5 stars hotel, which might generate a stable cash flow for HDC when tourism is resumed after vaccine presence.
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Sources: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

P/E (x) P/B (x) ROE (%)

Dividend 

yield (%)

2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

Vietnam

Vinhomes VHM VN 134,300   ADD 16,024        44.7          12.9   7.5    3.1    2.2    28.2  34.3  -      -    27.8

Novaland NVL VN 74,100     HOLD 7,627          51.4          28.7   17.6  3.9    3.2    14.7  20.1  -      -    114.7

Khang Dien KDH VN 45,500     ADD 1,005          23.6          18.6   11.9  2.3    2.2    14.5  21.1  1.4      1.4    22.6

Dat Xanh DXG VN NR NR 544            N/A 9.4     8.5    1.7    1.4    19.1  18.2  N/A N/A 43.6

Nam Long NLG VN 46,700     ADD 477            22.6          9.6     8.0    1.6    1.4    19.1  19.3  3.9      3.2    36.6

Development InvestmentDIG VN NR NR 456            13.7          12.2   11.3  N/A N/A 17.5  15.9  N/A N/A 20.6

Becamex Infrastructure IJC VN NR NR 308            10.7          11.4   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 31.1

Ba Ria - Vung Tau HDC VN NR NR 187            16.1          N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 85.4

An Gia AGG VN NR NR 181            9.9            N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 102.2

Local peer average 26.1          14.7   10.8  2.5    2.1    18.9  21.5  1.3      1.2    47.8        

Local peer median 19.4          12.2   9.9    2.3    2.2    18.3  19.7  0.7      0.7    36.6        

Note: all prices are based on the closing prices on Jun 25 2021. All estimates for Non-rated (NR) stocks are based on Bloomberg consensus estimates.

TickerCompany Name

Net D/E 

(%)

Market Cap 

(US$mn)Recom.

TP

(local cur)

3-year  

Fwd EPS 

CAGR (%)
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Upside risks: New regulatory measures such as Decree 148, Amended Construction Law 2020 issued in 2020 and the

upcoming amended Land Law are expected to tackle the bottlenecks in the approval of residential projects and shorten

the time in granting construction. The market will return to its excitement after a dull and sluggish period.

Downside risks:

• Prolong pandemic could restrict marketing and sales activities;

• Housing prices have increased rapidly, especially in decentralized and sub-urban areas, which are raising concern and

pricing out of the market for home buyers;

• We see rising construction cost on material prices hike in FY21F, especially steels prices have increased more than

45% yoy. Steel accounts for 12-15% of total construction cost (based on industry estimates), this could drive up

housing prices if those remain at current high level in the next two years;

• The individuals earning income from property leases with a price of more than VND8.33m per month, are subject to tax

even if they do not have full 12 months for lease in a calendar year under the Circular 40/2021/TT-BTC issued on 1 Jun

21, which will take effect from 1 Aug 21. This could impact to the rental housing market when this market is suffering

due to COVID-19.
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Industrial 

Property

Prepare to launch 

into the next phase of 

growth

Leased areas in Vietnam remained high at 700ha 

with occupancy rate of 71.8% in 5M21
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Leased areas in Vietnam remained high at 700ha (-12.5% 

yoy) with an occupancy rate of 71.8% in 5M21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI, CBRE

The disbursed capital of FDI projects to increase by 

6.8% yoy in 6M21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI

Industrial park (IP) demand fueled by strong FDI inflows and 

robust manufacturing expansion

Leased areas in Vietnam remained high at 700ha (-12.5% yoy) in 5M21. The demand has continued to outpace supply; thus

occupancy rate rose 1.6% pts (compared to end-2020) to 71.8%. We believe industrial land demand will continue to surge in

2H21-FY22F, fueled by strong FDI inflows and robust manufacturing expansion, especially the attendance of Foxconn and

OPPO, which will help attract many of their vendors/sub-contractor as well as open opportunities for local support industry.
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Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MoIT

According to MoIT, the export value subject to FTA tariff incentives in 2020 reached US$52.76bn (+10.9% yoy). Besides, as

guided by EVFTA, Vietnam issued 64,796 EUR.1 C/O worth US$2.5bn (+18% yoy) in 3M21. Vietnam’s total export value to the

EU by 2030 are expected to jump 44.4%. The EVFTA, together with other FTAs, will motivate manufacturing investment

companies to come to Vietnam, maintaining strong FDI inflows into the Southeast Asian nation in the coming years, in our view.

Strong FDI inflows driven by new FTAs and production shift 

from China to Vietnam

FTA utilisation rate remained positive at 

33.1% in 2020

The export value subject to FTA tariff 

incentives increased 16.4% p.a in 2017-20

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MoIT Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SAVILLS

List of companies moving or planning a 

move from China to Vietnam in 1Q21
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Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SAVILLS, STATISTA, MPI

Low operating costs and tax incentives will be the drivers for 

Vietnam amid “China plus one” strategy

Although Vietnam’s industrial land price rose

sharply since 2019, the country still offers an

average price of US$108/sq m/lease term in

1Q21, the second-lowest price in the region after

Myanmar. In Vietnam, wages in manufacturing

(on average of workers and engineers) are much

lower than that in China and Malaysia. Meanwhile,

only Indonesia has better electricity prices than

Vietnam for business.

Beside the low operation costs, Vietnam cut its

Corporate Income Tax (CIT) to a 20% flat rate in

2016, from 22% previously, for all domestic and

foreign companies to bolster its attractiveness as

a manufacturing hub. Moreover, companies in

industrial zones also enjoy many incentives, such

as tax exemption/reduction and visa exemption.

Common tax incentives for companies in IPs

include tax exemption for two to four years, tax

reduction for the next three to 15 years and import

duty exemption.

Vietnam is still a hotspot with low operation costs and tax incentives
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The manufacturing sector remained strong despite the 

4th COVID-19 outbreak. IIP edged up 9.3% yoy in 1H21 

(vs. +2.8% yoy in 1H20).

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

The capital inflow of FDI and local manufacturers to 

IPs and EZs rose 10.3%/15.7% yoy in 5M21 

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI

We observe that existing businesses are significantly expanding their manufacturing capacity, driven by Vietnam’s strong industrial fundamentals.

According to JETRO, c.47% Japanese business with existing manufacturing line in Vietnam plan to expand their capacity in the next 1-2 years. LG

Electronics, Intel, Mitsubishi Motors, and Ford also announced plans for expansion in Vietnam. Besides, many Vietnam support industry companies

take advantages from FDI acceleration plan to enhance their capacity such as O.N Vina, a vendor of Samsung.

Robust manufacturing expansion from both existing FDI 

clients and local producers
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Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI, CBRE

We believe occupancy rate remains high at 72-74% in 

FY21-22F when demand continue to outpace supply

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MPI, CBRE

Vietnam established 25 IPs with 7,300ha industrial land 

area in 5M21, the highest yoy increase since 2015

Increasing supply to fulfill the growing demand for industrial 

property for years

As demand continue to outpace supply, Vietnam speeds up increasing supply to fulfill demand. In 5M21, Vietnam established 25 new industrial parks

(IPs), added 7,300ha industrial land area, the highest increase in land area since 2015. As of May 2021, Vietnam has 394 IPs established, with a total

industrial land area of 80,900ha (+9.9% vs. end-20). Of which, 286 IPs with 57,300ha industrial land area are in operation, 108 IPs with 23,600ha are

under construction, ensuring future supply.
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Land rental prices in Southern IPs remained 

strong with a rental price rise of 8.2% yoy in 1Q21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, JLL

Land rental prices in Hung Yen increased the most 

at 13.1% yoy among Northern IPs in 1Q21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, JLL

According to JLL, land rental prices in two key industrial areas remained strong in 1Q21, with an average increase of 8.2% yoy to US$111/sq

m/lease term in Southern provinces and 8.1% yoy to US$107/sq m/lease term in Northern provinces. Hung Yen and Bac Ninh provinces continued

to record an impressive increase of 13.1% yoy and 7.8% yoy, respectively. Given its higher demand, we project leasing prices to continue its

upward trajectory in 2H21-FY22F, especially for IPs in urban areas, given the shortage supply.

We expect leasing prices to rise in 2H21-FY22F given healthy 

demand and limited supply
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Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MoIT

E-commerce could drive the requirement for an additional 

728,000sqm of new warehouse space in FY25F

Sources: CBRE ASIA

According to MoIT, Vietnam's e-commerce revenue is booming, with an estimated CARG of 44.9% to US$52bn in FY20-25F. According to

CBRE Asia, the growth in e-commerce will drive the requirement for an additional 350,000sqm of new warehouse space with an approximate e-

commerce revenue of US$25-27bn, translating into an additional 728,000sqm in FY25F for Vietnam.

The e-commerce revolution will boost warehouse demand

E-commerce boom in Vietnam with an estimated 

CARG of 44.9% for revenue over FY20-25F
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The new supply likely moves to Hung Yen, Hai 

Duong due to limited land bank in major industrial 

hubs including Hanoi, Bac Ninh, Hai Phong

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CBRE Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CBRE

Industrial land supply in the South is expected to rise further in 2021-22F with c.5,000ha in total to capture the growing demand in the region.

Infrastructure development has been stepping up with imminent projects such as 11 sub-projects in the eastern section of the North-South

Expressway, Trung Luong-My Thuan expressway and phase one of the Long Thanh international airport project.

Big emphasis on supply in Southern market

Industrial land supply in the South is expected to 

rise further in 2021-22F with c.5,000ha in total
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Long An and BR-VT are well-positioned to capture 

the growing industrial demand with the lowest 

occupancy rate among Southern IPs

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MoIT Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SAVILLS

In early 2021, Long An proposed to develop a 32,000ha super economic zone (EZ), one of the largest EZs in Southern Vietnam. Together with the

acceleration of e-commerce and the upcoming attendance of Alibaba, GS Energy will add more excitement for this province in 2H21-FY22F. These

factors make Huu Thanh IP (c.500ha) of IDC, which is expected to begin in FY21F, more appealing and could capture the growing demand, in our view.

Besides, we believe BR-VT IPs will be in spotlight for infrastructure development with Cai Mep - Thi Vai port and Long Thanh International Airport. Chau

Duc IP (c.1500ha) of SZC stands out with competitive land prices and sizeable leasable area on occupancy rate only c.40-45% as at 1Q21.

Long An and Ba Ria – Vung Tau established itself as a 

spotlight on infrastructure development

The growth of FDI in Long An and BR-BT will drive 

industrial land demand
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FDI in Bac Giang rose significantly in 6M21, contributing 

4.4% to Vietnam’s FDI, the highest level since 2015

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MoIT

Bac Giang is emerging as one of the major industrial 

hubs in Northern Vietnam 

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SAVILLS

Bac Giang is emerging as one of the major industrial hubs in Northern Vietnam thanks to favorable location, improving logistics infrastructure and

active efforts by local government by issuing tax and land incentives. KBC stands out by contributing the most in Bac Giang’s FDI in 6M21 with

Foxconn, Fukang, Solar JV investing in Quang Chau IP of KBC. Both Bac Giang and KBC are speeding up site clearance and licensing procedures

to attract more of their vendors/sub-contractors. Besides, Hung Yen and Hai Duong are on our watchlist when some local developers such as KBC,

HPG are proceeding to expanding its land bank in these provinces.

Bac Giang is emerging as one of the major industrial hubs in 

Northern Vietnam
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Huge potential for BCM and PHR with abundant area 

expected to put into operation in the next three years

As at end-2020, BCM with more than 6,000ha is the largest listed property company in terms of land bank in Southern

Vietnam, 2.2 times higher than that of the biggest one in Northern Vietnam, namely VGC with c.2,800ha. In term of potential

leasable area in the next three years, BCM is expected to cement its leading position with Cay Truong IP (700ha) and Lai

Hung IP (1,500ha), followed by PHR with two upcoming IPs namely Tan Binh 2 IP (1,055ha) and Tan Lap 1 IP (200ha).

We see listed IP companies are speeding up their land bank 

expansion

Land bank (ha) by companies as at end-2020

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS
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We see an impressive 1Q21 net profit growth in KBC and SZC thanks to a significant increase in leased land. Meanwhile, a surge net profit in

SIP and VGC mostly came from the decrease of financial expense and cost of goods sold.

The revenue growth in GVR and PHR was mostly from rubber activities which enjoyed the rise in natural rubber prices. However, PHR posted a

drop of 59% yoy in 1Q21 net profit, a normalization after an one-off income of VND150bn from Nam Tan Uyen 2 IP land compensation in 1Q20.

1Q21 business results of IP listed companies

Revenue of IP listed companies in 1Q21 (VNDbn)

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Most of companies witnessed a contrast between 

top-line growth and bottom-line growth in 1Q21
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Kinh Bac City Corp (KBC VN, Add, VND57,500). We like KBC as:

1) We believe KBC is well-positioned to capture the growing demand for IP:

• As at 1Q21, KBC has sizeable ready-to-lease industrial land bank with 768ha, including Tan Phu Trung IP (113ha),

Nam Son Hap Linh IP (194ha) and the upcoming Trang Due 3 IP (456ha), Quang Chau IP (90ha).

• KBC holds the leading position in attracting FDI with several tech giants in its tenant portfolio, including Samsung

Electronics Vietnam in Que Vo IP, LG Electronics in Trang Due IPs, Foxconn in Quang Chau IP and the upcoming

OPPO in NSHL IP recently. This could not only help attract many of their vendors/sub-contractors, but also increase

and consolidate KBC’s brand awareness worldwide.

2) KBC’s residential property business has awaken in FY20 (Trang Cat and Phuc Ninh urban area projects) which has a

potential GDV of VND55,829bn (based on our estimate), in tandem with the launch of Trang Due urban area in 1Q21

also drawing investors’ attention. These projects should provide strong support for KBC’s long-term earnings growth, in

our view.

Potential upside risks could come from faster IP or residential land sales and whether KBC can clear legal hurdles to

start its new IPs.

Key downside risks 1) worse-than-expected IP land sales, 2) regulatory delays in Trang Cat project and Trang Due 3

IP, and 3) delays in booking revenue from residential projects.

FY21F outlook: We project KBC to report a FY21F revenue of VND6,774bn (+214.9% yoy) and FY21F NP of

VND1,868bn (+734.7% yoy), supported by abundant leased land and residential handovers.



90PHR, GVR, SZC are on our watchlist

Phuoc Hoa Rubber JSC (PHR VN). PHR has gradually restructured the company from natural rubber to develop industrial

and residential property, triggered by clean land fund advantage with low expense from parent group. We believe Tan Lap IP

(400ha) and expanded Tan Binh IP (1,055ha) will be the key driver for earning growth of PHR in the long term. In the short

term, PHR profit will come mainly from the 681ha land transferring to NTCand VSIP. Risks: 1) decrease in natural rubber

price, 2) regulatory delays in IPs and land transferring delays. PHR targets a FY21F net profit of VND692bn (-36.0% yoy), due

to lack of one-off income from Nam Tan Uyen 2 IP land compensation in 1Q20.

Vietnam Rubber Group (GVR VN). Besides focusing on completing the value chain of rubber manufacturing by acquiring tire

manufacturers in Central and Southern Vietnam, GVR also plans to develop 15,000ha of IP by converting rubber plantations

into industrial land in FY21-25F. If successful, the company could become the largest IP developer in Vietnam, in our

observation. Risks: 1) decrease in natural rubber price, and 2) delays in the land conversion process. GVR targets a FY21F

net profit of VND4,600bn (+22.0% yoy).

Sonadezi Chau Duc (SZC VN). SZC has a sizeable land bank with c.2,000ha focused on Chau Duc IP with 1,556ha

(completing c.70% compensation) and 579ha residential land mostly in BR-VT (completing c.60% compensation). This

province is emerging as a hotspot thanks to Cai Mep and Long Thanh International Airport. According to JLL, industrial

leasing price in BR-VT has increased more than 40% within two years, the highest growth rate among Southern IPs, reaching

US$78/sqm/leased term in 1Q21. Risks: 1) increase in land compensation and 2) regulatory delays in residential projects.

SZC targets a FY21F net profit of VND176bn (-5.4% yoy).
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P/E (x) P/B (x) ROE (%) ROA (%)

Dividend yield 

(%)

2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

Vietnam Rubber Group GVR VN NA 6,075     32.2 30.3 2.7   N/A N/A N/A 5.6   5.4   3.3     3.3     8.1

Investment & Industrial Deve BCM VN NA 2,456     N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 75.9

Kinh Bac City Development Sh KBC VN 57,500     796        9.8   8.9   1.6   1.3   17.6 16.3 7.0   6.7   -     -     26.1

Saigon Vrg Investment Corp SIP VN NA 595        N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 137.7

Viglacera Corp Jsc VGC VN NA 584        18.0 12.9 2.0   1.9   N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.7     3.7     1.9

Sonadezi Corp SNZ VN NA 474        N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.0

Phuoc Hoa Rubber PHR VN NA 336        9.0   12.7 2.2   2.3   N/A N/A 12.2 11.4 7.0     7.0     56.0

Sonadezi Chau Duc SZC VN NA 166        16.5 12.4 2.7   N/A N/A N/A 5.3   4.6   2.6     2.6     117.5

Vietnam Average 17.1 15.4 2.3   1.9   17.6 16.3 7.5   7.0   3.3     3.3     53.4      

Vietnam Median 16.5 12.7 2.2   1.9   17.6 16.3 6.3   6.1   3.3     3.3     41.0      

Wha Corp Pcl WHA TB NA 1,513     15.9 14.1 1.6   1.5   9.9   10.9 3.8   4.2   3.4     3.7     117.6

Amata Corp Public Co Ltd AMATA TB NA 676        16.5 12.7 1.2   1.1   7.7   9.5   3.3   4.2   2.0     2.5     73.0

Frasers Property Thailand Pc FPT TB NA 926        16.7 14.2 0.9   0.9   5.4   6.1   1.9   2.2   2.7     3.2     139.3

Rojana Indus Park Pub Co Ltd ROJNA TB NA 438        17.0 15.1 1.0   0.9   4.3   5.0   1.6   1.6   4.0     3.6     104.6

Thailand Average 16.5 14.0 1.2   1.1   6.8   7.9   2.7   3.1   3.0     3.2     108.6    

Bumi Serpong Damai Pt BSDE IJ NA 1,453     13.3 11.2 0.6   0.6   5.0   5.8   3.0   3.4   0.0     0.3     5.6

Ciputra Development Tbk Pt CTRA IJ NA 1,151     12.4 13.4 1.0   0.9   8.1   6.8   3.5   3.0   1.1     1.2     26.3

Lippo Karawaci Tbk Pt LPKR IJ NA 816        16.6 13.4 0.6   0.6   3.4   3.8   0.3   1.8   N/A 0.1     61.9

Indonesia Average 14.1 12.6 0.7   0.7   5.5   5.5   2.3   2.8   0.6     0.5     31.3      

Uem Sunrise Bhd UEMS MK NA 493        33.8 22.5 0.3   0.3   0.9   1.3   0.6   0.8   N/A 1.0     38.1

Malaysia Average 33.8 22.5 0.3   0.3   0.9   1.3   0.6   0.8   N/A 1.0     38.1      

Note: all prices are based on the closing prices on Jun 25 2021. All estimates for Non-rated (NR) stocks are based on Bloomberg consensus estimates.

TickerCompany Name

Net D/E 

(%)

Market 

Cap 

(US$mn)

TP

(local cur)
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Upside risks:

1) RCEP’s effect in end-2021F could give industrial sector another shot in the arm and become a key milestone for

ASEAN countries to advance as a global manufacturing hub, in our view. Not only does RCEP maintain trade

openness, but it can also deepen ASEAN’s connectivity with China, South Korea and Japan, which are global

heavyweights for the electronics, cars, textiles and garment industries;

and 2) the approval of new decree regarding IPs and EZs management drafted on 07 June 21 is expected to create a

legal framework for investment and development activities in IPs and EZs. This new decree will add a regulation on the

treatment for cases in which landlords increase their rental by more than 30% compared to the rental registered to the

local management; support for small and medium-sized enterprises, the supporting industry and innovative enterprises;

shorten the time in granting permits.

Downside risks: 1) continuously increasing land rental prices could dent Vietnam’s advantage with low operation cost,

in our view and 2) increasing competition from regional peers. Not only Vietnam but also neighbouring countries have

rapidly established new industrial parks. For instance, Indonesia established a 4,000ha IP in 2020, Myanmar

cooperated with Korea, Thailand, Singapore to attract more overseas manufacturers with Myanmar Singapore

Industrial Park (436ha), Yangon Amata Smart and Eco City (800ha).
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The rebound of global economy in 2021 would lift the 

demand for Vietnam’s import-export activitiesLogistics

Riding the recovery of 

global trade
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Vietnam’s import-export value rebounded sharply 

in 5M21 (US$bn)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, customs.gov.vn

Container throughput volume via country’s port 

cluster in 5M21 (mTEUs)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Vinamarine

In 5M21, Vietnam’s import-export value grew 36.4%/30.7% yoy, leading to the 24.2% yoy growth in container volume throughput via 

Vietnam’s seaports. Cai Mep – Thi Vai achieved an impressive container volume growth of 38.0% yoy thanks to the attraction of cargo 

from Gemalink which came onstream since Jan-21. HCM and Hai Phong port cluster also recorded high volume growth thanks to the 

recovery of Vietnam’s import-export. There is no major change in service fee of major seaports in 5M21. Due to concerns about high 

inflation rate in 2021, we think the government may delay the seaport service fee increase to 2022F.  

Seaports: cargo volume strongly grew on global trade 

recovery

Title:

Source:
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Given the significant gaps in Vietnam’s seaport services fee vs.

other countries in the region, the Ministry of Transport (MOT)

has proposed to raise Vietnam’s seaport services fee following

a roadmap. MOT has submitted the proposal to the

government and the draft is being consulted by related parties.

Due to concerns about high inflation rate in 2021F, we think the

proposal might be approved in 2022F and might have positive

impacts on Vietnam’s seaport as follows:

• For the Hai Phong port cluster, we believe downstream ports

on Cam river would benefit the most in 2022F. Listed

companies have ports here are GMD, PHP, VSC, VGR,

DVP. Ports in Haiphong International Gateway port (HIGP)

will also benefit in 2023F with PHP and Saigon New Port Ltd

(SNP)’s deep-sea water ports here.

• For the Central ports, GMD with Dung Quat port may benefit

from 2023F.

• For the Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster, GMD, SGP, SNP are

the beneficiaries with deep-water ports here.

• For HCM cluster, SNP owns CLL, a container port and may

benefit from 2022F. Although SGP’s Sai Gon – Hiep Phuoc

is bulk port, we think its service fee could increase as it

becomes relatively cheap compared to container service fee.

We expect the government to approve the seaport services fee 

increase in 2022F

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH; VPA

Seaport services fee to be increased progressively 

over 2022-24F

Region 2022F 2023F 2024F

Companies have 

beneficial ports

Region I (Northen seaport 

from Quang Ninh to Nam 

Dinh, excl HIGP) 10% 10% 10%

PHP, GMD, VSC,  

VGR, DVP

Region II (Central seaport 

from Thanh Hoa to Binh 

Thuan) 10% 10% GMD

Region III (Southern seaport 

from Ho Chi Minh city to Ca 

Mau) 10% 10%

SGP, CLL, Saigon 

New Port (not 

listed)

HIGP 10% 10%

PHP, Saigon New 

Port

Cai Mep - Thi Vai port cluster 10% 10%

GMD, SGP, 

Saigon New Port
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Disbursed FDI into Vietnam grew at 8.1% CAGR in FY14-

20F, which helps bolster cargo volume throughput

SOURCES: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Vietnam’s container volume is expected to grow at 

8.0% CAGR in FY21-30F (Unit: TEUs)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VPA

Despite the negative effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, disbursed FDI into Vietnam still increased 6.7% yoy in 5M21 with a 

significant portion of the projects targeted at manufacturing sector (44%). In addition, trade activities between Vietnam and 

Europe is expected to be strongly boosted thanks to the EVFTA which took effect since Aug 2020. Thanks to these support 

factors, Ministry of Transportation expects total container volume throughput to reach 48m TEUs in FY30F, implying a CAGR 

of 8.0% in FY21-30F

Solid growth of disbursed FDI and the joining of FTAs will help 

bolster growth of Vietnam’s seaport cargo volume 

Title:

Source:
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Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster container volume to 

grow at 21% CAGR in FY21-23F (mTEUs)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Vinamarine

The transportation system is getting better

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We expect Cai Mep – Thi Vai container volume to grow at 21% CAGR in FY21-23F thanks to (1) improving transportation 

system, and (2) the capable of accommodate ultra-heavy container ships, which will generate cost savings and decrease sea 

transportation time for carries. SGP with investments in 3 deep-water ports here and GMD with Gemalink will benefit from the 

robust growth in container volume of Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster in coming years.

Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster to drive the growth uptrend
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Cai Mep – Thi Vai’s ports growth forecasts

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

In the past, deep-water ports here kept losing customers as the transportation system of CMTV is not qualified. However, 

several infrastructure projects have been deployed to channel the traffic infrastructure in this area and helped boost volume

throughput of CMTV, leading to positive NP of all ports here since FY20. With Gemalink phase 1 coming onstream in Jan-21 

and might operate at 80-110% of its phase 1 designed capacity in FY21-23F, the remaining ports might be slightly affected 

due to Gemalink in FY21F but still maintain high growth in FY21-23F.

Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster: from rags to riches

Operating year Design Capacity

Maximum 

vessel 

weight (DWT) Acreage Berth length

Volume 2019 

(TEUs)

Volume 2020 

(TEUs)

Volume 2021F 

(TEUs)

2021-23 

CAGR

CMIT 2011 1,115,000 TEUs 200,000 48 ha 600m 907,374              1,026,840           896,000           22%

SSIT 2014 1,200,000 TEUs 200,000 60.5 ha 600m 229,092              555,989              960,000           22%

Gemalink 2021 1,500,000 TEUs 200,000 33 ha 1150m -                       -                       900,000           29%

TCTT 2016 1,100,000 TEUs 160,000 48 ha 600m 648,385              741,415              815,557           22%

TCCT- TCIT 2011 2,000,000 TEUs 160,000 55 ha 890m 1,957,083           2,089,555           2,089,555        15%

Total 3,741,934           4,413,799           5,661,112        21%
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Hai Phong port cluster container volume to grow 

at 7.5% CAGR in FY21-30F (Unit: TEUs)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

The competition pressure likely to ease since 2021 

onward (Unit: TEUs)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Based on Ministry of Transportation (MOT)’s master plan for Vietnam seaports in FY21-30F, we expect Hai Phong port 

cluster to grow at a 7.5% CAGR in FY21-30F thanks to favorable macroeconomics and its strategic location. The excess rate 

is forecast to reduce to 26.3% in FY25F as there are only 2 projects ((PHP’s deep-water port and Gemadept’s Nam Dinh Vu 

phase 2) which will add a total of 1.5m TEUs designed capacity to the cluster.

Hai Phong port cluster: we believe the competition pressure is 

easing

Title:

Source:
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Deep-water port help shorten sea transportation time for cargo, leading to cost saving for exporters/importers

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

With the launching of HIGP, a part of exporting/importing cargo is now able to load/unload to mother ships right at HIGP’s 

ports to go directly to U.S or Europe, pulling down the logistics cost by 15-20%. The infrastructure is also consistent with the

development trends of container ships today, which have grown larger at a rapid pace over the last few decades. In one 

decades, the average capacity of a container ship has doubled. We believe PHP with the deep-water port to be started 

construction in 3Q21F will benefit from the natural superiority  in HIGP and the trends of expanding vessels’ capacity.    

Hai Phong Internal Gateway Port (HIGP) to be the growth 

engine of Hai Phong port cluster 
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• Truong Tho port cluster must relocate in order to satisfy the

development of Thu Duc city, cargo flow is moved to Binh

Duong port, which is a strong support for GMD.

• As a result, container volume of GMD’s Binh Duong port

increased 46% yoy in 1Q21.

• Meanwhile, following the development orientation of the

government to transform District 2 into a new financial and

services center, Nha Rong – Khanh Hoi port and Tan

Thuan port of SGP has to relocate. Cargo flow is moved to

Hiep Phuoc port cluster, which is well-positioned to

received larger vessels and owns larger designed capacity.

• Transportation infrastructure projects here are being

developed, such as ring-road 2, 3, 4, expressway Ben Luc -

Long Thanh will turn Hiep Phuoc port cluster to become the

gateway, allowing export-import goods to connect

conveniently with other domestic shipments in the area, or

transiting to Cai Mep-Thi Vai for international shipments.

• Overall, GMD and SGP with large capacity ports in Ho Chi

Minh port cluster will benefit from this catalyst.

Ho Chi Minh port cluster: relocating inner city ports brings a 

new picture

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH; Googlemaps
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

After a fierce competition in FY19-20, the delivery prices are low now but hard to further reduce after companies removed 

most delivery surcharge in their new policies. Fastest delivery is now a priority of customers’ needs.

Of all the challenges, technology is the only solutions with automatic sorting systems to help reduce goods transferring time

and labor costs. Technology advances also provide the real-time tracking which show the transparency and minimize frictions.  

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Vietnam last-mile delivery challenges
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In the new picture, total number of businesses will gradually decrease due to the lack of financial resources. Meanwhile, the

ASP will be stable as the number of new players is decreasing and the cash-burning-to-grow model is not favorable anymore.

Businesses will now focus on technology to cement market shares, along with expanding into new areas to add more values.

We expect the delivery market value to grow 11.8-11.9% in FY21-22F, fueled by the vibrant emergence of ecommerce. 

Last-mile delivery market enters a new stage of robust growth

VNPost and ViettelPost are still 

the dominant players in the market

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

The vibrant emergence of Vietnam 

e-commerce with CAGR of 34% in 

FY20-25F

SOURCES: GOOGLE & TEMASEK

The delivery market value will rise 

on the non-retailing value growth in 

FY21-22F (Unit: VNDbn)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS
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Revenue of seaports listed 

companies in 1Q21 (Unit: VNDbn)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

Average gross margin increased 

slightly (+1.7% pts yoy) 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

1Q21 revenue of seaports companies increased 15.5% yoy thanks to the growth in cargo volume via Vietnam’s seaports.

The increase in GM comes from revenue growth which offset fixed costs while average ASP has not changed significantly.

Thanks to high operating leverage of seaport operators, 1Q21 net profit of seaports companies surged 45.6% yoy, especially 

leading seaports companies such as GMD, PHP, SGP. 

Strong earnings growth of leading 

seaports companies in 1Q21 (Unit: 

VNDbn)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

Seaport operators have stellar performances in 1Q21

Title:

Source:
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Baltic dry index (BDI) surged 139% 

ytd due to the congestion in Chinese, 

Europe and American ports

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG

Bloomberg container index surged 

173% ytd due to the temporary 

container shortages

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG

Short-term risks are the hike in sea freight rates recently due to the container shortages and the congestion in global major 

ports. The high rates might reduce sea freight demand, leading to lower cargo volume via global ports including Vietnam. 

However, we expect global vaccination to alleviate the current congestion and soon reduce the rates to normal levels. 

Medium-term risks are higher-than-expected oil price leading to higher sea freight rates and  reduce sea freight demand.

Oil price is expected to be resilient 

on the new base in 2021-23F 

(US$/bbl)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

BLOOMBERG

We see 3 major risks which will affect the logistics outlook 
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TP

(Local 

curr)
2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

Domestic ports

Port of Hai Phong JSC PHP VN 29,800 ADD 326.8 6.5 15.6 14.2 1.8 1.6 11.7 12.0 9.2 8.5

Gemadept Corp GMD VN 49,500 ADD 555.3 44.8 23.5 14.4 2.0 1.7 8.8 12.9 11.7 8.8

Vietnam Container Shipping VSC VN N/A NR 143.7 2.3 12.8 10.8 1.7 1.5 15.1 16.2 5.1 4.6

Sai Gon Port Jsc SGP VN 30,900 ADD 221.8 31.0 17.1 12.0 2.1 1.8 17.8 21.7 5.1 4.4

Hai An Transport & Stevedori HAH VN N/A NR 61.1 N/A 6.7 NA NA NA 20.0 NA NA NA

Dinh Vu Port Investment & De DVP VN N/A NR 89.2 N/A 7.5 7.1 1.4 1.3 19.3 18.4 NA NA

Vietnam average 13.9 11.7 1.8 1.6 15.5 16.2 7.8 6.6

Local ports

Adani Ports And ADSEZ IN N/A NR 19,533.3 12.6 23.2 18.8 3.9 3.3 18.3 18.7 15.6 12.9

Xiamen Interna-A 600897 CH N/A NR 768.5 -13.8 13.9 11.3 1.2 1.2 9.3 10.7 5.6 5.3

Gateway Distripa GDPL    IN N/A NR 487.0 85.3 29.2 22.0 2.3 2.2 7.6 9.8 12.4 10.8

Namyong Terminal NYT     TB N/A NR 184.2 -14.2 22.3 16.9 1.8 1.8 8.0 10.2 7.0 6.2

Local average 22.1 17.3 2.3 2.1 10.8 12.3 10.2 8.8

Express couriers and 3PLs

Triple I Logisti III TB N/A NR 247 1.5 31.2 31.2 4.8 4.2 16.9 14.8 30.7 26.2

United Parcel-B UPS US N/A NR 197,693 -26.2 18.8 17.9 16.9 11.1 172.1 78.4 13.3 12.7

Cj Logistics 000120 KS N/A NR 3,419 108.9 20.6 19.8 1.1 1.1 5.5 5.3 9.7 9.3

Kerry Logistics 636 HK N/A NR 5,438 14.1 22.9 21.5 1.5 1.4 6.4 6.8 10.1 9.5

Yto Express Gr-A 600233 CH N/A NR 5,749 5.5 18.2 15.8 1.6 1.5 9.4 9.9 8.1 6.8

Sto Express Co-A 002468 CH N/A NR 2,034 -30.3 90.6 28.7 1.3 1.3 -0.3 2.5 16.7 8.9

Average 23.4 22.6 6.1 4.4 50.2 26.3 15.9 14.4

Postal companies

Royal Mail RMG LN N/A NR 8,205 81.6 9.9 9.4 1.1 1.1 13.1 12.8 4.8 4.6

Deutsche Post-Rg DPW GR N/A NR 86,200 4.9 16.5 16.6 4.4 4.0 28.1 24.6 7.8 7.8

Bpost Sa BPOST BB N/A NR 2,469 NA 9.4 9.3 2.4 2.0 31.9 25.6 4.2 4.1

Singapore Post SPOST SP N/A NR 1,190 543.3 20.9 17.8 1.1 1.1 5.2 6.0 11.8 10.7

Average 14.2 13.3 2.2 2.0 19.6 17.2 7.1 6.8

Overall average 25.9 18.8 3.6 2.9 28.9 18.7 11.7 10.1

Viettel Post Jsc VTP VN 98,600 ADD 372 12.5 19.4 16.7 5.8 4.8 33.0 31.5 8.5 7.5

Seaports

Last-mile delivery

P/BV ROE (%) EV/EBITDA

Company name Ticker Recom.

Market 

Cap (US$ 

m)

3-year 

EPS 

CAGR (%)

P/E 

AS AT 25/06/2021. SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH



107Our stock picks are GMD, PHP, SGP and VTP 

We like Gemadept Corporation (GMD, ADD, TP: VND49,500) for:

• Owning a system of seaports presented along the length of the country with outstanding capacity, which is integrated with 

a comprehensive logistics system, providing customers a full supply chain services and makes it stand out distinctively.

• Specifically, GMD owns Gemalink, Vietnam’s most modern deep-water port with the capable of accommodating 250,000 

DWT fully loaded vessels, locating in Cai Mep – Thi Vai, which is well-positioned to ride on the buoyant ocean trade.

• We believe Gemalink will be the main driver of GMD’s growth from FY21F as the whole project (phase 1 & 2) would 

operate at maximum capacity of 110% utilisation rate in FY25F, contributing VND734bn NP in FY25F, accounting for 

51.5% of GMD NP from 4.4% in FY21F. 

• In addition, the oversupply in Hai Phong port cluster has been eased, creating growth space for Nam Dinh Vu phase 2 

(500,000 TEUs/year) which might come onstream in FY23F.

Investment risks:

• Upside risks to our forecast include (1) higher-than-expected container volume and handling fee at GMD’s ports and (2) 

assets divestments at higher-than-expected prices.

• Downside risks are (1) uncertainty arising from the Covid-19 pandemic or geopolitical concerns hindering the growth of 

global trade including Vietnam and (2) lower-than-expected GMD’s handling fee due to fierce competition.



108Our stock picks are GMD, PHP, SGP, VTP 

We like Port of Hai Phong (PHP, ADD, TP: VND29,800) for:

• Owning the leading position in Hai Phong – the second largest port cluster in Vietnam.

• Its deep-water port to be started construction in 3Q21F, which would become PHP’s new growth engine since FY24F.

• The relocation plan of Hoang Dieu port will be approved by Prime Minister within 2021 following the current construction 

progress of Nguyen Trai bridge. We believe this landbank market value should be much higher than its book value which 

will create one-off gain for PHP in near-term.

• During the FY21-27F period, we expect PHP’s net profit to grow at 9.5% CAGR thanks to rising demand in Hai Phong

port cluster and the launching of PHP’s deep-water port.

Investment risks:

• Upside risks to our forecast include higher-than-expected cargo volume and services price of PHP’s ports.

• Downside risks are (1) any global pandemic or crisis that could disrupt global trade may directly affect PHP’s financial 

results (2) longer-than-expected deep-water port completion time and unfavorable changes in Hoang Dieu port relocation 

project could hamper PHP’s business.



109Our stock picks are GMD, PHP, SGP, VTP

We like Saigon Port JSC (SGP, ADD, TP: VND30,900) for:

• SGP contains a long-term positive outlook when completing Sai Gon – Hiep Phuoc terminal – biggest general ports in 

Hiep Phuoc port cluster.

• SGP’s associated ports in Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster will have huge opportunities to grow in the coming years due to 

Cai Mep – Thi Vai’s potential as the most important port cluster in Vietnam following government orientation. We expect 

SGP’s associates' profit to kick in strongly in FY21 with an estimated amount of VND89bn, before reaching VND235bn in 

FY27F (CAGR 17%).

• The impressive growth of associate’s profit and growth from SGP’s core business would help SGP’s net profit to grow at 

19.5% CAGR  in FY21-27F. 

• The Nha Rong – Khanh Hoi property value is a potential catalyst managed by Vien Dong Pearl Company (5.56% shares 

owned by SGP). It is a firm capital source for SGP in the future after re-rating the land value, following the news of land 

re-auctioned. In our conservative view, we believe SGP’s Nha Rong – Khanh Hoi value is at least VND300bn – its book 

value as at end 1Q21.

Investment risks:

• Downside risks are (1) lower-than-expected cargo volume throughput and cargo services price, (2) longer-than-expected 

phase 2 of Sai Gon – Hiep Phuoc port completion time, and (3) Gemalink’s operation in 2021F might take customers from 

SGP’s associated ports, however we expect it is only a short-term risk as the competitive level in this area remains low.



110Our stock picks are GMD, PHP, SGP, VTP 

We like Viettel Post JSC (VTP, ADD, TP: VND98,600) for:

• VTP’s delivery volume may grow at the industry growth rate of 11.8-11.9% yoy in FY21-22F.

• Delivery services ASP will remain stable.

• VTP’s delivery services GM will be enhanced thanks to technology advances, which will be nationwide deployed to cut 

labor costs.

• We expect VTP to embark on growth with net profit to rise 15.4%/16.2% yoy over FY21-22F.

• The HSX listing plan and the dividend payment plan are also VTP’s near-term catalyst in 2021.

Investment risks:

• Downside risks include (1) a prolonged global pandemic or external crisis leading to border closures in countries, which 

will reduce the volume of outbound parcels to be delivered, and (2) lower-than-expected ASP as longer-than-expected 

fierce competition.
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Vietnam’s retail sales achieve a strong 

growth rate in 4M21, but slowed down in 

May 21 due to 4th outbreak of Covid-19

Retail

Look beyond the dark 

cloud of Covid-19

SOURCES: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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Growth rate (yoy) of listed retailers’s revenue from 2020 –

1Q21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Fiinpro

Vietnam’s retail sales from 2019 – 5M21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO

Retail companies reported a good recovery in 1Q21 business performance, indicating that they were on pace to recover from the

pandemics that occurred  a in period of 2020 to 1Q21.

Vietnam’s retail sales back to strong growth in 4M21 with a growth rate of 9% yoy, but the recovery pace has been halted due to 

the 4th Covid wave on May 21, lead to the growth rate in 5M21 only at 6.3% (ex-inflation)

Good recovery of retail in 1Q21
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Vietnam’s Consumer Confidence Index still maintain 

reasonable confidence among ASEAN countries

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, The Conference Board

Vietnam’s unemployment rate from 2017 to 1Q21 - the 

unemployment rate in 1Q21 fell by 0.21% pt qoq to 2.42%. 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GSO 

Vietnam has overcome previous Covid-19 outbreaks and still maintains a high Consumer Confidence Index, reaching 117 points 

and ranking 2nd in the region after the Philippines. After the first Covid-19 wave, the unemployment rate continuously decreased

during the next three quarters, from 2Q20 to 1Q21, showing the potential for recovery of the Vietnam economy.

Therefore, Vietnam's retail recovery prospect is very positive even though the 4th outbreak is more severe than the previous.

Retail growth engine has largely remained in gear
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Retail and recreation mobility worse than the two previous 

outbreaks, while Grocery and pharmacy mobility is still 

maintain a better performance than previous outbreaks

Unlike the previous two Covid-19 outbreaks in Jul-20 and Jan-21, the 4th Covid-19 outbreak has a sharp increase in the number of

cases in HCMC, leading to a social distancing in Jun-21.

The impact of the 4th outbreak on the non-essential retail segment was more substantial than two previous outbreaks. In contrast, 

the grocery and pharmacy segment maintained good performance as mobility decreased by only 6% compared to pre-pandemic.

Map of Covid-19 infection in HCMC, which requires HCMC 

decided a social distancing in June 21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, HCMC CDC

Get the harder-than-ever hit by recent Covid-19 outbreak

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Google 



115Facing with the acceleration of food prices

World food commodity prices increased 

sharply in 5M21, with the Food price 

index increased by 17.1% ytd, 39.7% 

yoy, creating pressure on manufacturers 

to translate the increase of materials 

cost into product prices. This negatively 

impacts grocery retailers as gross profit 

margin may decline in the near future 

when they have to stock inventory with 

higher cost.

The global shortage of chips could 

increase the price of electronic products, 

which will likely squeeze the gross 

margin of both producers and retailers in 

upcoming quarters.  

World food prices hike impacts the profit of grocery retail 

business

MWG’s gross margin might be under pressure due to food prices 

spike and global chip shortage

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company reports

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FAO
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Due to the heavy impact by the 4th wave of Covid-19, the bounce-back of retail sector since 4Q20 will be stopped for a short 

period, but we believe consumer confidence can bounce back in 3Q21, especially if a vaccine becomes widely. 

According to the Ministry of Health, assuming the vaccine amount is sufficient (about 110-150 million doses), Vietnam will 

deliver between 300,000 - 500,000 injections per day to achieve herd immunity by the end of 2021.

The 4th wave of Covid-19 also boosts 

Vietnam’s vaccination process to protect the 

country against this pandemic

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Owid

Vaccination plan is the key role for retail recovering

Vietnam’s vaccines on order

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, collected by Wikipedia 

Vaccine Origin Progress
Doses 

ordered

Doses 

arrived
Approval Deployment Notes

Oxford–Astr

aZeneca

United 

Kingdom, 

Sweden

phase III 

clinical 

trials

30 million 3,865,620  30 Jan 2021  8 Mar 2021

39.9 million additional doses donated by 

COVAX and Japan. Produced by SK 

Bioscience and Catalent Biologics.

Sputnik V Russia

phase III 

clinical 

trials

20 million 2,000  23 Mar 2021 Pending

2,000 doses donated by Russia. In talks 

with manufacturer to obtain licence rights to 

produce in Vietnam

Sinopharm China

phase III 

clinical 

trials

None 500,000  4 Jun 2021 Pending

Although Vietnam has not ordered a single 

dose of Sinopharm vaccine, China has 

donated 500,000 doses of the vaccine. 

These doses will be administered to Chinese 

nationals in Vietnam, those wishing to go to, 

study or work in China and those living in 

border areas with China.

Pfizer–BioN

Tech

Germany, 

United States

phase III 

clinical 

trials

31 million None  12 Jun 2021 Pending
The first batch is expected to be delivered by 

Jul 2021.

Moderna United States

phase III 

clinical 

trials

5 million None Pending Pending
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What should we look for beyond the dark cloud of the 

pandemic ?

We see the four trends will 
shape domestic retail sector Who will be the beneficiary ?

#1: Big players continue seize 
opportunities to grab market share MWG, PNJ

#2: Shift in buying behavior on the 
Internet economy DGW, MWG, FRT

#3: Growth of smart home market 
creates an opportunity for 
distributors and retailers

DGW, MWG, FRT

#4: Commercial property developers 
enjoy the influx of international 
brands 

VRE
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MWG keeps moving on new strategies to grab more retail 

share, including a new form of B2B and retail bicycle 

centers. 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company reports

PNJ released a series of initiatives like new 

premium stores, new concept, shop-in-shop 

cooperation with Pandora.

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company reports

While the Covid-19 outbreak has directly affected the retail industry, it has also opened up opportunities for large retailers with 

sound strategies to strengthen their retail networks and achieve greater market shares. 

We believe retail companies with large market shares and efficient operations (MWG and PNJ) could benefit from this and 

achieve long-term growth.

#1: Big players continue seize opportunities to grab market 

share
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PNJ's revenue growth vs. Vietnam jewelry demand 

growth in 2020-2021

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company reports

The number of MWG's DMX stores and the number 

of newly opened DMX stores, the number of new 

stores opening are mainly DMX super mini stores

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company reports

When the Covid-19 epidemic was present, PNJ consistently outperformed the jewelry industry's demand in Vietnam, 

confirming its supremacy in the local jewelry market. MWG has also aggressively expanded the number of DMX supermini 

since Q4/20 when MWG recognized DMX supermini could improve market share in remote urban regions.

#1: Big players continue seize opportunities to grab market 

share
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ASEAN’s online consumer spending shift (%) during 

and after the outbreak compared to pre-Covid-19 levels 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Google, Temasek and BAIN&COMPANY

ASEAN's Internet economy gross mechanism value 

(GMV) in 2020 and expectation in 2025

According to Google, Temasek, and BAIN&COMPANY, users moved online for Food Delivery, Groceries, Education, Entertainment. We believe MWG’s grocery chain,

Bach Hoa Xanh, will stil bel a key beneficiary in 2H21F – FY22F.

Vietnam's Internet economy is booming in the next five years with a CAGR of 29% to reach GMV US$52bn in 2025F. As such, the online channel has become more 

important in the next stage of the retail economy. Companies that built a good logistic system or well-managed inventory system for an online channel can achieve a 

substantial growth from the booming of the Internet economy. We believe MWG, FRT, and PNJ have prepared their systems to catch this wind. 

#2: Shift in buying behavior on the internet economy

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Google, Temasek and BAIN&COMPANY
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Online revenue of Bach Hoa Xanh – grocery chain 

of MWG in 5M20 and 5M21

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, MWG’s report

Online revenue of MWG and FRT from 2017 – 1Q21

Bach Hoa Xanh chain is enjoying the shift in buying behavior on the Internet economy, which toward online groceries.

Along with the boom of the internet economy, MWG's online revenue grew again in 1Q21, while FRT's online revenue 

maintained a double-digit growth momentum. PNJ's online revenue grew strongly, 400% yoy in 1Q21, but the value was still low 

compared to PNJ's total revenue.

#2: Shift in buying behavior on the internet economy

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Company reports

MWG reduced online promotions in 2020, 

causing MWG's online revenue to decline, 

but rebounded strongly in 1Q21 when it 

started promoting the online channel again.
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The size of the international smart home market is 

forecast to grow at CAGR of 14.3% in the period 

2020-22F

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Statista

Growth demand of each type of smart home 

product from 2018 – 2022F (mn units)

We believe that the trend of digitizing life when income increases will help the market size and demand for smart-home 

products in Vietnam grow in parallel with the growing trend of the world.

#3: Growth of smart home market create an opportunity for 

distributors and retailers

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Statista
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Xiaomi's smart-home ecosystem with diverse 

products

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Xiaomi website

Mi Eco products corner displays Xiaomi's smart-

home products at FPT Shop

With the trend of smart homeization, ICT equipment distributors and retailers, including DGW, MWG, and FRT, will catch this 

growth, especially DGW as a distributor of Xiaomi devices, a technology company with a diversified smart-home products 

ecosystem and an increasingly large market share in the world.

#3: Growth of smart-home market creates an opportunity for 

distributors and retailers

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, FPTShop website
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Income per capita growth by region in 2000-2025

SOURCES: Bloomberg, IMF

Rental rate and NLA per capita of ASEAN country

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, JLL, VRE’s report

In 1H21, many large international brands opened their stores in Vietnam, for example, Uniqlo, Hadilao, Kohnan Japan. We

believe Vietnam’s retail real estate operators will see their top and bottom lines quickly return to the pre-Covid-19 levels once

the pandemic is under control and the Covid-19 vaccine widely distributed to achieve strong growth thereafter, given that

Vietnam has the lowest mall net leasable area (NLA) per capita and the lowest rentals in the ASEAN region.

#4: Commercial property developers to enjoy the influx of 

international brands 
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VRE is Vietnam's largest commercial real estate 

company, having the gross floor area of over 1.7 

million sq m at the end of 1Q21

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Company reports

VRE's aim to deploy up to 5 million sq m of gross 

floor area by 2026F remains unchanged

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, VRE pipeline

With the retail segment's growth drivers continuing in place and the enormous potential for retail development in Vietnam in

the future, VRE continues its goal to expand its gross floor area around the construction of Vincom megamalls to attain the

total floor area of around 4.5 - 5m sq m by 2026F.

#4: Commercial property developers enjoy the influx of 

international brands 
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Revenue of retailer in 1Q21 and 

1Q20 (VNDbn)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Company 

reports

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Company 

reports

Retail businesses showed strong growth in both revenue and net profit (excluding FRT) in 1Q21, indicating a post-pandemic 

recovery trend. We expect this recovery to continue in 2H21 to create attractiveness for retail stocks. 

Our stock picks are MWG, PNJ, and VRE. 

Margins of of retailer in 1Q21 (%)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Company 

reports

1Q21 performance of retailers 126

Net protfit of retailer in 1Q21 and 

1Q20 (VNDbn)
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VRE ADD 38,000

- Vincom Retail JSC (VRE) is Vietnam’s largest retail property developer with 1.7m sq m gross floor 

area at Mar 30, 2021

- VRE has come back to the expansion period after Vincom Mega Mall Ocean Park (Hanoi) coming 

into operation on Dec 20. In 2021, VRE will open five shopping malls, including two Mega Malls: 

Vincom Mega Mall Smart City (Hanoi) and Vincom Mega Mall Grand Park (HCMC), VRE's GFA will 

increase by about 150k sq m, reaching approximately 1.8m sq m (+ 9% vs end-20).

- Even amid the global Covid-19 outbreak, many large international brands are still expanding into 

Vietnam, and VRE's properties is the target for them, thanks to the country’s rapid growth in modern 

retail.

- We expect VRE's revenue will reach VND10,205bn (+22.5% yoy) / VND11,958bn (+17.2% yoy) 

and net profit will reach VND3,395bn (+42.5% yoy) / VND4,214bn (+24.1% yoy) in 2021F/22F

- The longer-than-expected Covid-19 pandemic led to a longer 

social distancing period that causes the closure of VRE's 

shopping center. 

- Slower than expected malls opening, lower-than-expected 

growth rate of rental price

- More supporting packages for tennants due to Covid-19

MWG ADD 173,000

- Biggest retail chains in mobile phones (55% market share), consumer electronics (45% market 

share),and grocery stores chain (18 - 20% of modern grocery stores chain).

- Despite the Covid-19 outbreak in 2020, MWG still maintains the same level of 2019, in which 

revenue and net profit reached VND108.5kbn (+6% yoy) and VND3,917bn (+2% yoy).

-MWG has applied many new retail concepts like Bicycle retail, Wholesale retain in mobile phones 

and consumer electronics to find a new growth engine in the next period.

- We expect MWG's revenue will reach VND134,024bn (+23.5% yoy) / VND165,630bn (+23.6% yoy) 

and net profit will reach VND5,392bn (+22.3% yoy) / VND7,431bn (+22.5% yoy) in 2021F/22F

- The longer-than-expected Covid-19 pandemic led to a longer 

social distancing period that makes MWG closes their DMX and 

TGDD stores, which currently contributed 80% to total MWG's 

revenue

- Slower-than-expected BHX & DMX stores opening, lower than 

expected revenue per stores of each chain.

Ticker Recom.
Target 

Price
Investment thesis Risks
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PNJ ADD 119,200

- PNJ is the largest jewelry retailer in Vietnam, with a jewelry market share of more than 30% in 

jewelry chains in Vietnam.

- In 1Q21, PNJ posted a strong bounce-back of 43.4% yoy in revenue growth, far ahead of the 

average 12% yoy growth of the domestic jewelry market.

- PNJ’s strategy to boost jewelry retail sales and expand their share of the Vietnam jewelry market 

include 1) release a new concept, 2) effective advertising campaign, and 3) co-operate with Pandora 

to become “Multi Branded Stores” to boost PNJ’s images and jewelry retail performance in the next 

periods.

- We expect PNJ's revenue will reach VND20,902bn (+19.4% yoy) / VND22,568bn (+8.0% yoy) and 

net profit will reach VND1,477bn (+38.1% yoy) / VND1,712bn (+15.9% yoy) in 2021F/22F

- The longer-than-expected Covid-19 pandemic led to a longer 

social distancing period, making PNJ close their stores. This hit 

PNJ’s performance directly.

- Slower-than-expected store opening and lower-than-expected 

growth of PNJ’s sale, especially PNJ’s jewelry retail sale.

- A strong growth of gold price led to higher COGS of PNJ. This 

will harm PNJ’s jewelry retail performance, which is contributing 

highest revenue and gross profit to PNJ. 

DGW na na

- DGW is the 2nd largest distributor of ICT products in Vietnam

- Revenue growth can maintain in 2021F thanks to the distribution of Apple and Xiaomi products, 

which can continue to grow when Vsmart withdraws from the mobile phone market.

- Benefit from the growth in demand for laptop products during the social distancing due to the Covid-

19 pandemic.

- Deploying into the potential smart equipment market with products from Xiaomi

- 2Q21F: Revenue VND4kbn (+55% yoy), net profit VND90bn (+88% yoy)

- Lower demand for ICT products due to the hit of Covid-19 on 

people's income

- Delay in expansion of smart equipment market 

- Logistic chain delay leads to a lower-than-expected supply to 

retailers

Ticker Recom.
Target 

Price
Investment thesis Risks
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SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG

DATA as at 25 Jun 2021

3-year 

EPS

TTM FY21F FY22F

CAGR

(%) TTM FY21F FY22F TTM FY21F FY22F TTM FY21F FY22F

Vincom Retail JSC VRE VN ADD 38,000        3,120 27.1 25.9 21.1 25.2% 2.4 2.3 2.1 9.3% 8.8% 10.1% 7.0% 5.8% 7.1%

Retailer

Mobile World Investment Corp MWG VN ADD 173,000        2,969 16.0 13.3 10.6 18.0% 4.0 3.4 2.8 27.2% 28.1% 28.3% 9.5% 10.1% 11.4%

Phu Nhuan Jewelry JSC PNJ VN ADD 119,200           962 19.8 16.8 13.2 11.8% 3.8 3.6 3.0 21.0% 24.6% 24.0% 14.2% 14.8% 17.7%

FPT DIGITAL RETAIL JSC FRT VN na na             92 113.9 20.3 14.2 -36.4% 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5% 8.5% 11.8% 0.3% 1.6% 2.0%

Digiworld Corp DGW VN na na           241 16.3 13.2 11.3 46.2% 4.2 3.5 2.7 29.5% 28.7% 27.1% 12.5% 10.7% 10.4%

Average - Retailer peeres 38.6 17.9 14.1 12.9% 3.2 2.9 2.4 17.7% 19.7% 20.2% 8.7% 8.6% 9.7%

Company

Bloomberg 

Ticker Recom.

Target 

Price 

(local 

curr)

Market 

Cap (US$ 

m)

P/E (x) P/BV (x) ROE (%) ROA (%)

Retail real estate companies
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Aviation

Sunrise on the horizon
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• Currently, the biggest vaccination campaign in global 

history is underway. By 25/06/2021, more than 2.79 billion 

Covid-19 vaccine doses have been administered, enough 

to fully vaccinate 18.2% of the global population.

• However, the distribution has been lopsided. Countries 

and regions with the highest income are getting vaccines 

more than 30 times faster than those with the lowest.

• According to many forecasts, the bulk of the population in 

advanced economies will have been vaccinated by mid-

2022, which are also Vietnam’s key international air traffic 

markets.

• Based on batches of vaccines expected to be received, 

we expect 14.66%/26.02% of Vietnam population to be 

fully vaccinated by the end of 3Q21/4Q21 in our 

estimates.

Vaccination rates by continents (doses 

administered per 100 people by 25/06/2021

Vietnam’s Covid-19 vaccination (m doses)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOH

Race to fight the pandemic

1Q21 2Q21 3Q21 4Q21

Pfizer* 15.50  15.50  

AstraZeneca (VNVC) 0.12     4.24     12.36  

AstraZeneca (COVAX) 1.37     2.80     12.95  12.95  

Total doses administered (not include Pfizer, 

15% discount to reflect number of actual 

delivery may be less than planned) 1.26     5.98     21.51  22.29  

% population fully vaccinated 

(accumulated) 0.64% 3.70% 14.66% 26.02%

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG
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• The IATA Travel Pass enables passengers to share the 

test and vaccination certificates and securely manage 

their travel in line with government requirements.

• This holds the key to the safe restart of international 

aviation and facilitate smooth travel for passengers in a 

verifiable manner while ensuring government entry 

requirements for Covid-19 testing or vaccination are met.

• HVN, VJC, and Bamboo Airways have trialled the IATA 

Travel Pass mobile application.

• Along with higher vaccination rates in Vietnam’s key 

international air traffic markets, we believe Vietnam may 

re-open the international skies by end-3Q21 as expected.

How IATA Travel Pass work

Cryptographically signed data

SOURCES: IATA

…and soon return to the international skies
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Vietnam’s domestic passenger traffic in 2019-2021F

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Vietnam’s int’l passenger traffic in 2019-2021F

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Since Vietnam‘s first infections were confirmed in Jan-20, the Vietnam aviation industry has operated at low performance while still

following the government’s orders to contain the pandemic. Domestic traffic plunged after each Covid-19 outbreak while international

traffic has been suspended since the 1st outbreak except for flights used to bring back Vietnamese citizens or carry foreign experts.

With the government’s efforts to control the pandemic and the vaccination, we expect domestic and international traffic to recover from

4Q21F. Total domestic pax may slightly increase 1.4% yoy and total international pax may inch down 1.1% yoy in FY21F.

We expect Vietnam’s passenger traffic to recover from 4Q21
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Vietnam medium-term domestic 

passengers, in our estimates

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

Vietnam medium-term international 

passengers, in our estimates

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

With the urgent deployment of global vaccination, for the medium-term, we expect Vietnam domestic traffic to fully recover to 

pre-pandemic levels in FY22F (103.7% of FY19 base) and may reach 139.7% of FY19 base in FY25F. 

For international traffic, we expect Vietnam international passengers to fully recover to the pre-pandemic levels in FY23F 

(100.9% of FY19 base) and may reach 127.5% of FY19 base in FY25F.

Vietnam total pax throughput, in 

our estimates (Unit: m)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

COMPANY REPORTS

Inevitable recovery ahead
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• The Terminal 3 Tan Son Nhat is designed with a capacity of

receiving 20 million passengers per year (+67% TIA’s

designed capacity to total 50 million passengers per year)

and is expected to help ease overload at terminal 1. The

project has a total capital of VND10,990 billion.

• The feasibility study report on the construction of T3 has

been completed. The government has approved the Ministry

of Defense to hand over the 16.05 ha of land in Tan Binh

District’s Ward 4 of the project to ACV. ACV expects to start

the construction work in Oct-21 and finish within 24 months.

• In Aug-21, ACV will also submit the feasibility study report on

the expansion of Noi Bai Int’l Airport Terminal 2 from 10m p.a

to 15m p.a (raising total designed capacity of NIA from 25m

p.a to 30m p.a).

• Phase 1 of the airfield assets maintenance projects in TIA

and NIA with 50% workload has been completed in Feb-21.

ACV has already started phase 2 of the projects in Mar-21

and expects to finish the project by the end-2021. When

completed, the project will help increase the exploitation

capacity and prevent congestion when planes taking

off/landing.

Tan Son Nhat T3 set for completion in 2023F

SOURCES: CAAV, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Infrastructure upgrade to resolve the capacity shortage 
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Long Thanh International Airport construction plan

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CAAV

In 1H21, the compensation and site clearance for LTIA construction have been completed.

Demining and border fence construction have completed 25% so far and expected to be completed on time for the drainage 

leveling starting in Nov-21 and base structure construction starting in Feb-22.

If launching on time in late-2025, LTIA will be the growth engine of the Vietnam aviation industry from 2025F onwards.

Long Thanh Int’l Airport construction is on track

Categories 1H21 2H21 1H22 2H22 1H23 2H23 1H24 2H24 1H25 2H25

Compensation and site clearance

Demining

Border fence construction for 5,000ha

Engineering design

Drainage leveling

Base structure construction

Terminal and civil aviation building construction

Airfield construction

Administration building construction

Flight management buildings construction

Support system

Officially launching
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

According to government’s air transportation master plan, until 2030F Vietnam will have 28 airports including 15 domestic 

airports and 13 international airports (from 22 airports including 13 domestic airports and 9 international airports in 2021). Four 

new international airports until 2030F including LTIA and 3 upgraded domestic airports (Tho Xuan, Vinh, Chu Lai). Five new 

domestic airports will be developed, in which four airports are invested through BOT which are Phan Thiet, Quang Tri, Sapa, 

Lai Chau while Na San will be developed by ACV. 

Beside LTIA, five new airports will be developed until 2030F

Six new airports to be developed until 2030F

Airport Category

CAPEX until 

2030F (VNDbn)

2030F designed 

capacity (m passenger) Status

Long Thanh Int'l Airport 185,600             50.0 Underdeveloped

Phan Thiet

Domestic 

Airport 13,833               2.0

The government has established an Appraisal Council to adjust the investment 

policy of the project to BOT in May-21 with Rang Dong Group as the investor. 

Quang Tri

Domestic 

Airport 8,014                 1.0

The project is expected to be invested through BOT contract, the investor is 

T&T Corporation. T&T has submitted the feasibility study report of the project 

in May-21. The government has establish an Appraisal Council for the 

feasibility study report in Jun-21.

Sapa

Domestic 

Airport 6,948                 3.0

This is also a BOT project. The feasibility study report has been submitted in 

Jan-21 but was returned due to uncertainty cash flow and financial capacity of 

the investor.

Lai Chau

Domestic 

Airport 4,000                 0.5

The project has been included in the master plan for air transportation until 

2030F, but it faces difficulties in finding investor due to low growth potential.

Na San

Domestic 

Airport 2,179                 1.0

ACV is the investor of this project. ACV is revising and finalizing the feasibility 

study report to submit to the government
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Cargo performance by trade routes

SOURCES: IATA

Yields and loads elevated due to capacity shortage

SOURCES: IATA

Airfreight services demand strongly recovered from the pandemic as the global economy recovered. Strong recovery in the North

Pacific reflects the powerful China and U.S economies. 

Global air cargo load factor increased 10% pts, and air cargo yield increased 50% compared to the pre-pandemic level due to the 

severe capacity shortage as 50% of air cargo carrying in the holds of passenger aircraft. 

Strong post-pandemic air cargo market
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Vietnam air cargo volume throughput is forecasted to grow 15% yoy in 2021F and may grow 

at 9.7% CAGR in 2021-30F (unit: tonnes)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, CAAV, GSO 

Vietnam’s air cargo volume dropped 14.7% yoy in 2020. In 5M21, total air cargo volume increased 15% yoy thanks to the 

recovery of global trade. We expect the growth momentum to be maintained,  leading to the 15% yoy growth in 2021F.

We believe air cargo terminal companies that have capable of expanding capacity like SCS will benefit from the steady growth 

in 2022-30F expected by CAAV.  

Vietnam air cargo volume to post steady growth over 2022-30F

Title:

Source:

Please fill in the values above to have them entered in your report
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1Q21 revenue of aviation companies slumped 

dramatically, especially the airlines and retailing & 

ground services companies

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

1Q21 core gross margin also decreased sharply, 

especially the airlines

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

As int’l air traffic is still frozen and domestic air traffic was affected by the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak in Lunar New Year, 1Q21 

revenue of aviation companies slumped dramatically, especially retailing & ground services companies and airlines (67.4%/61% 

yoy), leading to the sharp decrease in core GM of those segments in 1Q21.

Results of airport and air cargo terminals are more positive, especially the air cargo terminals with revenue inch down 1.9% yoy.

1Q21 revenue and core gross margin of aviation companies 

plummeted

Title:

Source:

Please fill in the values above to have them entered in your report
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Non-core revenue and financial income of aviation 

companies in 1Q21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

1Q21 net profit of aviation companies

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

We see that private enterprises such as VJC, SAS have actively liquidated assets, causing non-core revenue and financial 

income to increase sharply to help save net profit and cash flow while state-owned enterprises like HVN has difficulties in 

doing so due to problems with state procedures, causing net profit to drop drastically in 1Q21.

The bright spots in the industry come from air cargo terminals with 1Q21 NP increased 3.4% yoy. 

Asset liquidations and financial activities to save net profit and 

improve cash flow
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HVN’s number of flights is getting narrower 

compared to other private airlines

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

A high debt ratio will hinder airlines from financing 

the fleet expansion when the pandemic is contained 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Compared to the 2019 base, HVN’s total flights number in 5M21 dropped by 43% while VJC’s dropped by 41% and Bamboo’s increased by 273%.

With a high debt ratio of 33.3 as at end-1Q21, HVN will have difficulties in financing the fleet expansion when the pandemic is contained, creating 

opportunities for other private airlines which have sufficient credits for expansion to gain market share.

HVN plans to sell 11 aircraft while VJC plans to receive 8 aircraft in 2021 and Bamboo has received 3 aircraft since Jan-21.

We see a potential usurpation of private airlines
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NIA total flights decreased 

substantially in May & Jun this year 

due to the current Covid-19 outbreak

SOURCES: FLIGHTAWARE
SOURCES: FLIGHTAWARE

The Covid-19 outbreak in May-21 might get out of control leading to lower-than-expected domestic passenger throughput, 

implying a short-term risk for the aviation industry. However, we expect the government to successfully contain this outbreak 

thanks to improved medical capacity and experiences in fighting the pandemics through the previous ones.

The medium-term risk is higher-than-expected oil price leading to a higher ticket price and a decline in air travel demand.

Oil price is expected to be resilient 

on the new base in 2021-23F 

(US$/bbl)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

BLOOMBERG

We see two major risks which will affect the aviation outlook

TIA total flights decreased 

substantially in May & Jun this year 

due to the current Covid-19 outbreak
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AS AT 25/06/2021. SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Peer comparison

TP

(Local 

curr)
2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

Airports

Airport Corp of Vietnam ACV VN 87,500 ADD 7,151.8 -4.2 40.1 23.7 4.4 3.9 11.3 17.5 24.3 16.1

Airport of Thailand AOT TB N/A NR 28,513.0 -20.7 NA 169.3 7.3 6.9 -8.3 5.4 NA 58.5

Shanghai International Air-A 600009 CH N/A NR 15,242.2 NA 865.6 39.4 3.3 3.1 0.4 8.5 182.9 29.4

Beijing Capital Intl Airpo-H 694 HK N/A NR 3,150.5 NA NA 27.8 0.9 0.9 -3.7 2.8 47.2 10.1

Japan Airport Terminal Co 9706 JP N/A NR 4,448.3 NA NA 103.7 3.0 2.9 -6.9 3.1 41.8 16.6

Shenzen Airport Co-A 000089 CH N/A NR 2,518.8 -35.1 37.9 28.4 1.3 1.3 3.7 4.5 20.6 15.3

Malaysia Airports Holdings MAHB MK N/A NR 2,454.8 NA NA 120.6 1.5 1.5 -11.4 0.3 45.3 10.0

Average 314.5 73.3 3.1 2.9 -2.1 6.0 60.4 22.3

Low cost carriers

VIETJET AVIATION JSC VJC VN 138,900 ADD 2,727.8 -40.6 52.7 16.1 3.4 2.8 7.0 19.0 34.5 12.8

AIRASIA GROUP BHD AAGB MK N/A NR 830.0 NA NA NA NA NA 47.2 21.1 NA 12.6

CEBU AIR INC CEB PM N/A NR 662.4 NA NA 29.4 1.9 1.5 -45.5 24.4 57.0 4.4

AIRASIA X BHD AAX MK N/A NR 79.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ASIA AVIATION PCL AAV TB N/A NR 429.9 NA NA NA 1.2 1.3 -26.8 -0.3 NA 10.7

Average 52.7 22.8 2.2 1.9 -4.5 16.1 45.8 10.1

Air cargo terminal

Atlas Air Worlwide Holdings AAWW US N/A NR 2,018.7 NA 5.3 6.5 0.8 0.7 17.4 11.1 4.8 5.5

Xiamen Interna-A 600897 CH N/A NR 774.9 -13.8 13.9 11.4 1.3 1.2 9.3 10.7 5.6 5.3

Macroasia Corporation MAC PM N/A NR 220.1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Noibai Cargo Ternimal Ser JSC NCT VN N/A NR 80.7 -8.2 9.2 8.3 NA NA 50.7 51.3 5.7 4.7

Saigon Cargo Services Corp SCS VN 161,400 ADD 313.1 19.7 12.3 10.8 4.3 3.5 41.2 37.9 10.1 8.7

Average 10.2 9.2 2.1 1.8 29.6 27.7 6.6 6.0

P/BV ROE (%) EV/EBITDA

Company name Ticker Recom.

Market 

Cap 

(US$ m)

3-year 

EPS 

CAGR 

(%)

P/E 
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We like Airport Corporation of Vietnam (ACV, ADD, TP: VND87,500) for:

• Owing to an exclusive position in Vietnam aviation industry, ACV is owning and managing 22 airports nationwide.

• Global aviation industry is on the way to its recovery thanks to urgent vaccination all over the world, including Vietnam. 

We expect Vietnam to safely reopen the international skies by the end of 3Q21, which will help ACV’s business results 

recover strongly from FY22F onwards.

• For FY21F, we expect ACV’s total passenger throughput might slightly increase 1.1% yoy, in which domestic passenger 

may inch up 1.4% yoy and international passenger may inch down 1.1% yoy. Thanks to financial income from FX gain in 

debt valuation and the low base of FY20 results, ACV’s net profit in FY21F may increase 90.0% to VND3,124bn.

• For FY22F, we expect Vietnam air traffic to significantly recover and total passenger throughput may increase 54.1% yoy

with domestic pax rising 33.0% yoy and international cargo volume rising 264.0% yoy, leading to the 137.4% yoy growth 

in FY22F net profit.

• Since 1Q21, ACV has started to consolidate the airfield assets’ results instead of recording them in account receivables 

and account payables as before. With the new accounting treatment, we believe ACV’s qualified opinions would be 

eliminated in its audited financial reports from 2021 onwards and ACV is on track to list on the main bourse in 2022F, 

which is the main factor to help ACV’s price to be re-rated. 

Investment risks:

• Downside risks are (1) lower-than-expected domestic passenger throughput as the Covid-19 outbreak in May-2021 might 

get out of control, (2) stronger-than-expected JPY vs VND, and (3) slower-than-expected construction of LTIA. 
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We like Saigon Cargo Service Corporation (SCS, ADD, TP: VND161,400) for:

• We believe SCS’ air cargo volume market share in TIA should grow to 55% over the FY21-30F period, transforming it into 

the Vietnam’s leading air cargo services provider, premised on its state-of-the-art terminal and it is the only provider 

capable of expanding capacity at TIA. We expect SCS’s performance to remain robust given its efficient cost control, 

strong balance sheet with zero debt and a preferential 10% tax rate until FY23F.

• SCS has a good start for FY21F with 1Q21 net profit increased by 13.0% yoy giving the context that international flights in 

Vietnam are still frozen in 1Q21. 

• Following the recovery, we believe SCS’s upcoming quarter results will grow strongly on the low bases of FY20’s 

remaining quarters. With the expectation that international skies can be reopened since the end of 3Q21F, we expect total 

cargo volume to increase by 10.3% yoy with domestic cargo volume rising by 6.9% yoy and international cargo volume 

rising by 11.5% yoy in FY21F. We estimate SCS’s FY21F revenue/net profit would grow by 17.2% yoy/22.0% yoy. 

• For FY22F, we expect total cargo volume to increase by 8.6% yoy with domestic cargo volume rising by 6.9% yoy and 

international cargo volume rising by 9.2% yoy, leading to the 15.9% yoy/14.1% yoy growth of FY22F revenue/net profit.

Investment risks:

• Upside risks are higher-than-expected cargo volume and services prices due to the hike in sea freight rates that makes 

air transportation relatively attractive.

• Downside risk to our forecast includes uncertainties arising from global pandemic or crisis hindering international traffic
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We like Vietjet Air JSC (VJC, ADD, TP: VND138,900) for:

• Its position as Vietnam leading low-cost carrier – accounting for the largest domestic market share of Vietnam with a 

domestic market share of 40% in 2020. VJC also accounts for the second-largest international market share of the 

Vietnam aviation industry.

• Significant improvement in cash flow thanks to asset liquidation.

• We forecast FY21F international passengers might be the same as in FY20 and jump significantly in FY22F with volume 

growth of 650% yoy while domestic passengers would increase by 10.0%/19.4% yoy in FY21-22F. As a result, we expect 

total ASK (Available seat kilometers) capacity to increase by 2.9%/99.5% yoy in FY21-22F. Along with the contribution of 

S&LB transactions and assets liquidation, we forecast VJC may record a net profit of VND1,165bn/VND3,887bn in 

FY21/22F, equal to 30%/102% of the FY19 base level.

• VJC’s share price has dropped by 15.5% since March-2021 due to the Covid-19 outbreak in the same period, implying a 

potential upside of 20.5%. Hence, we believe the risk-reward profile of VJC is relatively attractive to accumulate.

Investment risks:

• Downside risks are (1) longer-than-expected Covid-19 pandemic, (2) slower-than-expected construction of aviation

infrastructure, and (3) higher-than-expected fuel price leading to higher operating cost. We expect oil price to be resilience

on the new base with the average Brent oil price of US$67/70/73 per barrel in FY21/22/23F as the oil supplies could not

rise fast enough to keep pace with the expected demand recovery, leading to the estimated average jet fuel price of

US$1.69/1.77/1.84 per gallon in FY21/22/23F.
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Oil & Gas

Rising tide lifts all boats
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Brent oil price has significantly surged ~45% YTD to

approximately US$75/bbl, the highest level since April

2019.

We see similarities in the global economy between the

2020-2021 period and the 2009-2010 period when oil price

significantly hiked after the 2008 financial crisis:

• FED and other central banks remain in the low-interest-

rate environment as well as provide QE stimulus to

support the economy recovery after the crisis.

• The commodity prices significantly increase from the

trough caused by Covid-19. Bloomberg Commodity

Index surged over 77% from April 2020, showing a

significant increase in commodity price, similarly to the

upward revision in 2010 after the 2008 crisis.

FED intends to remain the low-interest rate in the next 1-2 

years, similarly to the low-interest environment after the 2008 

crisis

Similarities in global macroeconomic affect oil prices between 

2009-2010 and 2020-2021

Bloomberg Commodity Spot Index. Commodity index 

decreased in 2011-13 due to production expansion

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

SOURCES: INVESTING.COM 
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• Thanks to production expansion, the PMI index also

shows the same signal between the two periods.

• Oil demand is on track to recovery after the pandemic.

Due to the positive vaccination campaigns, some

advanced economies like the U.S, the EU, and China

started to ease their travel restrictions. The International

Energy Agency (IEA) said in its monthly report (May

2021) oil demand has outstripped supply and the

shortfall is expected to grow even as Iran ramps up

exports.

US & China PMI show the economy recovery after 

the pandemic

SOURCE: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Similarities in global macroeconomic affect oil prices between 

2009-2010 and 2020-2021
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• From May 2020, OPEC+ members, especially Saudi

Arabia and Russia, have resumed a high level of

cooperation to cope with the plunge in demand caused by

lockdowns.

• In the latest meeting in June, OPEC+ agreed to keep their

plan to gradually ease supply curbs through July, signalling

the ongoing strengthening of market fundamentals.

• Meantime, supplies could rise at a slower pace compared

to demand as (1) President Joe Biden has put the U.S.

shale oil industry on edge with his plans to reform O&G

permitting and leasing practices on federal land and federal

water (aiming to deal with climate change). This could

affect the U.S. oil production in the long term. For 2021F,

EIA forecasts the U.S. oil production to be ~10% lower than

the pre-Covid level, and (2) the total capital spending in

E&P activities has also decreased since 2014, partially due

to the green energy transmission.

OPEC+ maintains production cuts from 2020 to support the 

steady oil price recovery

Total investment in E&P activities has decreased since 2014

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We see the tightness on supply front has widened the demand 

gap

SOURCES: RYSTAD ENERGY
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EIA expects oil demand to return to pre-Covid level 

by the end-2021

SOURCES: EIA

We expect Brent oil price to be resilient on the new base in 

20201-23F (US$/bbl)

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We expect that supplies would not rise fast enough to keep pace with the predicted demand recovery, creating the shortage

gap that could support the oil price stability in the price band around US$70/bbl in the coming period (similar to the stable trend

in 2011-13 period due to some similarities between two periods).

We expect Brent crude oil price to be resilient on a new base 

in FY21-23F, around the level of US$70/bbl
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We see some major factors which will likely affect on crude oil price :

What should investors closely watch in upcoming quarters ?

Expected 

timeline/Tracking
On the demand side On the supply side

The progress of re-opening economies in major countries 

such as the US, EU and China thanks to positive 

vaccination campaigns (e.g. fully vaccinated rate in US, UK 

is 53% and 63%, respectively)

The current Covid-19 wave in Asia, especially in India (the 

3rd largest oil consumption), which could hamper the 

recovery of global oil demand.

4Q21
The expected reopen of developing economies thanks to 

the improvement in vaccination progress

Indirect talks are 

happening in Vienne

The US and Iran nuclear talks, which could lead to the 

rejoining of Iran as a supplier with the maximum additional 

capacity of ~2.1 mbd in case of reaching agreement

Geopolitical tension events in the Middle East, which could 

pose the supply disruption risks

FED scheduled 

meetings in July, 

Sept, Nov and Dec

We also highlight that another notably factor is increasing inflation rate, which could lead to the earlier-than-expected 

tightening monetary policy of FED, adversely affecting on commodity prices included oil prices.  

3Q21

OPEC+ could continue to increase production from July 

onwards (OPEC+ frequently hold the monthly meeting to 

make decision about oil production)
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• The strong oil price rally could promote

Exploration & Production (E&P)

activities in Vietnam, providing potential

jobs for upstream companies, such as

PVD and PVS. Besides, some

midstream companies are able to gain

benefits from higher oil prices like GAS,

as its product selling prices are

benchmarked to global oil prices.

• For downstream companies, the impact

depends on (1) the company-specific

operation, (2) the proportion of O&G

input in total production expenses, and

(3) the ability to translate higher input

prices to selling prices.
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Core business
Related 

stock

Potential 

impact
Comment

Drilling and well services PVD Positive

For PVD, we expect E&P activities to be warmed up thanks to higher oil prices, driving up the demand, 

leading to increases in rig utilisation and day rates. All of PVD’s rigs have been awarded contracts in 1H21F, 

and we expect the sustainable oil price increases to brighten the company outlook and improve drilling 

segment margin.    

M&C and technical services PVS Positive

For PVS, the effect of oil price rally might be limited with a time lag as PVS’s contracts in core segments 

(M&C, FSO/FPSO..) typically span for multiple years. For other segments such as offshore vessel and port 

base PVS could directly benefit from a potential recovery in service rates. The sustainable higher oil prices, 

however, could promote the progress of major gas exploration projects (Blue Whale, Block B – O Mon…) in 

Vietnam, implying a huge backlog opportunity for PTSC.

Gas transportation and distribution GAS Positive

GAS’s business model is relatively stable thanks to the defined gas buying and selling price policy (a floor cap 

for gas selling price at the higher between 46% FO and wellhead price).                                                                                    

As oil price increases, GAS would directly benefit from higher ASP (except for the take-or-pay volume, 

regarding which the benefit would be transferred to government budget) and higher LPG price premium.

Crude and refined oil transportation, 

and FSO/FPSO activities
PVT

Slightly 

positive

PVT’s current charter price structure ensures a stable gross margin level for the domestic market, while 

most international vessels are signed in the form of time charter contracts, which allow PVT to translate the 

oil prices risks to charterers.                                                                                                                                    

However, when demand for crude oil and O&G products recover, this could boost transportation demand, 

especially for international routes. Besides, FSO/FPSO day rates could rebound to the pre-Covid level thanks 

to a higher-rate environment.

Upstream

Midstream
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Core business
Related 

stock

Potential 

impact
Comment

Oil refinery BSR Positive

BSR is highly sensitive to oil price fluctuations as it does not use hedging tools for crude oil inputs (buying at 

global oil prices). We believe BSR to be a beneficiary from the recovery of crack spread (refining margin) 

amid oil price rally and improved demand.

Oil and gas products distribution PLX, OIL Positive

Given that PLX and OIL are required to stock a certain amount of inventory, the companies’ margins could 

improve during the upward trend of oil prices, given that ASPs are adjusted upward based on price formula 

but inventories were acquired at lower prices.

Gas-based power POW, NT2
Slightly 

negative

Though higher gas input prices could increase production costs, we believe that the impact is limited as the 

majority of electricity volume is sold in the form of fixed contracts – Power Purchase Agreements (only 10-

20% of total sales volume is sold on the Competitive Generation Market).

Fertilizer DPM, DCM Negative

For fertilizer plants, gas input cost accounts for 50-60% of production costs. Therefore their gross margin 

could be negatively affected as oil prices increase. However, we observe that fertilizer prices in the domestic 

and international markets has surged by 30-50% YTD in reaction to the hike in input material prices. This 

could partially offset the negative impact of higher oil prices.

Other manufacturers using 

petrochemicals as inputs 

AAA, BMP, 

STK
Negative

As imported materials account for ~75% of input demand (PE, PET, PP, PVC…), plastic manufacturers 

(BMP, AAA…) are quite sensitive with the fluctuation of global raw plastic prices, which move in the same 

direction as oil prices (plastic materials are products of the petrochemical progress).                                                                                                                                  

For yarn-producer STK, oil price surge should also significantly affect the company’s gross margin as PET 

cost accounts for 60-70% of STK’s cost of goods sold.

Downtream
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In May 2021, the government assigned the relevant units to

solve the bottleneck in O Mon III gas-fired power plant

related to ODA financing:

• For upstream and midstream of Block B - O Mon projects,

the approval of O Mon III is the premise to finish

commercial negotiations and select the EPC contractor.

• The expiration of the bidding period for the EPC contract

of Block B - O Mon project is in October 2021. In case of

continued delay, Phu Quoc Petroleum Operating

Company (PQPOC) could extend the EPC bidding validity

for the 5th time for contractors.

We expect the proposal to be approved in 3Q21F, leading to

the next steps preparing for the Block B project (with a total

capex of field development and pipeline projects of

US$6.7bn and US$1.0bn, respectively) to start in 2022F

amid the urgency of gas demand for growing electricity

consumption over coming years as expected.

There are increasing signals that the long-stalled Block B 

project offshore Vietnam could finally start making progress 

again this year.

Upstream: Awaiting for major energy infrastructure projects
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• Regional drilling market in 1Q21 was

still quite gloomy compared to 1Q20

due to the complicated pandemic.

However, we see the recovery signals

in later-1Q21 when the steady oil price

rally seems to heat up E&P activities.

• For PVD, the sluggish market

negatively affected the company results

until 1Q21. We expect that the warming

regional drilling market and pandemic

under control thanks to vaccination help

PVD’s jack-up utilisation recover from

2H21F onwards, especially from 2022F

when PVD’s fleet could operate abroad

like 2019.

Southern Asia average Jack-up day rate and utilisation rate have 

the signals of recovery in later-1Q21

SOURCES : IHS MARKIT, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Title:

Source:

Please fill in the values above to have them entered in your report
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We expect the Block B project and other exploration projects (Blue Whale, Nam Du,etc.) to provide a huge backlog for the

service providers and contractors like PVS. Besides, the additional gas from major projects would offset the quick depletion at

mature fields, partially support GAS to remain the growth in long-term.

Upstream: Potential gas exploration projects in pipeline

(*) PSC: Product Sharing Contract

2P reserves: Denotes the best estimate of Reserves. The sum of Proved plus Probable Reserves

2C reserves: Denotes best estimate of contingent resources

Project
Expected 

commission
PSC owners

Estimated 

capex (US$m)
Usage Estimated reserves

Sao Vang Dai Nguyet (SVDN) 2020-2021F
Idemitsu (35%), Nippon Oil 

(35%), Inpex (30%)
 600 

To supplement the gas supply 

from Nam Con Son basin, 

especially for current power plants 

at Nhon Trach (Dong Nai) and Phu 

My (Ba Ria) regions

2P reserves Sao Vang: 686 bcf 

(billion cubic feet) of gas and 30m bbl 

(barrel) of oil, Dai Nguyet: 454bcf of 

gas

Su Tu Trang Phase 2 2021-2023F

PVEP (50%), Perenco Cuu Long 

(23.25%), KNOC (14.25%), SK 

(9%), Geopetrol VN (3.5%)

 250 

To supplement the gas supply 

from Cuu Long basin, offseting the 

depletion at Bach Ho field

2P reserves of 317 bcf and 435m bbl 

of condensate

Nam Du - U Minh 2022-2023F Jadestone (100%)  150 

To supplement the gas supply for 

current power plants in the 

Southwest region such as Ca Mau 

1, 2 plants

2C reserves: 171bcf (+31 bcf)

Lac Da Vang 2023F
Murphy Oil (40%), PVEP (35%), 

SK Innovation (25%)
 NA 100 mmbl of recoverable reserves

Block B - O Mon 2023-2024F

PVN (42.38%), MOECO 

(25.62%), PVEP (23.5%), 

PTTEP (8.5%)

 6,700 
New power plants O Mon I, II, III 

and IV
2.7tcf (trillion cubic feet) of gas

Blue Whale 2024-2025F Exxonmobil (64%)  NA 
New power plants Dung Quat I,III, 

Mien Trung I, II
5.3 tcf of gas
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• Until 1Q21, LNG Thi Vai terminal

progress reached 49.78% of the plan,

expecting to complete in 4Q22.

• Meanwhile, PVPower (POW)

announced the opening of the EPC bid

for Nhon Trach 3&4 LNG-based power

plants in July 2021. We expect Nhon

Trach 3 to be soon constructed and go

online in 2023F to meet the LNG

supply from Thi Vai terminal phase 1.

• GAS and PVT will be the biggest

beneficiaries as (1) GAS could raise its

gas sales volume through distributing

LNG to power plants, and (2) PVT

would likely participate in transporting

imported LNG

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Terminal name Location
Capacity 

(mmtpa)
Op. Year Investors Power plant 

Hai Linh Ba Ria - Vung Tau 2-3 2021 Hai Linh Ltd Hiep Phuoc, EVN's plants

Thi Vai Ba Ria - Vung Tau 1-3 2022-2024 PVGas Nhon Trach 3 & 4

Son My Phase 1 Binh Thuan 3 2024-2025 PVGas, AES Group (US) Son My 2

Bac Lieu Bac Lieu 3 2024 Delta Offshore Energy (Singapore) Bac Lieu

Long Son Phase 1 Ba Ria - Vung Tau 3.5 2025-2026
GTPP (group of VN investors). Mitsubishi 

Corp, General Electric
Long Son complex

Ca Na Phase 1 Ninh Thuan 2025-2026 Trung Nam Group (VN) Ca Na complex

Long An Long An 2025-2027 Long An 1, 2

LNG Quang Ninh Quang Ninh 2026-2027 Tokyo Gas, Marubeni, Colavi, PVPower Quang Ninh

Cai Mep Ha Ba Ria - Vung Tau 9 2023-2030 GenX Energy, T&T (US) Cai Mep Ha

Chan May Hue 2024-2027 Chan May LNG JSC LNG Chan May

Vung Ang 3 Ha Tinh 1.5 2025-2028 Vingroup (VN) LNG Vung Ang 3

Ke Ga Binh Thuan 1.5 2025
ECV (US), KOGAS (Korea), Excelerate 

Energy (US)
Ke Ga 

Tien Lang Hai Phong 6 2026-2030 Exxon Mobil (US), JERA (Japan) LNG Tien Lang

Cai Trap Hai Phong Vingroup (VN) LNG Cai Trap

Long Son 2 Ba Ria - Vung Tau Marubeni (Japan)
Long Son (inside Long Son 

Petroleum Industrial Zone)

Relating power plants included in revised Power Development Plan 7 (PDP 7)

Relating power plants are being proposed for inclusion in revised PDP 7/PDP 8
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Downstream: Crack spread has bounced back from the trough 

in 2020

• As the crack spread recovery thanks to

the oil price rally and the recovery in

transportation activities, the refineries,

including Dung Quat refinery (BSR; the

capacity of 6.5m tons) and Nghi Son

refinery (the capacity of 10m tons),

would gain benefits compared to the

dramatical loss in 2020.

• However, we also mention that the

current 4th Covid-19 wave could

negatively affect the gasoline demand

in Vietnam.

Gasoline crack spread has significantly recovered from the trough 

in 2020

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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Revenue of oil & gas listed companies in 1Q21 

(VNDbn)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

• We see the impressive 1Q21 results recovery in BSR, PLX, and PVT thanks to the oil price rally.

• On the other hand, some companies reported the decrease in net profit (NP) due to the time lag effect of higher oil price 

(PVD) and the issues related to dry gas sales volume (GAS) in 1Q21. 

Most of O&G listed companies had a robust performance in 

1Q21

1Q21 net profit of downstream companies strongly 

recovered, in contrast to upstream companies (VNDbn)
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Most of O&G stock prices outperformed VNIndex

since the trough in April 2020

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

The correlation between Brent oil price and related 

stocks

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Due to the high correlation with the Brent oil price movement, we suppose that the expected steady oil price in the coming

period would be the key driver for stocks in the oil & gas value chain, such as GAS, BSR, PVT, PVS, etc.

O&G stock prices outperformed VNIndex since the trough in 

April 2020
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• We see PVS’s P/E has risen at a

quicker pace than oil price rally to the

highest level since 2017, absolutely

outperforming in comparison to Brent

oil price and other stocks’ P/E

movements.

• Meanwhile, GAS and PVT still have a

potential upside compared to their

history amid the same oil price level.

Brent oil price versus oil & gas stocks’ P/E movement since 2017

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Valuation: PVS’s P/E has increased at an outperformed pace in 

comparison to Brent oil price and other stocks’ P/E
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SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH (DATA AS AT 25 JUNE)

FY21F FY22F FY21F FY22F FY21F FY22F FY21F FY22F

PV GAS GAS VN ADD 106,100              8,076           16.4           15.5 18.1%             3.6             3.3 22.6% 22.1% 17.0% 16.2%

Indraprastha Gas IGL IN NR NA              4,835  NA  NA NA  NA  NA 17.9% 25.8% NA NA

Toho Gas Ltd 9533 JP NR NA              5,315           38.3           37.7 NA             1.6             1.6 3.3% 4.2% 2.0% 2.6%

Petronas Gas Bhd PTG MK NR NA              7,502           15.2           15.8 NA             2.4             2.3 15.2% 14.3% 10.5% 10.5%

China Gas Holdings 384 HK NR NA             18,092           10.5             9.2 NA             2.1             1.8 21.8% 20.7% 9.4% 9.4%

PTT PLC PTT TB NR NA             35,685           10.3             9.9 NA             1.1             1.1 10.7% 10.6% 4.7% 4.7%

Average - Gas distribution peers (excluding GAS)           18.6           18.2             1.8             1.7 13.8% 15.1% 6.6% 6.8%

PVTrans PVT VN ADD 24,100                 298             9.0             8.5 10.2%             1.4             1.3 15.5% 15.8% 6.5% 6.2%

Vietnam Petroleum Trans VIP VN NR NA                   27  NA  NA NA  NA  NA NA NA NA NA

Vietnam Tanker JSC VTO VN NR NA                   36  NA  NA NA  NA  NA NA NA NA NA

Eusu Holdings Co Ltd 000700 KS NR NA                 161  NA  NA NA  NA  NA NA NA NA NA

Shipping Corp of India Ltd SCI IN NR NA                 696           22.6           18.5 NA  NA  NA 3.0% 3.6% NA NA

Great Eastern Shipping Co Ltd/The GESCO IN NR NA                 758             8.5             7.2 NA  NA  NA 8.9% 9.7% NA NA

Average - Transportation peers (excluding PVT)           15.5           12.8              -                -   6.0% 6.7%              -                -   

PV Technical Services PVS VN HOLD 27,100                 629           15.9           14.5 18.2%             1.2             1.2 7.4% 8.0% 3.7% 4.2%

Malaysia Marine Eng MMHE MK NR NA                 175  NA           35.0 NA             0.4             0.4 -4.1% 2.2% -2.4% 1.4%

Yinson Holdings YNS MK NR NA              1,281           11.8           11.9 NA             1.8             1.6 16.5% 14.2% 5.5% 5.2%

Sembcorp Marine SMM SP NR NA              1,301  NA  NA NA             0.5             0.5 -3.6% -1.6% -1.3% -0.6%

Hyundai Engineering 000720 KS NR NA              5,502           13.7           11.8 NA             0.9             0.8 6.7% 7.3% 3.3% 3.7%

Keppel Corp KEP SP NR NA              7,323           15.1           11.8 NA             0.9             0.8 5.9% 7.2% 2.0% 2.5%

Average - Oil services peers (excluding PVS)           13.5           17.6             0.9             0.8 4.3% 5.9% 1.4% 2.4%

PV Drilling PVD VN ADD 26,600                 423           42.7           18.2 48.7%             0.7             0.7 1.7% 3.8% 1.1% 2.6%

Borr Drilling Ltd BDRILL NO NR NA                 247  NA  NA NA             0.4             0.4 -23.2% -11.9% NA NA

Velesto Energy Bhd VEB MK NR NA                 296  NA  NA NA             0.5             0.5 0.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.9%

Sapura Energy Bhd SAPE MK NR NA                 519  NA  NA NA             0.2             0.3 0.6% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8%

Transocean RIG US NR NA              2,858  NA  NA NA             0.3             0.3 -4.3% -3.5% NA NA

Average - Offshore drilling peers (excluding PVD)  NA  NA             0.4             0.4 -6.5% -3.2% 1.3% 1.3%

P/BV (x) ROE (%) ROA (%)

Gas distribution companies

Company

Bloomberg 

Ticker Recom.

Target Price 

(local cur.)

Market Cap 

(US$ m)

Transportation companies

Oil services companies

Offshore drilling companies

P/E (x) 3-yr EPS 

CAGR (%)
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We prefer the company that could benefit from both strong oil price rally and ride on the energy infrastructure investment 

story in Vietnam like GAS.

Our top picks are GAS and PVT

PetroVietnam Gas JSC (GAS VN, ADD, TP: VND106,100). For 2021F, the positive of higher oil price could be partially blurred

due to the decreasing dry gas sales volume as gas-based power mobilisation declined on the surge of hydro and renewable power

sources. Despite unexpected issues related to dry gas sales volume in 1H21, we are still confident about GAS’s outlook in coming

years, mainly due to:

• Oil price is expected to be resilient on the new base (around US$70/bbl) in FY21-23F as the supplies could not rise fast

enough to keep pace with the expected demand recovery.

• The pressing demand of natural gas amid the growing electricity demand in Vietnam. According to Power Development Plan

8, gas-fired plants would be the key source for their stability and increasing capability to import LNG. Gas-fired power is

expected to make up 20% of total system capacity in 2030F (from the current 15%), then increasing to 25% of total system

capacity in 2045F.

• GAS now is in the investment phase to set the stage for the company growth in the long-term, in which LNG-related projects

(Thi Vai terminal...) and some major E&P projects (Block B, Blue Whale...) would be the key drivers for GAS in the long term.

Overall, we forecast GAS's net profit CAGR of 18.1% in FY21-23F, thanks to the expected steady oil price and the dry gas sales

volume recovery from 2H21F onwards. We upgrade our TP by 9% to VND106,100 as we apply the new average Brent oil price

assumption (US$67-70-73/bbl for FY21-22-23F, respectively) and reiterate ADD recommendation for GAS.

Re-rating catalysts and downside risks:

• Re-rating catalyst is the higher oil price.

• Downside risks come from lower-than-expected oil price and the delay in major gas fields development.
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We also like PetroVietnam Transportation Corporation (PVT VN, ADD, TP: VND24,100), as PVT could benefit from the

transportation demand recovery after the pandemic, and the company has restarted the ambitious capex plan for the new growth

stage, as following

• PVT is the leading firm in crude oil and petroleum products transportation in Vietnam, occupying 100% of market share in

crude oil and LPG transportation.

• We expect PVT to mainly disburse capital (a total capex of VND4,900bn in our estimate) in coming times to capture the low-

price environment, in which prices for 10-year old very large crude carrier (VLCC) and Aframax tankers have both plunged

15% and 25%, respectively, compared to the pre-Covid level as well as get ready for the recovery of petroleum transportation

demand after the pandemic.

• The strong oil price rally and the expected global oil demand to rise to pre-Covid level in 2H21F (~100mbd, according to EIA)

could give the confidence to OPEC+ to increase production, benefiting tanker freight rates. Additionally, PVT’s domestic

customers also gain benefit from the higher oil price. Nghi Son refinery could improve to a high utilization rate (~90%), and

Binh Son refinery returns to operate at full capacity in 2021F.

Hence, we forecast PVT’s net profit CAGR of 10.2% during FY21-23F, driven by the company fleet expansion plan and the

expected improvement in charter rates.

Re-rating catalysts and downside risks:

• Re-rating catalyst is higher transportation volumes

• Downside risks come from lower-than-expected oil price which could hamper the transportation demand and charter rate

recovery.
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After an 8-year bearish cycle, the commodity market could

enter a new bull cycle.

Agribusiness

Potential impact of 

global commodity price 

hike to agriculture

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG
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The rise in international sugar price was

mostly related to harvest delays and

concerns over reduced crop yields in Brazil.

Commodity index changes from Dec 2020 to

May 2021, in which sugar and vegetable oil

index price are leading the upward trend.

Soybean oil price remained on an upward

trajectory in May due to production shortfalls

of soybean in South America, together with

rising global import demand.

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FAO SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, ISO SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WORLDBANK  

Global food prices rise for the 12th month in a row 

• After the sharp fall in April 2020 due to the COVID-19 crisis, agricultural product prices had a strong recovery. We observe that the Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAO) global food price index surged 17.2% yoy in 5M21 to its highest value since September 2011 and marked the twelve consecutive
monthly rise. We believe the price gains have been driven by 1) supply shortfalls for food commodity, especially maize and soybeans, 2) strong demand
for feed commodities by China and 3) the weakening US dollar.

• Agricultural prices are expected to average 14%-15% higher in 2021F, followed by a slight gain in 2022F due to: 1) adverse weather threatens the crop
outlook in 2021 and 2) the robust demand fueled by the stronger-than-expected recovery of China.
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Most domestic commodity prices followed the  global food 
prices’ uptrend in 5M21 (unit: VND) 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FIINPRO

• Live hog price has cooled down by 10.5% yoy in 5M20 after a sharp increase in FY20 due to African swine fever (ASF). In our view, pork prices decrease
was mainly due to the abundant supply together with slow consumption as the 3rd and 4th wave of the Covid-19 epidemic forced schools and restaurants to
close for a long period.

• We expect live hog to decrease by 19.9% yoy in FY21F thanks to farmers' re-herd activities, yet still 31.6% higher than the pre-ASF level. In addition, other
domestic food prices are likely to remain high following the global commodity prices in FY21-22F.

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, ANOVA FEED

Domestic commodity prices following the global food prices 
uptrend

Although average live hog price decreased by 10.5% yoy in
5M21, the price level remains relatively high comparing to
pre-ASF levels
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World cereal production in 2021/22 is forecasted to rise 1.9%
while cereal utilization is expected to expand by 1.7% to a new
peak of 2,826m tonnes.

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FAO

• According to Rabobank, dryness in the south of Brazil and parts of Argentina can posed challenges to crops production like sugarcane, wheat, soybean and
corn. This will lead to insufficient supply to meet the pent-up demand when major economies reopen, led by recovery in production and business activities
after the Covid-19 pandemic.

• In addition, China is now massively purchasing agricultural products on the international market for re-herding activities after the ASF. In 5M21, its total corn
imports reached 11.73m tonnes, 2 times higher than the annual import volume of 2020. Thus, we expect the price uptrend to keep on climbing in FY21-22F.

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, USDA

Global commodity prices are expected to maintain upward 
momentum

China’s grain import will continue to increase in 2020/21
due to high demand for animal feed production
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• FAO’s preliminary forecasts for world coarse

grain markets in 2021/22 point to another

season of tight supplies. Meanwhile, global

utilization of coarse grains is forecasted to

reach 1,526m tonnes (+1.4% yoy), driven by

1) stemming from higher maize demand

maize for production purpose as economies

begin to recover from the COVID-19

pandemic and 2) rising usage corn and

soybean for animal feed in China.

• Global sugar production is expected to decline

for the third consecutive season in 2021/22 as

unfavourable weather conditions have led to

lower output in Brazil, EU, Russian and

Thailand. On the demand side, world sugar

consumption is expected to rebound, mainly

reflecting the expected resumption of

economic growth in 2021, after the COVID19-

driven global economic contraction in 2020.

SOURCES: VNDIRECR RESEARCH, FAO, WORLD BANK

Global commodity prices are expected to maintain upward 

momentum

Commodity Production (mT) yoy (%) Utilization (mT) yoy (%)

 yoy in 2021F 

price (%)

yoy in 2022F 

price (%)

Coarse Grains 1,516                       2.5% 1,526                          1.4% 8.5% 1.0%

Wheat 786                           1.4% 779                             2.5% 9.0% 2.2%

Corn N/a N/a N/a N/a 26.9% 1.0%

Barley N/a N/a N/a N/a 5.9% 2.6%

Soybean N/a N/a N/a N/a 35.1% 0.9%

Rice 519                           1.0% 521                             1.4% 2.6% 0.4%

Vegetable Oil 241                           3.0% 244                             0.7% 23.3% 1.0%

Coconut oil N/a N/a N/a N/a 38.6% 1.4%

Palm oil N/a N/a N/a N/a 29.7% 0.9%

Soybean oil N/a N/a N/a N/a 22.4% 1.1%

Sugar 170                           -1.0% 172                             1.9% 20.1% 1.5%
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• We observed that Vietnam rice and sugar prices

have rallied 27.6%/26.7% yoy in 5M21 following

the global food price hike. Thus, we expect rice

and sugar producers to enjoy higher GM across

the board in FY21-22F. Additionally, sugar

producers will benefit from the tailwind of new

decision on the anti-dumping tax.

• Other potential indirect beneficiaries are fertilizer

producers since demand is growing as farmers

tend to take advantage of food prices uptrend.

• Thanks to the strong demand recovery from the

reopening of services, VHC’s average selling

price recovery rate (+8% ytd) has surpassed the

rising rate of raw fish price (+6.1% ytd). As

pangasius price remains low (-5.6% yoy) and

COVID-19 impact on competitors is severe, we

also expect VHC to benefit from the global

commodity uptrend.

• Besides, we believe dairy, animal feed, edible

oil, and meat producers will face challenges on

higher material input cost as they have to import

raw materials from the world market.

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Potential impact of global food prices hike on Vietnam 

producers 

Core business 
Related 

stocks

Positive 

impact
Core business 

Related 

stocks

Negative 

impact

Rice business LTG & TAR Edible oil
KDC, TAC, & 

VOC

Sugar production
QNS, SBT, & 

SLS
Dairy production VNM

Fertilizer DPM & DCM Animal Feed prodution DBC & MML

Fishery VHC Meat business DBC & MML



174Sector outlook 

Key investment Stock picks

Sugar production: Positive outlook on the back of the
Government's defensive policy and global sugar price’s
uptrend

QNS

Rice and Fishery production: We see food demand in the
world market is recovering after the pandemic LTG, VHC

Fertilizer production: Agrichemicals will benefit from the
surge in global commodity prices DPM
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2019/2020 is the bleakest year of Vietnamese sugar industry 
when imported sugar dominates the domestic market

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, FIINPRO

• In 2019/20, sugarcane output and sugar production plunged 39% yoy and 35% yoy, respectively to 7.4m tons and 770,000 tonnes mainly due to the
decline in the planting area of raw sugarcane by 18% yoy. Meanwhile, sugar imported into Vietnam skyrocketed (mainly Thai sugar) as ATIGA took effect
from Jan 2020, forcing Vietnam to eliminate tariff quotas and reduce import taxes for ASEAN countries to only 5% left.

• Sugar price recorded a certain sign of recovery from the end of 2020 and continued to increase in 5M21 thanks to the increase in global sugar prices and
the temporary anti-dumping tax applied on Thai sugar from Feb 2021.

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, ANOVA FEED

Sugar production: Positive outlook thanks to the Government's 
defensive policy and global sugar price’s uptrend

Domestic sugar prices increased significantly in 5M21
following global sugar price’s uptrend (unit: VND)
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Listed sugar companies recorded impressive growth in 1Q21

• We saw that most sugar producers recorded positive results 1Q21, thanks to
higher domestic sugar price and effective cost management. Notably, SBT and
QNS grew significantly thanks to the advantages of factory scale as well as large
raw material planting areas.

• Thanh Thanh Cong - Bien Hoa Joint Stock Company (SBT VN, HOSE) is currently
the largest sugarcane producer in Vietnam with 9 factories nationwide and a
market share of 46%. The company has 24 potential export markets. Notably, SBT
is the only sugar company in Vietnam to export sugar to the U.S. In 1Q21, SBT
recorded a 7% yoy increase in net revenue, reaching over VND3,188bn, in which
revenue from sugar sales accounts for 91%, molasses accounts for 4%, electricity
accounts for 4%, the rest is fertilizer and other activities.

• Quang Ngai Sugar JSC (QNS VN, HOSE) ranks second in terms of raw materials
sugarcane, which accounts for about 11% of total Vietnam’s raw material areas. In
1Q21, QNS’s net revenue and gross profit (GP) increased by 15.1% yoy and
23.6% yoy, respectively, mainly driven by sugar business, in our view. Specifically,
sugar revenue rose by 55.3% yoy in 1Q21 to VND408bn thanks to 47% yoy
increase in sales volume and 22% yoy increase in selling price.

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT 

Sugar production: Positive outlook thanks to the Government's 
defensive policy and global sugar price’s uptrend

Most sugar companies showed positive results in 1Q21

SBT and QNS are the two biggest players in sugar 
industry

Sugar Producer SBT QNS LSS SLS KTS

Number of factories 9 2 3 1 1

Sugarcane crushing 

capacity (ton/day)
37,500               20,200               10,500           5,000             1,732             

Material area (ha) 64,000               27,650               10,000           7,771             1,341             

Average production output 

(ton/ha)
71                       70                       69                   65                   61                   

Sugarcane crushing 

volume (ton)
2,760,000         1,500,000         686,840        506,376        139,947        

Sugar volume (ton) 1,060,000         146,000            110,000        64,646           14,473           
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Sugar price following global price’s uptrend

• Global sugar price has increased over 10% since the end of 2020 and increased
50% from the bottom level in Apr 2020. Although the price corrected sharply after
making a short-term top at the end of Feb 2021, we believe sugar price will continue
to increase in FY21-22F as global demand recovers strongly in the coming months.
Meanwhile, the world sugar market in the 2020-2021 crop year is forecasted to
change from oversupply to undersupply with a shortage of 4,8m tonnes.

• Besides, compared to the domestic market sugar price in the region (including
ASEAN countries and China), Vietnam's sugar price is still at a lower level. Thus, we
expect domestic sugar price to increase by 30% yoy/2% yoy following the global
uptrend in 2021/22F.

Anti-dumping tax will reduce competitive pressure on domestic sugar price

• The Ministry of Industry and Trade has issued an official decision on the imposition of
anti-dumping and anti-subsidy tax on refined and raw sugar imported from Thailand
(with a tax rate of 47.64%) for a period of 5 years from 16 Jun 2021. Compared with
the temporary tax rate, the tax rate on refined sugar is slightly lower, while the tax
rate on raw sugar is significantly higher than the temporary tax rate (47.64%
compare to 33.99%).

• We believe these policies will help protect domestic sugar from cheap imported sugar
from Thailand as well as smuggled sugar, thereby promoting the domestic sugar
supply chain to recover and develop sustainably. Specifically, in Mar 2021, sugar
imported from Thailand has decreased significantly by 75% from the average level of
110,000 tonnes in 2020.

• In our view, sugar producers like QNS can take advantage of the sugar price upward
trend and expand GPM of its sugar business as QNS has the second largest scale in
sugarcane materials for sugar production.

The world sugar market in the 2020-2021 crop year will
undersupply with a shortage of 4.8m tonnes

Vietnam's sugar price is still at a lower level than
the domestic market price in the ASEAN region

SOURCES: ISO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Sugar production: Positive outlook thanks to the Government's
defensive policy and global sugar price’s uptrend
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Sugar imported from Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar 
and Indonesia before and after the decision to investigate.

La Nina weather forecast from May-21 to Mar-22

SOURCES: VSSA, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Sugar production: Potential Risks

Raw sugarcane area is forecasted to decrease, putting input supply at risk.

• The area of sugarcane material is currently about 127,000ha (40,000ha of large scale,
60,000ha of small scale), of which more than 27,000ha are in danger of converting to
other crops. We believe urbanization and shortage of skillful labor in the harvest
season were the main reason leading to the decline in raw material area.

• Such unfavorable factors will bring headwind to sugar producers. According to the
Vietnam Sugar and Sugarcane Association (VSSA), in 2019/20 harvest season, the
number of operating factories were 29, which will fall down to 26 in the 21/22 harvest
season owing to a lack of raw materials to maintain full capacity.

Smuggled sugar from Thailand can enter Vietnam via a third country

• According to the data of the General Department of Vietnam Customs, imported sugar
volume from ASEAN countries has increased significantly before the investigation
related to the anti-sale devaluation and anti-subsidy investigate decision. Meanwhile,
in those countries, the amount of sugar imported from Thailand is larger than the
amount of domestic sugar produced in each respective country.

• Therefore, we see the risk that smuggled sugar from Thailand can enter into Vietnam
through a third country to avoid taxes, hence brings a negative impact to domestic
sugar price.

Besides, weather factors can also affect the crop and quality of sugarcane

• Weather forecasts show a high probability of La Niña (more rainfall) weather pattern
in from 3Q21. Thus, we expect La Nina will support the output of raw sugar cane for
the next crop year. However, if heavy rain lasts until the harvest season, it may
reduce sugarcane production output.
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG, DATA AT JUN 28, 2021 

Company Ticker TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F

Thanh Thanh Cong - Bien Hoa JSC SBT VN N/A N/A 560        18.5       N/A 1.6         N/A 8.7         N/A 3.6         N/A

Lam Son Sugar JSC LSS VN N/A N/A 32.6       66.4       N/A 0.5         N/A 0.7         N/A 0.4         N/A

Son La Sugar JSC SLS VN N/A N/A 52.8       8.3         N/A 2.1         N/A 26.6       N/A 11.9       N/A

Kon Tum Sugar JSC KTS VN N/A N/A 3.3         23.4       N/A 0.5         N/A 2.1         N/A 0.8         N/A

Quang Ngai Sugar JSC QNS VN ADD 48,900        622        11.6       9.5         1.8         1.7         16.0       18.8       11.6       14.7       

Local peer average 254        25.6       9.5         1.3         1.7         10.8       18.8       5.7         14.7       

Recom.

ROA (%)Target 

price (Local 

cur)

Market 

Cap 

(US$)

P/E (x) P/B (x) ROE (%)
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Rice price following global price’s uptrend

Vietnam’s 5M21 export price has increased 27.5% yoy and was 40.9% higher than the

bottom in Jan 2020. 5M21 domestic price also rose 13.2% yoy and was 27.1% higher

than the lowest point in Feb 2020. In the upcoming time, the market demand prospect

remains positive due to (1) concerns on food security post COVID-19, thus forcing

countries to push up their food reserves, (2) supply shortage from Thailand due to

unfavorable weather. We expect the rice price to anchor at the higher level and

decelerate as economies try to stabilize their domestic commodity prices.

LTG became a strong player for this sector

We believe that the continued upward momentum in rice prices will help Vietnam’s

businesses in the rice industry to expand their rice segment. Specifically, for LTG, the

company already had domestic and international orders in February, June and

September annually. Thus, we expect the global rice price increase will brighten the

company's export outlook.

Global demand outweighs supply

Assuming normal growing conditions, FAO forecasts global rice production in 2021 to

reach 519.1m tonnes. This level would imply a 1.0% annual expansion to a new record

high. Meanwhile, the pace of global output growth witnesses deceleration as

expectations of sustainable farming are restrained by the increased prices of basic

inputs, such as fertilizers and fuel. Uncertainties surrounding the resurgence of COVID-

19 outbreaks in South and Southeast Asia also put pressure on production volume.

Supply shortage will push up the price of rice

Global rice export volume: demand outweighs 

supply 

SOURCES: BLOOMBERG, AGROMONITOR, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Rice production: Global demand outweighs supply
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Supply shortage due to global warming and climate changes

Global warming and climate change are altering crops growing conditions, making it

more unpredictable. Farmers are struggling to produce sufficient food to meet the global

increasing demand, especially on the back of growing food securities post COVID-19

pandemic. According to FAO, the global production and total utilization is forecasted to

reach 519.1m and 520.6m tonnes, respectively.

Declining harvest area

The land area devoted to rice cultivation has decreased gradually since 2011 as the

economy restructure, especially during and after the period of industrialization and

urbanization. Although the agriculture sector has adopted to changes by planting rice

varieties, using new production models and irrigation system, the production volume

continue to drop in the past 10 years.

Resurgence of COVID-19 outbreaks

COVID-19 has disrupted multiple supply chains and set back economic growth, driving

thousands of businesses to bankruptcy. Transportation and trade activities were on stall,

which will bring negative effect to rice export, thus significantly impact farmers’

investment ability in supporting segments including fertilizers, agrichemicals and other

agri-services.

Vietnam’s production and area harvested slowly 

decline

Resurgence of COVID-19 outbreaks

SOURCES: WORLDOMETER, FAO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

Rice production: Potential Risks
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Fertilizer consumption shows signs of recovery

The fertilizer consumption growth remains modest with a CAGR over the period 2016-

2020 of only -2.1% due to (1) decreasing arable area since 2011 and (2) restructuration

of farming areas from food to industrial crops with higher gross profit margin.

However, fertilizer consumption volume in 4M21 grew positively by 8.2% yoy, thanks to

several factors including (1) favorable weather, (2) higher agricultural products' price,

leading to an increase in farmers' food crops production, and (3) domestic fertilizer prices

anchored at a high level yet was still lower than global fertilizer prices; thus, the fertilizer

industry reduces imports and increases domestic consumption.

The policy reducing fertilizers' VAT from 10% to 5% shows progress

In June 2021, Minister of Finance, Ho Duc Phoc sent an official document to the Prime

Minister, requesting further discussion on VAT laws, including articles on fertilizers' VAT.

According to Article 2 of Resolution No. 48/NQ-CP, the Government demanded to

quickly review and submit the report to the National Assembly for ordinance

development in 2021 of supplemented laws, such as the laws on VAT and special

consumption tax. The resolution on VAT for fertilizers is included and likely to be

reviewed and approved in the upcoming National Assembly session. This VAT law will

assist fertilizer producers to reduce their input VAT, partially passing this fee to their

consumers, reducing the tax burden on fertilizer producing companies.

Higher 4M21 consumption volume thanks to 

bumper crops 

Reduced VAT policy improves major fertilizer 

producers’ GPM

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS, MOIT

Fertilizer industry: Prices spike from higher demand 
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Fertilizer producers' business results recorded strong growth

In 1Q21, fertilizer producers reported strong business results comparing to last year.

Fertilizer companies’ strong gain coming from an increase in revenue, as urea prices

witnessed the strongest growth ever, continuously reaching new high. Domestic urea

fertilizers’ price climbs, following the global uptrend, on the back of growing rice and corn

prices, providing ground for farmers to afford the higher fertilizer prices. Global demand

for fertilizers also grow, as many Chinese fertilizer factories closed for maintenance,

lowering the global supply FY21, thus lowering global import volume, tail winded with the

higher import urea price compared to domestic price, pushing fertilizer producers’

revenue to climb while GPM remain stable. Specifically, net revenue of Ca Mau Fertilizer

JSC (DCM), Petrovietnam Fertilizer & Chemicals Corporation (DPM), Binh Dien JSC

(BFC), and Vinachem (DDV) increased 39%/15%/99%/56% yoy with their 1Q21 gross

profit margin at 14.3%/22.2%/12.6%/13.3%, respectively.

Increased gas price hike will be passed to buyers

Platt's oil price for May 21 is at US$379.06/bbl (+65.1% yoy) while Urea prices reaches

US$395/ton (+68% yoy), according to Bloomberg. Thanks to the surge in agri-price,

accompanied by global concerns on food securities, fertilizers’ demand sharply

increased. The higher rice and corn price also supported farmers’ revenue to invest in

more fertilisers. We expect fertilizers’ price to slowly cool down over the period of FY22-

FY25F once oil price leaves its peak and starts to stabilize.

DPM is the leader of the pack

Currently, the domestic urea fertilizer market has a stable demand of about 2m tonnes,

while the total supply capacity of domestic producers is more than 2.6m tonnes. Despite

high level of competition, Dam Phu My has always maintained its maximum supply

capacity at the best price in the urea fertilizer market.

Net profit improved for major fertilizer producers

Fertilizers’ price gain negates the surge in gas 

input price

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT

Fertilizer industry: Prices spike from higher demand
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Fishery export value recovers thanks to vaccination

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, GDVC

• According to VASEP, Vietnam’s total export value is expected to grow 4.7% yoy to US$8.8bn thanks to quick global vaccination roll-out programs leading to 

a sharp demand increase while supply remains tight. Thus, we expect a spike in total seafood export volume and an increase in ASP from US$2.7/kg in 

FY20 to US$3.0/kg-US$3.2/kg (8.6%-6.7%) in FY21-FY22F.

• The higher food prices also push fish feed price to grow, leading to an increase in raw fish prices of around VND1,500/kg (+6.1% ytd). We expect raw fish 

price to flatten in 2021, reaching VND22,008 (+6.0% yoy). VHC is our stock pick for the sector.  

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, NOAA

Fishery: export value shows signs of recovery

Pangasius export price grew on higher demand 
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• The rising price of oil has a negative impact

on fishery producers, directly pushing its

transportation costs. Such increase has

raised’ freight rate, along with the current

delays and limited availabilities of containers,

posing obstacles to fishery exporters.

• Since end of 2020, China has slowed their

import to ensure their imported agriculture

products to be free of contamination, due to

concerns on COVID-19 transmission through

seafood. According to VASEP, seafood

exports to China decreased by 11% yoy in

Apr 21 and continued to fall 22% yoy in May

21. Thus, although the U.S, and EU shows

strong signals of demand recovery, export to

China could decelerate due to stricter

sanitary requirements and inspection

protocols.

Increased freight costs put strain on the fishery sector (US$)

Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, DATA AT JUN 28, 2021

Company Ticker TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F

Vinh Hoan Corp VHC VN 44,300      350.21 11.55 10.51 1.52 1.57 13.52 16.40 10.21 11.90

Bentre Aquaproduct Import 

and Export JSC ABT VN 28,400      14.19 10.84 N/A 0.78 N/A 7.31 N/A 5.86 N/A

Cuu Long Fish JSC ACL VN 13,000      28.33 10.51 N/A 0.92 N/A 5.55 N/A 2.53 N/A

International Development & 

Investment Corp IDI VN 6,740        66.47 15.12 N/A 0.53 N/A 3.60 N/A 1.36 N/A

Nam Viet Corp ANV VN 32,000      176.76 18.27 14.53 1.70 1.73 9.22 N/A 4.95 N/A

PetroVietNam Ca Mau 

Fertilizer JSC DCM VN 20,550      472.70 18.31 20.01 1.69 1.74 9.43 9.33 7.70 6.4

Petrovietnam Fertilizer & 

Chemicals JSC DPM VN 22,900      389.38 11.88 12.76 1.12 1.06 9.42 9.30 6.66 7.9

Fatima Fertilizer Co Ltd FATIMA PA 29            380.96 4.12 5.02 0.66 0.64 17.03 12.00 9.18 8

Fauji Fertilizer Co Ltd FFC PA 107          862.34 4.33 7.72 1.69 N/A 44.27 N/A 16.27 N/A

Pan Group JSC/The PAN VN 28,300      256.86 30.10 N/A 1.63 N/A 5.30 N/A 1.65 N/A

Vietnam National Seed Group 

JSC NSC VN 81,400      62.16 6.89 N/A 1.25 N/A 18.83 N/A 10.97 N/A

Vinafco JSC VFC VN 18,000      26.44 94.24 N/A 1.23 N/A 1.31 N/A 0.71 N/A

Southern Seed Corp SSC VN 42,000      27.36 14.02 N/A 1.61 N/A 11.73 N/A 7.78 N/A

Loc Troi Group JSC LTG VN 39,000      136.57 10.11 6.71 1.12 1.00 11.53 15.80 5.44 N/A

ROE (%) ROA (%)Last price 

(Local cur)

Mkt Cap 

(US$m)

Other 

Agriproducts

Fishery

Fertilizer

P/E (x) P/B (x)



187Stock picks: VHC, DPM and QNS

Vinh Hoan Corporation (VHC VN, ADD, TP: VND50,000): We expect VHC’s export volume continue to increase along with the steady value restoration

at niche markets (USA, Europe, and China), which are showing positive consumption signs. Our assumptions for the recovery are (1) widely distributed

COVID-19 vaccines and (2) severe impact from waves of COVID-19 outbreaks for whitefish export competitors. We forecast the revenue and net profit of

VHC to grow by a CAGR in FY21-22F of 19% and 32%, respectively. Re-rating catalysts: higher than expected average selling price. Downside risks: 1)

unfavorable changes in regulatory and 2) increasing freight rates.

Petrovietnam Fertilizer & Chemicals Corporation (DPM VN, ADD, TP: 24,100): We like DPM for long-term investment thanks to 1) DPM’s urea price

surge as domestic demand increases while fertilizer import volume falls due to global supply shortage and higher production cost, 2) VAT policy under

review could cut costs and 3) expectation of an insurance condemnatory VND113bn in the future. We estimate DPM’s FY21F net revenue/NPAT to

increase 17.8% yoy/15.5% yoy. Re-rating catalyst: higher than expected fertilizer selling price and volume. Downside risks: higher than expected oil price.

Quang Ngai Sugar Joint Stock Company (QNS VN, ADD): QNS has the second largest scale in sugarcane materials for sugar production, thus the

company can take advantage of sugar price’s upward trend and expand GPM of its sugar business. Meanwhile anti-dumping tax on Thailand sugar will

reduce competitive pressure on the company and raise selling price. In FY21F, QNS plans to put the refined extra sugar (RE sugar) production line into

operation with an expected output of 90,000 tonnes. In addition, RE sugar has a higher selling price than Refined Sugar (RS) together with anti-dumping

tax which support domestic sugar prices, thus the average selling price (ASP) is expected to rise by 30-2% yoy in FY21-22F. As the results, we forecast

QNS’s net revenue and profit to rise by 22.1%/6.0% in FY21-22F. Re-rating catalysts include: higher than expected sugar price. Downside risks include:

1) sugar prices are lower than expected and 2) unfavorable weather conditions affect the yield and sugar content of raw cane.
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• Viet Nam Dairy Products Joint Stock Company (VNM VN, HOSE): VNM
experienced declines of 6.8%/6.8% yoy in 1Q21 top line/bottom line, respectively,
to VND13,190bn and VND2,567bn. The third wave of COVID-19 in early Feb
2021 hurt the FMCG demand, leading to a drop in both parent company and
MCM’s net revenue of 9.4% yoy and 1.8% yoy. Meanwhile, VNM’s GPM
contracted by 3.0% pts yoy in 1Q21 due to the sharp increase in raw material
prices, offset by 13.0% yoy decline in SG&A expenses as VNM adjusted its
advertising and promotion activities amid a soft-demand environment.

• KIDO Group (KDC VN, HOSE): KDC posted VND2,322bn (34.5% yoy) in 1Q21
revenue, driven by 15% yoy growth of ice cream segment and 37.8% yoy growth
of edible oil segment. In 1Q21, KDC 1) continued to optimize its management in
all segments to lower SG&A / revenue ratio by 4.8 % pts yoy to 13.6%, 2) applied
a tax loss carried forward from 2018 to lower tax rate by 14.2 % pts yoy to 10.2%
and 3) merged with Kido frozen food (KDF) in End-2020, lowering minority
interest/earnings after tax ratio by 46.2 % pts yoy to 30.4%. As a result, 1Q21 net
profit increased 8.4 fold to VND94bn.

• Dabaco Group (DBC VN, HOSE): In 1Q21, DBC recorded net revenue and net
profit to reach VND2,473bn (+3.6% yoy) and VND365bn (+4.7% yoy),
respectively. Of which, core business’s GPM decreased slightly, from 29% in
1Q20 to 26% in 1Q21 due to higher feed costs. According to management, DBC
can pass on the cost increase to customers to reduce the impact by raising the
average selling price of animal feed. However, higher material costs for animal
feed will still affect the gross margin of feed and meat business.

• Masan Meat Life Corporation (MML VN, HOSE): MML’s net revenue for 1Q21
was VND4,704bn, up 38.5% compared to VND3,397bn in 1Q20, driven primarily
by 54.6% yoy growth in meat segment (pork), 26.3% growth in feed segment, and
VND284bn contribution from 3F Viet (chicken).

FMCG company has mix performance in 1Q21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT 

1Q21 business results of other companies in the agribusiness: 
mix perfmance
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG, DATA AT JUN 28, 2021

Company Ticker TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F TTM 2021F

Uni-President Enterprises Corp 1216 TT Equity 73.5            15,216      18.6          19.0          3.5         N/A 19.4       N/A 4.6         N/A

Charoen Pokphand Foods PCL CPF TB Equity 26.5            6,986        8.1            9.5            1.1         N/A 13.6       N/A 3.5         N/A

Thai President Foods PCL TFMAMA TB Equity 190             1,963        15.9          N/A 2.3         N/A 15.3       N/A 10.6       N/A

Samyang Foods Co Ltd 003230 KS Equity 91,300         608           11.9          11.0          2.0         N/A 17.9       N/A 10.8       N/A

Masan Consumer Corp MCH VN Equity 113,200       3,487        17.4          16.8          5.5         6.1         32.5       26.6       18.6       16.4       

China Mengniu Dairy Co Ltd 2319 HK Equity 47.8            24,316      44.4          30.2          4.8         N/A 11.4       N/A 4.4         N/A

Morinaga Milk Industry Co Ltd 2264 JP Equity 5,910           2,661        15.6          8.4            1.5         N/A 9.8         N/A 4.2         N/A

Inner Mongolia Yili Industrial Group Co Ltd600887 CH Equity 37.2            34,957      25.1          26.2          6.6         N/A 29.1       N/A 11.4       N/A

Indofood CBP Sukses Makmur Tbk PTICBP IJ Equity 8,025           6,465        14.2          13.9          3.2         N/A 24.1       N/A 9.3         N/A

Toyo Suisan Kaisha Ltd 2875 JP Equity 4,385           4,393        15.4          17.2          1.4         N/A 9.1         N/A 7.0         N/A

Universal Robina Corp URC PM Equity 143             6,463        26.7          25.1          3.3         N/A 12.9       N/A 6.8         N/A

Vietnam Dairy Products JSC VNM VN Equity 89,700         8,147        19.0          18.5          5.9         6.9         31.9       33.8       22.5       23.6       

Masan MeatLife Corp MML VN Equity 60,000         852           74.1          37.3          3.5         3.4         4.8         9.5         1.6         3.1         

Thai Union Group PCL TU TB Equity 19.3            2,815        13.2          13.6          1.7         N/A 13.7       11.8       4.9         4.3         

Charoen Pokphand Indonesia Tbk PTCPIN IJ Equity 6,125           6,938        26.2          29.5          4.3         N/A 17.4       15.5       12.7       12.1       

DABACO Vietnam Group JSC DBC VN Equity 64,100         321           5.1            7.3            1.6         1.4         35.8       21.4       13.9       9.6         

Wilmar International Ltd WIL SP Equity 4.5              21,116      13.9          13.1          1.1         1.1         8.6         6.7         3.1         N/A

Fuji Oil Holdings Inc 2607 JT Equity 2,690           2,128        21.0          19.3          1.4         N/A 7.0         N/A 3.0         N/A

D&L Industries Inc DNL PM Equity 8.2              1,205        26.7          22.0          3.2         3.0         12.1       12.9       8.4         10.3       

Agro Tech Foods Ltd ATFL IN Equity 939             308           73.2          48.2          5.2         4.8         7.4         10.5       5.9         N/A

KIDO Group Corp KDC VN Equity 62,500         621           46.5          27.1          2.4         2.0         4.9         7.4         2.3         3.5         

P/E (x) P/B (x) ROE (%) ROA (%)Last price 

(Local cur)

Packaged 

food

Dairy

Meat

Edible Oil

Market 

Cap (US$)
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Textile & 

Garment (T&G)

After rain comes the sun

Export value of T&G industry was expected to reach US39bn

in 2021 (+9.25% yoy)

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT
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Vietnam’s fabric and garments export value grew 15% yoy

to US$10.6bn in 5M21

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT

• In 5M21, the garment and textile orders have been returned positively thanks to sales volume recovery from Vietnam’s primary export market such as U.S. 

and Korea. Overall, the total export T&G value increased by 15.2% yoy, to US$12.2bn, fulfilling 31.2% of the Vietnam government's guidance for 2021 

(US$39bn).

• Yarn and fibers export value rebound in 5M21 with 60.4% yoy growth to US$1,35bn. Notably, in 1Q21, Vietnam's polyester filament yarn export value 

recorded US$111.1m (31.0% yoy), driven by a 36.0% yoy increase in export volume (about 71.8 thousand tons).

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT

T&G export turnover showed the positive signal in 5M21

Yarn and fibers export value rebound in 5M21 with 

60.4% yoy growth to US$1,35bn
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1Q21 aggregate net profit of listed T&G companies recorded 

impressive growths thanks to their better product mix and overseas 

marketing cost-cutting.

Based on our estimates, 1Q21 aggregate revenue of listed T&G 

companies slid 7.6% yoy due to lackluster sale volume. However, we saw 

its gross margin improved about 1.6% pts yoy while selling expenses 

declined 12.0% yoy across the board thanks to 1) better product mix 

(recycled yarns, gloves, and backpacks) with a higher GPM, 2) enjoying 

from low-price inventories since 4Q20, and 3) overseas marketing cost-

cutting. As a result, 1Q21 aggregate net profit soared by 38.2% yoy.

Spotlight for STK  and GIL

STK and GIL delivered a performance even better than the pre-pandemic 

level with 37.0% yoy and 121.0% yoy of earnings growth vs. 1Q19, 

respectively. In 1Q21, STK‘s net profit grew 34.8% yoy thanks to 1) 

58.0% yoy growth of recycled yarn revenue and 2) 3.0% yoy increase in 

virgin yarn’s average selling price (ASP) yoy. Meanwhile, Binh Thanh 

Garment JSC (GIL)’s revenue and net profit rose 19.5% yoy and 78.5% 

yoy, respectively, thanks to the new cooperation with online retail giants 

such as Amazon and IKEA.

1Q21 aggregate revenue of listed T&G companies 

slid 7.6% yoy

1Q21 aggregate net profit soared by 38.2% yoy.

SOURCES: Fiinpro, VND RESEARCH

Earnings on the road to recovery
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193We see several themes for T&G companies in 2021-23F 

Sector outlook Stock picks

The Vietnam T&G export rides on the U.S. and the
E.U. consumer demand surge. TNG, TCM, MSH 

We see the recent political turmoil in Myanmar as
an opportunity for Vietnam T&G businesses VGG, MSH, TNG

Fabric and yarns production companies take
advantage of the E.U. - China tension.

TCM, STK

Vietnam T&G enterprises are entering a new
CAPEX expansion cycle STK, MSH, TNG
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The U.S’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

posted 268.55 pts on May-21 (+0.64% 

mom) 

SOURCES: BLS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

The E.U’s CPI increased by 0.57% 

mom to 108.53 pts

SOURCES: BLS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

The U.S. is the main export market, 

accounted for 48.68% of total T&G 

export turnover in 1Q21

SOURCES: GSO, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Vietnam T&G export to ride on the consumer demand surge of 

US and EU

• The U.S. and E.U. consumers have shown a strong pent-up demand after lockdown. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistic (BLS), the U.S. and

E.U. CPI increased by 0.77% and 0.57% on Apr-21, respectively, thanks to the reopening economy.

• We expect Vietnam's T&G export value in 2021F to recover following economic recovery prospects in major export markets such as the U.S. and

E.U. We expect that T&G export value to complete the Vietnam government's plan, to 39US$bn in 2021F and achieve US$42bn in 2022F.
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Myanmar is currently a competitor of Vietnam in EU 

markets

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company report

• We believe that political instability will make retailers afraid to place orders in Myanmar and will find alternative countries in the upcoming period (Vietnam, 

Bangladesh, China, ect.). 

• We expect the adverse effects of the political situation to Myanmar are the opportunities for Vietnam to increase market share in the E.U., Japan, and 

Korean market when Myanmar is currently a competitor of Vietnam in these three markets. VGG, TNG, and MSH are likely the primary beneficiaries. 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company report

We see the recent political turmoil in Myanmar as an 

opportunity for Vietnam T&G businesses in 2021-22F

TNG, MSH and VGG have the highest revenue from 

the EU and Korea market in FY20 (VNDbn)
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We expect the revenue from fabrics of TCM will account for 

25% in FY21F

Source: TCM, Company report

• A series of major international fashion brands such as Nike, H&M, Uniqlo, Zara... announced to stop using cotton material from Xinjiang (China) after current 

tension between China and some E.U. countries. 

• We believe that TCM benefits from many Western manufacturers’ refusal to buy cotton from China when switching to purchase fabric from Vietnam.

Whereas, the E.U. - China tension could positively impact STK in the long term when the large brand fashion tends to commit to use recycled yarns in 2020-

2030F. 

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Company report

Fabric and yarns production companies take advantage of the 

E.U.-China tension.

STK takes advantage when the large brand fashion 

tends to use eco-friendly material
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Catching the waves of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), T&G businesses 

build the textile materials factory

Vietnam has joined 17 FTAs, of which 14 FTAs have taken effect, opening up 

opportunities for tax incentives for exported textiles and garments. To take 

advantage of FTAs, T&G enterprises have invested in building raw material 

factories. We expect the revenues of T&G companies increase significantly in 

2023-25F when all of projects are completed and the T&G industry fully recovers 

in 2023F. 

Notable, STK aims to develop a Unitex synthetic fiber factory with an investment 

cost of US$120m which will turn the company to be the second-largest yarn 

production manufacturer in Vietnam with a total capacity of 120,000 tons/year. In 

addition, large T&G companies aim to build new factories or upgrade capacity in 

order to capture opportunities emerging from EVFTA and RCEP. MSH and TCM

target to expand 20% and 25% of their manufacturing capacity, TNG plans to 

increase their capacity by 50% cotton factory. 

STK will become the second-largest yarn 

production manufacturer in Vietnam, in 2025F

Cotton production segment expect to account 

for 19% of TNG’s NP in FY21F 

SOURCES: TNG, Company report

We see Vietnam T&G enterprises are entering a new CAPEX 

expansion cycle 

Cotton, 18.88%

Industrial park 
and Property, 

38.96%

Garment , 
38.15%

Others, 2.01%
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Yarn production manufacturers take benefit from the rally in 

yarn prices

▪ From Dec-20 up to Mar-21, yarn prices have increased by

25% due to the low production yield of the last cotton crop,

and worldwide cotton inventories have also decreased

dramatically. According to Vinatex, the global cotton market

will face 1m tons supply deficit in 2021.

▪ Yarn production manufacturers like STK, PPH, TCM, and

VGT take advantage of increasing yarn prices. While fabric

productions and garment businesses will face input prices

increase challenges, such as TNG, MSH, and VGG.

Value chain of T&G industry 

SOURCES:  VND RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT SOURCES: VCSA, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Polyester Filament price increased by 25% since Jan-21 
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• The shortage of empty containers and

high logistics costs in 1Q21 may affect

businesses with FOB and OBM orders.

• Dumping on yarn from China may

continue in 2021 due to EU-China

tension.

• World textile demand has recovered

more slowly than supply, resulting in

increasing pressure to compete with

major competitors in the region such as

China and Bangladesh.

• Many textile and garment enterprises

face a shortage of labor resources due to

the rebound of orders volume in 1Q21.SOURCES: Shanghai Shipping Exchange (SSE), VNDIRECR RESEARCH

Risks

Container freight costs increased 3 times in 4M21
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We like STK for:

• STK will become Vietnam’s second-largest synthetic fiber manufacturer in terms of 

capacity at 120,000 tons of yarn per annum in 2025F 

• STK currently uses Spinning chips technology which can easily switch between 

virgin and recycled products, 

• Shifting to recycled yarn to bolster average selling price (ASP) and GPM

Upside risk recovery in volume and yarn price thanks to a rebound in market demand; 

and better-than-expected sales of recycled yarns.

Downside risks include:

• The worsening of the Covid-19 outbreak in STK’s main export markets such as 

Korea, Japan, and Thailand.

• the tightening of import requirements for recycled plastics by the Vietnamese 

government resulting in an increase in input material costs. 

We also like TCM and MSH, but the positive earnings growth has been priced in 

• We like MSH for (1) MSH is one of the businesses with the highest GPM in the 

industry; (2) Song Hong 10 factory expects to increase 20% capacity of MSH in 

2022F; and (3) MSH already made full provision of VND185bn for this amount as of 

FY20 and is actively working with lawyers to try to recover the amount owed.

• We like TCM for (1) expected increase of the fabric segment sales in FY21, thanks to 

its EVFTA advantages. (2) its newly built Vinh Long 2 factory with a capacity of 9m 

products per year in FY21F (+27% capacity). 

Recycled yarn account for 70.0% in STK 

revenue in FY23F 

Recycled yarn market is expected to 

reach US5,960m in 2025F

SOURCES: The ExpressWire, VND RESEARCH

Stocks pick
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG (Data as in 28 June 2021)

TP Mkt cap 3-year EPS

Company Ticker Recom. VND US$m CY21F CY22F CARG CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F

Viet Tien Garment Corp VGG VN na na 80 9.9 na -18.7 1.0 na na na 9.8 na

Song Hong Garment JSC MSH VN Hold 61,000 109 6.7 5.5 -14.0 1.7 1.5 3.3 2.8 26.3 30

Century Synthetic Fiber Corp STK VN ADD 48,000 94 9.4 7.7 21.1 1.9 1.6 5.0 4.2 20.0 21.7

TNG Investment & Trading JSC TNG VN na na 68 6.9 4.8 17.6 1.1 0.9 na na 15.2 18.2

Thanh Cong Textile Garment Investment Trading JSC TCM VN na na 271 21.5 22.0 13.8 3.5 3.2 12.8 11.8 17.7 18

Binh Thanh Import Export Production And Trade JSC GIL VN na na 98 5.9 na 21.4 1.4 na na na 26 na

NHA BE Garment Corp-JSC MNB VN na na 21 na na 5.1 na na na na na na

Average 10.1 10.0 1.8 1.8 7.0 6.3 19.2 22.0

Median 8.1 6.6 1.6 1.5 5.0 4.2 18.8 19.9

P/E (x) P/B EV/EBITDA ROE(%)
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Wood & Wood product 
(W&WP)

Enjoy the selling price hike
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W&WP export turnover posted US$12.2bn in 2020 (+16.3% yoy)

Source: GDC,VNDIRECT RESEARCH

• In 2020, the value of domestic wood product consumption reached US$2.3bn (+15.7% yoy), and W&WP export turnover posted USD12bn (+16.3% 

yoy). In which, furniture and chairs segment accounted for 71.6%. 

• Export turnover to Vietnam's leading markets in 2020 recorded a negative growth due to the impact of the Covid-19, except for the U.S. market. The 

proportion of the U.S. market increased rapidly in the period 2017 - 2020 from 41.6% to 58.1%, mainly due to the U.S.-China trade war.

Source: GDC, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

W&WP export value reached CAGR 12.1% in 2016-2020

The U.S. is the main export market of Vietnam W&WP 

industry
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The U.S. is still the main export market of Vietnam in 4M21, reaching 

USD3.1bn (+95.0% yoy).

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT

• W&WP export turnover in 4M21 reached US$5.2bn (+56.8% yoy). The U.S. is still the main export market of Vietnam, reaching US$3.12bn (+95% yoy). 

Furniture, wood chips and wood planks continue to be the 3 items with the highest proportion (70.8%,12.7% and 10.7%, respectively).

• Except for the U.S., with high growth and a large proportion, Vietnam's W&WP export turnover to Canada, France, Australia and the Netherlands showed 

increased sharply in 4M21. Especially, export to the Canada market reached US$83.7m (+58.3% yoy) in 4M21 thanks to advantage of FTAs.

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT

W&WP export turnover showed impressive results in 4M21

Wood furniture accounted for the highest proportion of 

W&WP export value in 4M21 (70.8%)
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W&WP import value soared 37.5% yoy in 1Q21, to US$0.72bn

Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, MOIT

• W&WP import value in 2020 only reached US$2.1bn ( -5.2% yoy) due to the effect of Covid-19. However, we see the strong recovery of 

W&WP import value in 1Q21 thank to rising orders from the U.S. market. 

• China and U.S. market are the main import markets, contributing 44% total of W&WP import turnover. Especially, import of wood materials 

from the E.U. increased 60% yoy in 4M21, to US$89.6m thank to benefit from E.U. Viet Nam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA).

Source: GDC, VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

W&WP import value rebounded in 1Q21 thanks to strong 

demand from the US market and taking advantage from EVFTA

China market accounted for 28% total of W&WP import 
turnover in 4M21
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1Q21 aggregate net profit listed W&WP companies’ impressive growth 

thanks to low price inventories since 4Q20 and their better products mix

Based on our estimates, 1Q21 aggregate revenue of listed W&WP companies 

soared 15.8% yoy due to the substantial increase in shopping demand in the 

U.S. market. Furthermore, we saw gross margin improved by about 2.7% pts 

yoy thanks to 1) a better products mix (wood furniture)  with a higher GPM, 2) 

low prices inventories since 4Q20. As a result, 1Q21 aggregate net profit 

increased by 48.2% yoy.

Spotlight for ACG and PTB

In 1Q21, Phu Tai JSC (PTB VN) 's revenue and net profit grew 60.1% yoy

because 1) export revenue (87% of1Q21 wood revenue) surged 62% yoy and 2) 

economies of scale and higher selling price of wooden furniture amid soaring 

lumber prices. Meanwhile, An Cuong Wood JSC (ACG)'s revenue and net profit 

rose 8% yoy and 63% yoy, respectively, as low-price inventories of raw 

materials 4Q20 helped GPM improve 3.8% pts. 

1Q21 aggregate revenue of listed W&WP 

companies climed 15.8% yoy

1Q21 aggregate net profit soared by 48.2% yoy

SOURCES: Fiinpro, VND RESEARCH

We see PTB and ACG are the bright spots of Vietnam's W&WP 

industry in 1Q21
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The value of new construction in the segment of non-residential 

in the U.S is expected to increase 11.3% yoy in 2021F 

Source: Dodge Data & Analytics, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

• We believe Vietnam's wooden furniture exports will continue to gain global share in 2021F-2022F, which is underpinned by (1) the country's competitive 

labour costs; (2) US-China trade tensions and (3) housing shortage situation in the U.S. and U.S. fix-income mortgage rate are the lowest since 1970.

• According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, W&WP export turnover will reach US$15.0bn in 2021F (+25% yoy). The U.S. market plays 

the key role of a growth engine with an expected turnover of USD9.6bn  (+37.2% yoy).  

Source: Freddie Mac, VNDIRECT RESEARCH, 

We see the U.S market is key driver for the growth of W&WP 

export turnover in 2021F-22F

The U.S. fix-income mortgages are lowest since 1991 (%)
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W&WP businesses face the challenges due to increase wood 

materials price    

• Wood materials price plunged 10% on

average in 1Q21 due to (1) the shortage

of empty containers and high logistics

costs in 1Q21 (2) the strong tendency to

consume wood materials from the E.U.

and U.S. market.

• We estimate that the W&WP businesses

with Free On Board (FOB) and Original

Design Manufacturers (ODM) orders are

the hardest hit as raw materials account

for 51.2% in the production cost

structure.

• Investors should keep their eyes on

processing wood manufacturers (PTB,

DLG, VIF), which take advantage of

rising the wood materials price.

Wood materials increased by the average of 10% yoy in 1Q21. 

SOURCES:  VNDIRECT RESEARCH, company report
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• Vietnam's wood industry may face anti-

dumping lawsuits from the United States

and South Korea, specifically plywood

products, because of trade fraud and tax

evasion.

• Canada's anti-dumping tax can have a

significant impact on the export turnover

when exports to Canada are growing

drastically in 4Q20 and 1Q21.

Canada imposes temporary anti-dumping tax on Vietnam upholstered seats in 

May-21 

SOURCES:  VNDIRECT RESEARCH, company report
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We like PTB for:

• We forecast wood segment revenue increase 32.5% and 8.5% yoy in FY21F 

and FY22F, respectively, thanks to the booming demand from the U.S. 

market.

• Furniture wood factory project completed in 2023F will increase 40% PTB's 

wood processing capacity. 

• The stone segment takes advantage of the recovery of civil construction 

demand.

• The real estate segment is expected to contribute 8% and 15% to PTB's total 

revenue and net profit in FY21F, respectively.  

• We forecast N.P.'s PTB to reach VND636.5bn (67.8% yoy) and VND744.5bn 

(+17% yoy) in FY21F and FY22F, respectively.   

Upside risk include : 1) better than expected sales of refined wood and 2) higher 

GPM from car contribution due to the shortage car supply.

Downside risk include :

• Sluggish domestic construction activity and car consumption due to the 

effect of Covid-19

• New tariffs on Vietnamese wooden furniture

• The increase of wood materials price affect  PTB’s GPM

• The US may impose anti-dumping duties on wood products

Wood segment contributed the highest 

proportion in PTB’s revenue in FY20 

Refined wood is expected to account for 93% 

wood segment revenue in FY23F 

SOURCES: PTB, VND RESEARCH

PTB is our stock pick
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Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, Bloomberg (Data as in 28 June 2021)
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Continuous global steel price rally on supply constraints

(US$/tonne)

Steel

Cautiously optimistic

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG
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Steel production in China increased by

59m tonnes, but rest of the world (RoW)

production excluding (ex-) China

declined by 75m tonnes in 2020

Steel demand has been fuelled by strong

global economic recovery

• Steel supply squeezed as world production (including China’s) has been cut down by 16m tonnes in 2020 due to the

disruption in steel production caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.

• Global steel prices bottomed out in Mar 2020 and has surged 93% since then. After peaking in mid-May 2021, steel prices

declined to US$800/ton amid China’s policy of cooling down commodity prices. However, average steel prices 1H21 was

approximately 43% higher than that in 2020, based on our estimates.

Global steel prices have rallied since Aug 

2020 and currently reversed to US$800/ton

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WORLD STEEL 

ASSOCIATION (WSA)
SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG 

Recent steel price surge driven by supply tightness and 

rapid global economy recovery
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Construction steel sales volume rose 14.0% yoy

to 4.7m tonnes in 5M21

Galvanised steel sales volume increased

significantly 49.4% yoy to 2.1m tonnes in 5M21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSA 

• In 5M21, total steel sales volume (including construction steel and galvanised steel) jumped by 23.2% compared to the low

base of the same period in 2020 when the Covid-19 pandemic peaked. Thanks to strong world steel demand in early 2021,

the export steel market is the main growth driver with total steel export volume reached 1.9m tonnes (+82% yoy) in 5M21.

Notably, export galvanised steel volume increased sharply by 138.7% yoy to 1.2m tonnes in 5M21.

Total steel sales volume grew significantly 23.2% yoy to 

6.8m tonnes in 5M21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VIETNAM STEEL ASSOCIATION (VSA) 
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Vietnam construction steel - market share of

major producers

Vietnam galvanised steel - market share of

major producers

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSA 

• Leading steel companies with large economies of scale and extensive distribution systems took advantage of the recovery

in the construction market to gain more market share.

• Notably, HPG, the largest local steel maker, has increased its market share in construction steel from 32.5% at end-FY20

to 34.5% at end-May 21. Meanwhile, the leader in galvanised steel sheet market share – HSG – also gained 2.8% market

share to 36.2% in 5M21 from 33.4% in FY20.

•

Leading steel companies grabbed more market share in 5M21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSA 
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RoW (ex-China) production decreased

by 0.4% yoy in 2M21, after rebounding

by 23.2% yoy in Mar-Apr

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG 

Global supply chain shortage presents

China a golden opportunity to export steel

• In our view, a continuous production ramp-up will end all shortages in the next one to two months, steel prices will start

reverting to their long-term mean.

• Given that the high steel margin has lasted for 3 months, we presume that most of the electric arc furnace (EAF) capacity

could restart in the near future. The ramping up production at EAF requires less effort compared to that of blast furnace.

World has enough EAF capacity for

production ramp-up

The current high steel price is unsustainable, in our view

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WSA SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, STEELMINT.COM 
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Iron ore prices peaked but remain

resilient in 2021

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

Major iron ore producers do not experience

a notable uplift in export production until

end-2021

• We remain bullish about iron ore price levels in the next 1-2 years since 1) global steel demand is strong and 2) iron ore

exports by major producers remain low as they limit theirs full-year production guidance.

• We expect domestic construction steel price to reach VND14.8m/ton (+32% yoy) in 2021F, before decreasing to

VND13.8m/ton (-7% yoy) in 2022F.

We expect steel prices to remain high

in 2H21-22F

Input material prices are forecasted to remain at a high level,

preventing steel prices from falling deeply in the short term

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, DISR FORECASTS SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH FORECASTS, VSA
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Galvanised steel companies’ GPM 

vs. HRC price 

Construction steel companies’ 

GPM vs. construction steel price 

spread

• A potential decrease in steel prices will put remarkable pressure on the gross profit margin (GPM) of steel companies in

2H21F when low-cost inventory runs out, especially for trading steel companies, in our view.

• However, we believe that the strong earnings momentum for leading steel companies (HPG, HSG, and NKG) will continue

through 2Q-3Q21F at least, as their forward contracts are signed 3-4 months ahead with a two-month delivery schedule for

export orders.

Trading steel companies’ GPM vs. 

construction steel price

We assume that steelmakers’ margins will decline in 2H21F 

from a very high base in 1H21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS, 

BLOOMBERG 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS, 

BLOOMBERG 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS, 

BLOOMBERG 
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• We expect sales volume of

construction steel to grow at a 12%

CAGR in FY21-22F (FY12-19 CAGR

of 14.9%), on the back of: (1)

acceleration of infrastructure

development in 2H21F-22F, thanks to

state investment expansion; and (2)

our view that the residential property

market will heat up in FY21F due to

subdued interest rates and higher

new supply.

• Meanwhile, we expect galvanised

steel sales volume to grow at a 16%

CAGR in FY21-22F thanks to (1) a

wave of FDI enterprises moving

production to Vietnam, supporting the

maintenance of the high demand for

factory construction and (2) higher

export volumes of galvanised steel

thanks to strong global demand.

We expect a strong rebound with the total steel sales volume 

CAGR of 13% in FY21-22F vs 0.01% in 2020
219

Construction steel: expect sales to

grow at a 12% CAGR in FY21-22F

Galvanised steel: expect sales to

grow at a 16% CAGR in FY21-22F

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH FORECASTS, VSA 
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In 2020, Vietnam ranked 14th in the top of

the world's largest crude steel-producing

countries

Vietnam's crude steel production only

accounts for 1% of global output in 2020

Vietnam has the opportunity to become the new hub of the 

world's steel

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WSA 

Title:

Source:

Please fill in the values above to have them entered in your report
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Apparent steel use per capita Apparent steel use per capita CAGR 2009-19

Vietnam's apparent steel use per capita

growth rate is 4-fold higher than the world

average in 2009-19

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WSA SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WSA 

Rank Country

Crude steel production 

(m tonnes)

1 China 1,064.8                                

2 India 100.3                                    

3 Japan 83.2                                      

4 United States 72.7                                      

5 Russia 71.6                                      

6 South Korea 67.1                                      

7 Turkey 35.8                                      

8 Germany 35.7                                      

9 Brasil 31.0                                      

10 Iran 29.0                                      

11 Taiwan 21.0                                      

12 Ukraine 20.6                                      

13 Italy 20.4                                      

14 Vietnam 19.5                                      

15 Mexico 16.8                                      
USMCA: United States, Mecico and Canada

CIS: Commonwealth of Independent States
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In upcoming years, the average demand for

Vietnam infrastructure investment is

forecasted to be 2-3 times higher than that

in the 2011-15 period.

Vietnam’s urban population is still low 

vs. regional countries in 2019 (%)

• Vietnam has several advantages to develop the steel industry, including 1) its large domestic market for infrastructure and

residential real estate, 2) Vietnam has cheap labor costs compared to leading steel-producing countries, and 3) having a

long coastline and numerous deep-water ports, offering Vietnam the advantage for large-scale steel production.

Vietnam has the advantage of low labor costs

compared to other major steel producing

countries

Vietnam has the opportunity to become the new hub of the 

world's steel

Source of 

estimation Time horizon

Infrastructure investment 

needs (US$ bn) Annual average

ADB 2015-2025 167.0 16.7

World Bank Annual average 25.0 25.0

HSBC 2016-2040 605.0 25.2

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WORLD BANK SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WORLD BANK

Title:

Source:

Please fill in the values above to have them entered in your report
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Country GDP per capita 2019 (US$)

China 10,217                                       

India 2,100                                         

Japan 40,247                                       

United States 65,298                                       

Russia 11,585                                       

South Korea 31,846                                       

Turkey 9,127                                         

Germany 46,468                                       

Brazil 8,717                                         

Iran 6,980                                         

Taiwan 29,803                                       

Ukraine 3,659                                         

Italy 33,226                                       

Vietnam 2,715                                         

Mexico 9,946                                         
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• With the large demand for

infrastructure construction and low

production costs, developing

countries account for an increasingly

large share of global crude steel

production. Thus, we believe that

Vietnam has the potential to become

a major steel-producing country.

Especially, China, the largest steel-

producing country, has planned to cut

its production output to protect the

environment.

Vietnam has the opportunity to become the new hub of the 

world's steel

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, WSA

The proportion of total steel production output is increasingly 

low in developed countries (United Stated, EU, Japan)
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1Q21 business results for steel players improved significantly

thanks to strong steel prices and sales volume (VND bn)

The movement of steel stocks price compared to VNIndex in 2021

(%)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG

• Steel companies reported a high net profit thanks to strong steel prices and sales volume in 1Q21.

• As of 25 Jun 2021, the stock price of the steel sector rose significantly 73.9% since 31 Dec 2020 and outperformed the

VNIndex (+25.9%) as the company’s positive business result in 1Q21 priced in.

Compared to the VNIndex, steel stocks rallied sharply followed 

by the growth of their business results

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, VSA

1Q21 1Q20 yoy 1Q21 1Q20 yoy

Construction steel

HPG 31,459       19,451       61.7% 6,977.6      2,285.3      205.3%

TVN 9,445         7,317         29.1% 335.1         15.1            2,124.6%

TIS 3,006         2,158         39.3% 44.2            4.3              920.7%

POM 2,699         2,519         7.1% 74.5            (55.7)          NA

VGS 1,654         1,844         -10.3% 30.2            10.6            184.8%

VIS 1,129         766             47.4% 13.0            (41.7)          NA

Galvanised steel

HSG 10,846       5,779         87.7% 1,034.9      201.0         414.8%

NKG 4,853         2,452         97.9% 318.8         41.5            668.3%

Steel trading

SMC 5,070         3,448         47.0% 208.1         10.2            1,937.6%

TLH 979             943             3.8% 116.0         3.8              2,969.9%

Revenue Net profit
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HPG’s historical P/E

• Following the recent share price rally, steel stock valuation is at the highest level since listing. Especially, the P/E of HPG is 

12.7x (+2.8 standard deviation (std) over P/E 10-year average), HSG is 8.4x (+1.5 Std), and NKG is 9.9x.

• As the sector will experience the best upcycle over a decade and the leading production scale of Vietnamese steel

companies in Southeast Asia, we believe that there would be more upside potential.

Steel stocks are at their highest valuations over the last 

decade 

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG 

HSG’s historical P/E NKG’s historical P/E

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG 

(Exclude periods of negative company’s net profit) (Exclude periods of negative company’s net profit)
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• With recent strong steel prices and demand seen in global markets, we believe that the Vietnam steel industry will

continue to grow strongly this year. More substantial prices for steel products will benefit steelmakers, especially market

leaders. Thus, we favor HPG, HSG and NKG.

Downside risks:

• (1) Steel prices fall stronger-than-expected due to slower steel demand growth,

• (2) The Chinese government's lack of drastic measures to tighten supply will cause the country's excess steel production

to spill over to neighboring countries, including Vietnam, and

• (3) Iron ore prices are higher-than-expected due to low production from mines in Brasil and West Australia.
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HPG is our sector pick while HSG and NKG are on our 

watchlist

Construction steel:

• Hoa Phat Group (HPG VN). HPG’s leading position with its established scale and proven operational efficiency — along

with its capacity expansion and product diversification through ramping up Dung Quat Steel Complex 1 (DQSC 1, with a

capacity of 5.5m tonnes of crude steel p.a.) and investing in DQSC 2 (5.6m tonnes of crude steel p.a.) — allow it to capture

future domestic construction growth. Thus, HPG will be one of the few companies that can maintain high GPM in 2H21-22F

despite the forecasted steel price decline, in our view.

• We forecast HPG to report FY21F revenue of VND156,503bn (+73.7% yoy) and net profit of VND29,740bn (+121.1% yoy)

on the back of: (1) 32.3% yoy growth in steel sales volume; and (2) a 35.0% yoy increase in average steel selling prices.

For 2022F, we forecast net profit of VND23,926bn (-19.5% yoy).

• We are also optimistic about HPG’s plans for vertical integration as the company acquired two large vessels and an

Australian iron ore mine. Therefore, HPG remains our top pick in the steel industry.
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HPG is our sector pick while HSG and NKG are on our 

watchlist

Galvanised steel

• We also favor Hoa Sen Group (HSG VN) and Nam Kim Steel (NKG VN), thanks to 1) their large domestic market share of

galvanised steel; 2) with the high proportion of exports in total sales volume, we believe that HSG and NKG will benefit

mainly from the strong world demand for galvanised steel in 2H21-22F and 3) we see a strong recovery in both the

operational and financial status at this stage.

• However, we note that the price spread between HSG and NKG’s input (HRC) and output (galvanised steel) is much thinner

compared to that between iron ore and finished steel products, which will amplify the risk of margin compression when

either lower-cost HRC inventory runs out and input costs catch up proportionately with product prices or product price

decline. Thus, we expect that galvanised steelmakers’ margins will decline starting from 2H21F from a very high base in

1H21.

• We forecast HSG’s revenue growing 54.9% yoy and net profit jumping 184.2% yoy in FY21F to VND45,515bn and

VND4,306bn, respectively, on the back of: (1) a 33.4% yoy growth in FY21F steel sales volume; (2) a 20.2% yoy increase

in average steel selling prices and (3) a 31.1% yoy decrease in its interest expense. We also expect the strong steel price

rally in 2021 to create a high base for earnings this year, translating to a 35.4% yoy fall in our forecast FY22F net profit to

VND2,834bn.

• We forecast NKG’s revenue growing 67.8% yoy to VND19,395bn in FY21F, on the back of: (1) a 27.8% yoy growth in

FY21F steel sales volume; and (2) a 27.0% yoy increase in average steel selling prices. We expect NKG’s GPM will expand

steadily to 13.6% in FY21F from 7.5% of last year. This reflects lower input material prices forecast that early in the year,

plus better cost management post-restructuring. As a result, NKG’s net profit will jump 381.4% yoy to VND1,420bn in

FY21F, in our view. For FY22F, we forecast net profit of VND850bn (-40.1% yoy).
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG, DATA AS OF 25 JUN 2021

Mkt cap 3-year EPS

US$ m CY21F CY22F CAGR (%) CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F

Construction steel

Hoa Phat Group HPG VN 9,855 8.4 10.6        17.8 2.6 2.0 6.5 7.9 40.4 23.1

JSW Steel JSTL IN 22,536 9.6 10.0 18.2 2.7 2.2 6.1 6.5 31.1 22.4

Tata Steel TATA IN 18,831 5.5 7.9 37.4 1.4 1.2 4.3 5.6 27.5 15.6

Hindalco Industries HNDL IN 11,362 9 8.6 -2.8 1.1 1 5.9 5.8 13.3 12.4

Jindal Steel & Power Ltd JSP IN 5,444 5.4 7.7 58.5 1 0.9 3.4 4.2 20.3 12.8

NMDC NMDC IN 7,022 6.2 8.2 26.5 1.5 1.3 4.2 5.7 25.2 16.9

Nippon Steel Corp 5401 JP 16,389 7 6.9 na 0.6 0.6 5.7 6 8.1 8.3

JFE Holidng Inc 5411 JP 7,336 5.1 5.3 na 0.4 0.4 5.5 5.7 7.3 7.4

Bluescope Steel Ltd BSL AU 8,518 10.4 7.9 7.1 1.6 1.3 5.5 4.7 15.2 18.1

Angang Steel Co Ltd-A 000898 CH 6,490 7.4 6.6 (15.6)         0.7 0.7 4.6 4.2 8.5 9.4

Hyundai Steel 004020 KS 6,449 9.4 9.3 na 0.4 0.4 6.6 6.6 4.4 4.3

Mean 11,038 7.5 7.8 18.5 1.1 1.0 5.2 5.5 16.1 12.8

Median 7,927 7.2 7.9 18.2 1.1 1.0 5.5 5.7 14.3 12.6

Company Ticker
P/E (x) P/BV (x) EV/EBITDA (x) ROE (%)
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG, DATA AS OF 25 JUN 2021

Mkt cap 3-year EPS

US$ m CY21F CY22F CAGR (%) CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F CY21F CY22F

Galvanised steel

Hoa Sen Group HSG VN 864 5.3 8.2 82.1 1.9 1.5 4.2 4.8 46.1 21.2

Nam Kim Steel NKG VN 243 3.9 6.8 144.1 1.2 1.1 3.7 5.2 38.0 17.7

Jiangsu Azure Corp 002245 CH 3,016 30.7 23.6 17.6 5.9 4.8 19.9 16.2 20.5 21.5

Kyoei Steel Ltd 5440 JP 598 9.1 8.1 75.7 0.4 0.4 4.9 4.1 3.6 4.6

Chun Yuan Steel Industry Co Ltd 2034 TT 539 11.7 9.7 (17.0)          na  na 9.1 8 13.7 15.5

Kisco Holdings Co Ltd 001940 KS 340 7.2 7.2 (12.2)         0.4 0.4 6.3 6.1 6.1 5.8

Mean 1,123 14.7 12.2 16.0 2.2 1.9 10.1 8.6 11.0 11.9

Median 569 10.4 8.9 2.7 0.4 0.4 7.7 7.1 9.9 10.7

Company Ticker
P/BV (x) EV/EBITDA (x) ROE (%)P/E (x)
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Banking

Good things have been 

almost priced in
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Credit rise on the back of ample deposit secured liquidity Gross loan grew solidly across banks in 1Q21 (% ytd)

• System credit grew 2.95% ytd (or 14% yoy) in 1Q21 and 5.1% ytd as of Jun 15th, 2021, more than doubling the growth rate of 2.3% ytd

seen as of Jun 15th, 2020. Meanwhile, system deposit rose 2% ytd (or 14.8% yoy) in 1Q21 and 3.96% ytd as of Jun 15th, 2021.

• Aggregate loan book of 17 listed banks which accounted for c.67% of system credit expanded 3.2% ytd in 1Q21, tripling the level seen

in 1Q20. Aggregate deposit of listed banks grew 1.4% ytd in 1Q21.

1H21 recap: System credit growth improved but deposit 

growth softened 

3 SOEBs Top 4 private banks Top 4 medium small
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1Q21 Annualised banks NIM was better off than 2020 ones (bp)… … due to lower funding cost (bp)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

• 1Q21 banks’ annualised (annl.) NIM improved ranging 2-118bp yoy as cost of fund decline more than offsetted assets yield drop. Average annl.

NIM of listed SOE banks rose 27bp yoy to 3.1% as a 120bp drop in COF to 3.2% crowded out 87bp yoy decrease in assets yield to 6.1%. Meantime,

average annl. NIM of listed private banks grew 41bp yoy to 4.3% as 124bp yoy COF plunge to 4% offsetted 67bp yoy assets yield diminution to 8.2%.

• TCB, ACB, and VIB recorded the highest NIM improvement in 1Q21. Besides benefited from lower funding cost, TCB has their annl. assets yield

increased on effectively expansionary loan book while ACB and VIB with high exposure to individuals cushioned the falls in their assets yield.

1H21 recap: NIM to improve marginally in 1Q21 as…
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Short-term deposit rates of some banks fell 10-50bp 

since Dec 2020 or 100-230bp since Mar 2020

Asset yields (AY) of some banks decline but not inline with 

cost of fund (COF) (annualised)

• Banks’ short-term deposit rates fell up to 230bp compared with the pre-Covid-19 levels in Mar 2020 (or 50bp since Dec-

2020). This brought their 1Q21 annl. cost of fund to plunge up to 149bp yoy (or 101bp vs. 2020).

• Meanwhile, 1Q21 annualised assets yield of banks fell with a lighter space, up to 90bp yoy (or 40bp vs. 2020), reflecting

slower adjustments of lending rates.

1H21 recap: … COF plummeted more deeply than assets yield
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Net interest income (NII) grew solidly in

1Q21 across banks on improved loan

book rise and NIM. Total NII of 17 listed

banks rose 23.7% yoy in 1Q21 to

VND77,788bn, far better than the levels of

14.1%/17.2% yoy in 1Q20/1Q19 given by a

15.8% yoy loan book growth and 38bp yoy

average NIM expansion.

CTG, TCB, ACB posted robust NII growth on

both solid NIM increase and effectively

expansionary loan book.

• Vietinbank: a 47bp yoy annualised NIM

expansion to 3.3% and a positive loan rise

of 0.2% ytd in 1Q21 (vs. -1.2% in 1Q20).

• Techcombank: recorded the 2nd highest

NII rise on 118bp yoy annualised NIM

growth to 5.8% and robust loan book

increase of 6.8% ytd in 1Q21 (vs. 0.5% in

1Q20).

• Asia Commercial JSB: a loan book rise to

4.1% in 1Q21 (vs. 2.3% in 1Q20) and a

61bp yoy annl. NIM improvement to 4.3%.SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

1H21 recap: Better off NII growth in 1Q21 synergising with…

3 SOEBs Top 4 private banks Top 4 medium small
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Solid net fee income jump across banks… … mainly lifted their Non-II growth in 1Q21

• Non-interest income (Non-II) of 17 listed banks grew 43.5% yoy in 1Q21, nearly doubling the growth rate in 1Q20. This is driven by its net fee

income (NFI) increase of 62.3% yoy in 1Q21, which made up at least 40% of banks’ non-II and was fivefold the growth rate seen in 1Q20.

• Solid credit expansion on the economic recovery raised trading activities between businesses, which in turn enhanced banks’ settlement

income and commission fee income in 1Q21. These incomes were the major contributions to banks’ NFI as they accounted for NFI growth in

1Q21.

… solid NFI rise enhanced banks’ toplines to grow firmly 
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Better CIR on improved operational efficiency Lower provision expense/PPOP on controlled asset quality

• Better cost-income ratio (CIR) across banks backed by improvement in operational efficiency. Aggregate total operating income (TOI) of 17

listed banks grew 28.2% yoy in 1Q21 while total opex rose only 3%, lowering average banks CIR to 31.9% in 1Q21 from the rate of 40% in 1Q20/1Q19.

• Lower provision expense/PPOP on controlled asset quality. Aggregate provision expense of 17 listed banks grew only 1.3% yoy in 1Q21 from the

growth rate of 33.4% yoy in 1Q20 while total pre-provision operating profit (PPOP) rose 44.8% yoy in 1Q21 nearly tripling the level of 16.7% yoy in

1Q20, lowering the proportion of provision expense/PPOP to 29.9% in 1Q21 from 42.8% in 1Q20 (or 37.4% in 1Q19); given by intact asset quality.

Particularly, asset quality of banks at end-1Q21 remained at the same level as at end-2020; and it stood at a better position than one at end-1Q20.

1H21 recap: Together with lower CIR & Provision expense/PPOP…

CIR < average of 32%
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• Banks’ earnings grew significantly in

1Q21. Earnings of 17 listed banks

rose 77.3% yoy, jumping from the

rates of 6.4%/10.5% yoy in

1Q20/1Q19.

• The surge in banks’ net profit in 1Q21

was attributed to i) better off NII due

to higher credit expansion and

improved NIM on lower funding cost,

ii) robust NFI increase, and iii) lower

CIR on improvement in operational

efficiency. As Vietnam’s economy has

been recovering since 4Q20, and the

accommodative monetary policy was

issued, borrowing demand increases.

Banks’ net profit shot up in 1Q21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS
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In our view, system credit would rebound

to 13% on a GDP growth of 6.5% in 2021F:

• Resurgence in external demand compels

manufacturing and trading activities in

2H21F, given by the economic recovery of

advanced countries on stimulus packages

and efficacious process of inoculation. The

countries expect to reopen their borders in

3Q21F and welcome people to come back

to work in safer conditions which increases

consumption on improved income.

• Low lending interest rates under the current

loosening monetary policy boost business

to take new loans for their operations.

• We forecast manufacturing businesses to

resume their full capacity in 3Q21F when

the fourth wave of Covid-19 transmission is

controllable.

• Tourism & service are anticipated to rally in

4Q21-2022F when Vietnam can access

150m doses of vaccine to inoculate for 70%

of adults, normalising life and reopening the

border.

We expect credit to grow to 13-14% in 2021F

SOURCE: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, SBV, GSO

2H21 Outlook: We maintain forecast of system credit growth of 

13-14% for 2021F
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• The growths of banks’ loan books, which made up half of system credit, likely exceed their 2021 credit growth caps given by

rapid expansion in 1Q21 & 5M21.

• Banks below have more advantages in capitalising on the economic recovery trend in general as well as manufacturing and

service resurgence in specific, given by their (i) rich and diversified customer base (VCB, CTG, MBB, ACB), and (ii) ample

funding sources with high CASA ratio (TCB, VCB, MBB). The cheap or/and myriad funding sources allow these banks to offer

credit to customers with competitive lending rates.

Banks under our coverage to surpass their quotas in 2021F

Banks' loan book growth 

(% yoy)

1Q21 

(% ytd)

5M21 

(% ytd)

2021 

Credit cap

2021F 

(VND forecast)

2022F 

(VND forecast)

Vietcombank 3,8% 5,6% 10,5% 14% 15%

BIDV 1,6% 3,0% 7,5% 10% 10%

Vietinbank 0,2% 3,3% 7,5% 9% 8%

Military Commercial JS Bank 8,6% 10,3% 10,5% 17% 15%

Asia Commercial JS Bank 4,1% 8,5% 9,5% 12% 12%

Vietnam International Bank 4,7% 8,0% 8,5% 26% 25%

Techcombank 6,8% N/A 12,0% 14% 14%

Vietnam Prosperity JSC Bank 3,6% N/A 8,5% 17% 17%

Lien Viet Post Bank 3,5% N/A 8,5% 15% 15%
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Interbank rates rose in Apr and May then reversed in Jun (%) Liquidity of banks stood firmly at end-1Q21 (LDR 2020 và Q1/21)

2H21: Maintain forecast of marginal NIM expansion in 2021-22F

• On cost of fund front, banks would continually benefit from low funding cost given by the accommodative monetary policy which is expected to remain in 2H21

to support the economy as well as by banks’ sufficient liquidity. While interbank rates rose in Apr and May, we believe this resulted from banks’ utilisation of the

cheaper funding. The reasons are (1) interbank rates were stable in 1Q21 when system credit grew solidly, (2) banks’ loan-deposit ratio (LDR) at end-1Q21,

except CTG and BID, continually did not exceed the 80% level, and lowered than the cap of 85%, and (3) interbank rates reversed in Jun .

• On asset yield front, increasing borrowing demand for business resumption on the economic recovery enhances banks’ asset yield.
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TCB, MBB, VCB led in CASA ratio, ACB’s one rose at end-1Q21 NIMs of banks under our coverage envisage to rise in 2021-22F 

Banks with the following advantages have more opportunities to improve their NIM: High CASA ratio (VCB, MBB, TCB); and low penetration in

retail banking (VCB, MBB, CTG).

2H21: Maintain forecast of marginal NIM expansion in 2021-22F
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1Q21 Bad debt maintained at 4Q20 levels but better than 1Q20  Stable LLR across bank at end-1Q21

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

• 1Q21 asset quality saw improvement. Non-performing loan (NPL) ratio of 17 listed bank was 1.4% at end-1Q21, the same level as at end-2020, but lower than

the rate of 1.7% at end-1Q20. Meanwhile, loan loss reserve (LLR) rose to 112.5% at end-1Q21 from 106.4% at end-2020, far improving from the rate of 86.5%

at end-1Q20. At end-1Q21, TCB, ACB, VCB remained leading positions in best asset quality with ample provisions in the sector.

• We expect asset quality to be improved at end-2021F. For being virtue of the economic recovery, businesses resume their operations and pay for their debt

obligations, curbing bad debts rising. Banks with the following advantages have more opportunities to improve their asset quality: i) more diversified customer

base; ii) modest or moderate exposure to high-risk sectors such as unsecured loans; and iii) less degree of customer concentration.

We expect asset quality to resiliently improve in 2021-22F  
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…while bad debts rose across three major finance 

companies (except MCredit)

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Loan growth in consumer finance companies is 
decelerating…

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS
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• Banks actively secured capital and liquidity for operation by issuing share dividend rather than cash dividend from retained earnings.

• 13 banks completed 3 pillars of Basel II at the beginning of 2021: VCB, TCB, ACB, VPB, HDB, VIB, TPB, LPB, SSB, MSB, SHB, Viet Capital

Bank, and Shinhan Vietnam.

Banks paced into 2021 with stronger capital buffer

3 SOEBs Top 4 private banks Top 4 medium small
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS
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SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Financial forecasts for banks under our projection in 2021-23F
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Bank in our coverage’s price performance posted impressive results, beating VNINDEX’s and banking sector’s return (exclude VCB)

Price performance of banks under our coverage vs 

VNINDEX and banking sector

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG (price as of 25/06/2021)
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Historical capital-weighted average P/B of Vietnam 

banking sector
Regional peers’ capital-weighted average P/B comparisons

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG (price as of 25/06/2021)

At 11/6/2021, P/B of Vietnam banking sector reached 2.6x, higher than +1 standard deviation of its 5-year mean P/B but still 

below +2 standard deviation of its 5-year mean P/B. 

Compared with regional peer P/B, P/B of Vietnam banking sector is currently higher than regional’s average (1.9x).

Vietnam banks comparison



249Vietnam banks comparison

SOURCES: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG (price as of 25/06/2021)



250Stock picks: MBB, TCB, and CTG
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Power

Go green, go clean
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Vietnam’s electricity consumption growth by month

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, MoIT

Average electricity prices on competitive generation 

market (CGM) lowered 5% yoy in 5M21 (Unit: VND)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, GENCO3

Electricity consumption grew 7.3% yoy in 5M21 thanks to the robust expansion of manufacturing activities. On the supply

side, installed capacity reached 69,300MW (+25.3% yoy) in 2020, higher than 60,000MW as set in the revised PDP 7. We

expect the electricity average selling price (ASP) to stabilise in 2021 mainly thanks to hydropower segment and to inch up

from FY22F onward following the larger contribution of gas-fired thermal energy and renewable energy.

5M21 recap: Consumption to improve on robust 

manufacturing expansion
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Electricity demand is expected to grow at 8.9% 

CAGR in 2020-26F (Unit: bn kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN, MoIT

Power shortage forecasts in 2021-2024F (unit: bn kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, MoIT

We expect that demand CAGR over 2020 – 2026F to reach 8.9%. Many traditional power projects (coal-fired, gas-fired and

hydropower) were behind schedule in the 2016-2020 period with a total capacity of more than 7,000MW due to the delayed

investment. As a result, we believe the power shortage will still linger until 2024F.

Power shortage could persist until 2024F
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Prioritising renewable energy could lift electricity average 

selling prices

Electricity ASP should recover

thereafter, thanks to:

• Favorable policies for renewable

energy (RE) development according

to draft PDP 8.

• Electricity shortage worsens as the

economy recovers from Covid-19.

• Higher coal and oil prices can boost

the bidding prices of traditional gas-

fired and coal-fired power plants.

• The contribution from newly-

commissioned plants which use

more expensive inputs (such as

liquefied natural gas – LNG, high

quality coal…).

Comparison of ASPs from different power sources over 2018-

2023F (Unit: VND/kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH ESTIMATES, EVN 
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There are significant changes in the

production power structure from 2015,

specifically:

• Hydropower grew at a CAGR of 5.2%

in FY15-20. We observe that

hydropower is significantly dependent

on the La Nina and the El Nino

phenomenon.

• Coal-fired grew at a CAGR of 16.9% in

FY15-20 due to cheap price and the

stable nature of the power source.

• Gas-based reduced in FY15-20 due to

decline in the number of gas fields in

Vietnam.

• RE is growing strongly, reaching 11.8

bn kWh in 2020 and 12.35 bn kWh in

5M21 (+7.3% yoy).
SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN, MoIT,  PDP 8 draft  

Power source structure shift

Production power structure change over 2015-5M21 (Unit: bn kWh)
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There are significant changes in the

generation mix, specifically:

• RE - mainly solar and wind power – will

grow aggressively in the Middle and

Southern region, supported by

declining investment costs of new

projects. We forecast that RE will grow

at a CAGR of 7.7% in FY20-45F.

• Slowdown in the development of coal-

fired power plants due to investment

delay.

• Gas-fired power would be the key

sources of baseload thanks to its

stability and increasing capacity to

import LNG. We forecast that gas-fired

grow at a CAGR of 8.4% in FY20-45F.

• Hydropower potential had been fully

exploited. Total hydropower projects

capacity are only about 4,000MW and

there is no big project whose capacity

is more than 100MW in FY20-45F.

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN, PDP 8 

Geared towards renewable energy

Distribution of installed capacity by energy type in PDP 8 draft
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Hydropower output soared 52.7% yoy to 24bn kWh 

in 5M21 (Unit: bn kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN, PDP 8 draft

NOAA forecast La Nina rate of appearance in

FY21F

SOURCES:NOAA

In 5M21, country hydropower output reached 24bn kWh, accounted for 23.1% total production thanks to ample rainfall as the

result of the La Nina phenomenon. According the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)forecast, the

probability of La Nina happening is high in, we believe hydropower companies may enjoy higher in 2H21.

Hydropower:  Output bounce back in FY21F thanks to La Nina 

phenomenon
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Coal-fired decreased 6.8% yoy to 

54.1bn kWh in 5M21 (Unit: bn kWh)
Coal prices 2015-5M21 (Unit: 

USD/tons)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, MOIT, GOV, Bloomberg, PDP 8

Coal-fired decreased 6.8% yoy to 54.1 (billion kWh) in 5M21, due to: (1) increasing of coal price from Jan 21; (2) Coal import

increase in 5M21. We predict the price and import demand of coal will be increasing in FY21F. However, cheap price and

stable are coal-fired advantages. As a result, we believe gas-fired companies may stable benefit in FY21F.

Coal-fired power: slowdown in 2H21 amid ample rainfall and 

accelerating fuel prices

Forecast coal import demand as 

PDP 8 draft (Unit: million tons)
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Gas-fired output decreased 16.8% yoy to 13.3bn 

kWh in 5M21 (Unit: bn kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN 

Global fuel prices have elevated since mid-20 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, Bloomberg

Gas-fired output lowered 16.8% yoy to 13.3bn kWh in 5M21 due to the increase in material price from Mar 2020. We expect

brent oil prices to fluctuate around US$75/bbl in FY21F and decline to US$50-60/bbl in FY22F. As a result, we suppose gas-

fired power plants will face challenges in FY21F and start the recovery process from FY22F.

Gas-fired power: awaiting major pipeline projects
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LNG-based power projects in revised draft PDP 8 

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS

Although we see high potential in the LNG-power segment due to its stability (vs. the intermittency of renewable power), we 

consider this a long-term story from 2023F onward due to unclear regulations on the settlement of integrated LNG projects.

Gas-based power: LNG - a long-term story 

Project Province
Capacity 

 (MW)

Investment 

cost (US$m)

Planned 

operation
Project owner Comment

Nhon Trach 3 & 4 Dong Nai 1,500    1,400           2023-2024 PVPower Using imported LNG from Thi Vai terminal

Son My 2 Binh Thuan 2,200    4,000           2023-2024 AES Group (U.S)
Using imported LNG through Son My port. 

BOT contract for 20 years

Bac Lieu Bac Lieu 3,200    4,000           2205-2027 Delta Offshoe Enegry (Singapore)

Independent Power Plant, est. selling price 

of 7 Uscent/kWh. First phase of 800MW 

expected in 2024F

Long Son (Phase 1) Ba Ria - Vung Tau 1,200    3,780           2025-2026
GTPP (group of VN investors). 

Mitsubishi Corp, General Electric
Using imported LNG from Long Son port

Ca Na 1 Ninh Thuan 1,500    3,850           2025-2026 Trung Nam Group (VN) Preparing FS

Long An Long An 3,000    3,130           2025-2035 VinaCapital GS Energy Pte. Ltd Approved 3GW

Son My 1 Binh Thuan 2,000    2026-2028
EDF (France), Sojitz, Kyushu 

(Japan), Pacific Group (Vietnam)
Using imported LNG through Son My port

Hai Lang - Quang Tri Quang Tri 4,500    4,500           2026-2027
T&T Group, KOSPO (Korea), Kogas 

(Korea), Hanwha (Korea)
Added phase 1 with 1,500MW

Hiep Phuoc 1 & 2 Ho Chi Minh 2,700    2021-2022 Hiep Phuoc Power Company Limited
Added to the plan of 825MW. The project 

has converted 375MW to LNG

Kien Giang Kien Giang 1,500    2025-2027 PVN Using imported LNG from Lo B
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RE output grew strongly 169% yoy to 12.35bn kWh 

in 5M21 (Unit: bn kWh)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN 

RE installed capacity reached 17,900MW, accounting 

for 25.9% of national electricity capacity in 1H21

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN

RE developed strongly but the transmission system is not compatible enough to achieve maximum efficiency. The estimate

capacity of RE accounted for 28.9% but the total electricity from RE accounted only 11.8% in 5M21. However, we are positive

about RE growth in the future when the gird systems develop in accordance with PDP 8 draft.

Renewable energy (RE):  fire all cylinders
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Impressive results:

• Total solar electricity is 11.48 bn kWh

in 5M21, higher than 10.6 bn kWh in

2020.

• Installed capital reached 16,500MW in

2020, approaching the required

capacity by FY25F, which is 17,200MW

according to PDP 8 draft.

Challenges:

• There are some infrastructure

shortcomings that hinder energy

transmission.

• Ground-mounted solar projects need to

consider land rights.

• Projects after 2020 won’t have

incentives price.

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, EVN 

Solar power to explode in 2021

Solar output grew 190% yoy to 11.48bn kWh in 5M21, accounting 

for 93% of country renewable energy output (Unit: bn kWh)
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Attractive investment opportunity:

• Totals wind capacity just reached

1,400MW in May 2021, accounting for

5.1% of potential capacity.

• The wind power capacity could see a

bigger increase in FY21F to take

advantage of the favorable FIT price. In

2021, 105 projects will operate by Nov

2021.

• Projects after Nov 2021 can still enjoy

the price incentives. Therefore, we

believe that wind power is the

development trends in the future.

Wind power: huge potential upside

Vietnam’s potential

• Coastline of over 3,000km

• Wind energy at an average wind speed of 7 

m/s or more

• Potential capacity can reach about 27 GW.

Attractive FIT extended till Dec 2023

Legal framework 39/2018/QD-TTg New proposal by MoIT

Effective period Before Nov 2021 Nov 2021 - Dec 2023

Onshore: 8.5 Onshore: 7.02

Offshore: 9.8 Offshore: 8.47Purchase price (Uscents/kWh)

Wind power
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Revenue of power producers in 1Q21 and 1Q20 

(unit: VND bn)

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH

In 1Q21, (1) Revenue of RE soared 48.1% yoy and NPAT jumped 171% yoy thanks to the priority of using RE and high prices,

(2) Coal-fired had revenue dropped 33.2% yoy and NPAT decreased 45% yoy. (3) Gas-based had revenue decreased 4% yoy

and NPAT decreased 0.4% yoy. (4) Revenue of Hydropower jumped 122% yoy and NPAT increased 432% yoy thanks to La

Nina.

We stay Overweight on the Power sector

SOURCES: VND RESEARCH

Net profit after tax (NPAT) of power producers in 

1Q21 and 1Q20 (unit: VND bn)
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We prefer companies with plan to expand capacity, especially in terms of renewable energy and gas-fired power, and

providers of engineering services or electrical equipment.

Peer comparison

DATA AS OF Jun 25th 2021. SOURCES: VND RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG

FY21F FY22F FY21F FY22F FY21F FY22F

Renewable engergy

Hado Group HDG VN ADD 44,900              291         17.3           8.1 -7.7% 16.9% 24.5% 4% 6%

GEG GEG VN NR NA              203 23.2 16.7 108.7% 6.9% 9.1% 1.8% 2.6%

Bamboo Capital BCG VN ADD 18,000              129 3.8 3.5 77.6% 31.2% 24.2% 2.5% 2.0%

Average         207.73       14.75         9.41 59.52% 18.34% 19.27% 2.67% 3.47%

Thermal energy

Pha Lai Thermal Power JSC PPC VN NR NA              348 10.1 10.1 771.4% 12.2% 13.4% 10.6% 11.6%

Hai Phong Thermal Power JSC HND VN NR NA              391 25.1 13.4 6866.2% 7.0% 11.1% 4.2% 7.9%

Petro Vietnam Corp POW VN NR NA           1,236 13.6 11.6 81.5% 7.3% 8.1% 3.1% 2.4%

Average       658.399     16.257     11.683 2573.0% 8.8% 10.8% 6.0% 7.3%

Hydropower energy

JSW Energy Ltd JSW IN NR NA           3,403 25.9 22.8 27251.5% 7.5% 7.9% 4.8% 5.8%

Huaneng Lancang River Hydropower Inc 600025 CH NR NA         16,916 17.7 16.9 3749.5% 10.7% 10.3% 3.8% 3.9%

Mega First Corp BHD MFCB MK NR NA              788 9.5 9.0 3069.7% 16.0% 15.0% 11.3% 11.1%

CK Power PCL CKP TB NR NA           1,411 21.5 17.6 9166.7% 7.6% 8.8% 3.5% 4.6%

Huaneng Lancang River Hydropower Inc 600025 CH NR NA         16,916 17.7 16.9 3749.5% 10.7% 10.3% 3.8% 3.9%

Average      7,886.64       18.48       16.64 9397.4% 10.5% 10.5% 5.4% 5.9%

ROA (%)

Recom.

Target Price 

(local cur.)

Market Cap 

(US$ m)

P/E (x)

Company

Bloomberg 

Ticker

3-yr EPS 

CAGR (%)

ROE (%)
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We like BCG for:

• BCG had solar projects with a total capacity of 453MW in FY19-

20. Besides, more RE projects will begin construction in FY21-

23F with a total capacity of 406MW. We estimate that RE

projects will record that net profit increases VND106bn in FY21F

and VND600-700bn in FY20-25F.

• We estimate net profit from Malibu Hoi An, King Crown Village

Thao Dien phase 1 and Amor Riverside Villages to reach

VND686bn in FY21.

Downside risks include:

• New policies could make down solar power price.

• Legal process for real estate projects may be delayed.

Stock pick: BCG and HDG

Estimate operating result (unit: VND bn)

Contribution of RE projects (unit: VND bn)
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We like HDG for:

• RE projects with total capacity 148MW in FY20-21F. We

estimate revenue from RE projects is VND465bn in FY21F and

more than VND500bn in FY22-25F.

• We predict hydropower projects will stable operate in FY21F

thanks to La Nina with revenue is VND935bn in FY21F.

• We estimate real estate, contraction and office leading projects

will recovery and get more VND1,900bn in FY21F.

Downside risks include:

• Reduce power capacity during overload hours since the gird

system is not compatible.

• Legal process for real estate projects may be delayed.

Stock pick

Estimate revenue FY21-25F (unit: VND bn)

Estimate CAGR of Hydropower and RE 

FY21-25F (unit: VND bn)
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Software and IT services have strong growth potential,

while the hardware segment appears to be saturated in

Vietnam

Technology & Telco

Riding on 

digitalisation

SOURCES: FITCH SOLUTIONS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH
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Worldwide ICT spending will grow 5.5% yoy to 

hit US$4.3tr in 2022F, according to Gartner

Source: GARTNER, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

• Excluding telecom-related segments (data center and communication services), pure technology spending in Vietnam accounts 

for only 0.34% of worldwide spending, showing huge growth room in the technology industry in Vietnam. 

• Technology enterprises that develop software and provide IT services will have better growth than those that provide hardware

solutions.

Source: FITCH SOLUTIONS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

We see great growth potential in Software and IT services 

segment

IT spending in Vietnam is much faster than in 
the world, especially in Software and IT 
services

Technology spending in Vietnam accounts for only a tiny fraction of global tech spending 
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Spending on Dx technologies and services worldwide is 

expected to increase 2.5 times over the period of 2017-24F.

Sources: STATISTA, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

• In FY22F, the revenue growth rate for Dx (+13.1% yoy) may nearly double revenue from traditional IT services (+7.3% yoy), 

suggesting vast potential opportunities in the market.

• Like the rest of the world, the growing economy of Vietnam is undergoing a digital transformation. According to national Dx 

program to 2025, orientation to 2030, digital economy of Vietnam would account for 20% of GDP in 2025.

Sources: GOOGLE TRENDS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Digital transformation (Dx) has become a popular term in 

global businesses and Vietnam is no exception

The number of searches per day for the phrase 

“Digital transformation” on Google in Vietnam has 

increased rapidly
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Vietnam ranks 12th among top countries with the highest 

penetration rate of Internet users worldwide, higher than the global 

average (accounting for 70.4% of the population in 2020)

Sources: INTERNET WORLD STATS, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

• Vietnam is also among countries with the fastest internet growth in the world. The number of internet subscribers has increased 

343 times from 2000 to 2020, according to the Internet World Stats.

• The growth potential for fixed-line broadband Internet in Vietnam is still large when the penetration rate is currently about 18

subscribers/100 people, which is relatively low compared to the average Asia-Pacific region level of 23 subscribers/100 people.

Sources: VNTA, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

Despite high penetration rate, there remains room for domestic 

telecom expansion, especially in the fixed broadband 

Over the period of 2011-20, the number of mobile and 

fixed-line subscribers both grew at a CAGR of 14.3%
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• We believe 5G technology is the new

big catalyst in ICT segment. Vietnam

may soon become one of the first

Southeast Asian countries to launch

5G, with local telecoms firms racing

to develop the country’s first

nationwide network (Viettel,

Vinaphone, Mobifone).

• With the advent of breakthrough 5G

technology, technology companies

face many opportunities to develop

advanced applications to diversify

their products and services.

• In addition, we believe that

businesses involved in developing

infrastructure or training high-quality

IT human resources will also benefit

from this new wave of technology.

Usage scenarios for 5G technologies

Source: INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

Vietnam is ahead of the game with commercial 5G
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We observe positive 1Q21 revenue

growth in most large listed companies.

FPT witnessed double-digit growth in

revenue of all business segments in

the first quarter, including telecom

services provision (FOX).

While the main business grew

smoothly, VGI encountered political

conflicts in Myanmar, which had a

great impact on the conversion of

business results in this market,

causing VGI to suffer a loss in 1Q21.

Meanwhile, CTR had a good increase

in all segments, especially TowerCo,

construction, integrated solutions and

commerce.

Small businesses like ICT and HIG

grew strongly from low-base in 1Q20.

1Q21 business results of tech & telecom listed companies

Technology & telecommunications listed companies recorded positive 

revenue growth in 1Q21

Sources: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORT



274FPT and FOX are our top picks

FPT Corp (FPT VN, Add, TP: 101,700). We like FPT as Vietnam’s largest technology enterprise in terms of revenue which

provide digital transformation solutions, IT services, telecommunications and IT human resources education. FPT is fully equipped

to capture global IT trends. We expect FPT’s technology revenue to exceed US$1bn (c.VND23,000bn) by FY22F, thanks to robust

new tech contract and surging Dx revenue while telecom revenue to generate stable cash flow on the back of solid domestic

demand. The FPT’s education segment is a complete piece for its ecosystem in order to provide high-quality employees for long

term growth strategy. We forecast FPT’s net profit CAGR of 14.0% during FY21-23F.

FPT Telecom (FOX VN, Add, TP: 110,000). As a subsidiary of FPT Corporation specialising in providing telecommunications

services, FOX is one of FPT’s main pillars as it contributes to one third of FPT’s total revenue in FY21F, according to our

projection. We believe that FOX’s revenue will grow steadily at 10-12% per annum. Growth drivers for FOX will come from Data

Center and Pay-TV, which may break even in FY21F and turn into profit making from FY22F onwards.

Re-rating catalysts and downside risks:

• Potential re-rating catalysts are a successful M&A deal with an overseas or domestic tech company and higher-than-expected

signed IT services revenue (FPT) or sooner-than-expected breakeven pay-TV (FOX).

• Downside risks including a shortage of high-quality IT personnel to achieve FPT’s long-term strategies and fewer tech/telecom

contracts if COVID-19 prolongs and becomes more complicated.



275CTR is on our watchlist

Viettel Construction (CTR VN). Viettel Construction is a subsidiary of Viettel Group – the No.1 telco in Vietnam. CTR provides

construction, operation, system integration and infrastructure leasing services mainly for telecom carriers. We believe CTR’s

telecom operation segment will ride on Viettel’s mobile telecom network expansion and wired line broadband subscriber growth in

domestic and global market.

As of May 2021, CTR owns c.1,600 telecom towers, which was c.1100 towers by the end of 2020. In Vietnam, the number of

CTR’s towers only trails Malaysian towerco OCK with 2,500 units. According to the company’s business plan, we estimate that

CTR will own c.3,000 towers by the end of 2021. In the context that Viettel Group is having great demand for mobile data telco

network infrastructure and developing 5G technology, CTR has great potential to grow its telco tower leasing business.

In addition, CTR has cooperated with FECON Group (FCN VN) to support the construction of wind power projects and B2B

construction development.



276Peer comparison

Source: BLOOMBERG, VNDIRECT RESEARCH

P/E (x) P/B (x) ROE (%)

Dividend yield 

(%)

2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

FPT Corp FPT VN ADD 3,360            14.0             17.8     15.7     4.2       3.5       25.0      25.0    2.4       2.4      -23.6

CMC Corp CMG VN NR 160              20.0             N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -3.9

FPT Telecom Jsc FOX VN ADD 1,115            11.1             15.6     14.3     N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.3       4.3      -28.9

Viettel Construc CTR VN NR 290              23.9             23.8     20.5     N/A N/A 28.9      28.4    1.3       1.5      -43.1

Viettel Global I VGI VN NR 4,312            N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 11.9

Telecoms And Inf ICT VN NR 27                8.1              N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 54.0

HIPT Group HIG VN NR 9                  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A -43.9

Local peer average 15.4             19.1     16.8     4.2       3.5       27.0      26.7    2.7       2.7      (11.1)        

Local peer median 14.0             17.8     15.7     4.2       3.5       27.0      26.7    2.4       2.4      (23.6)        

Note: all prices are based on the closing prices on Jun 25 2021. All estimates for Non-rated (NR) stocks are based on Bloomberg consensus estimates.

TickerCompany Name Net D/E (%)

Market Cap 

(US$mn)Recom.

3-year  Fwd 

EPS CAGR 

(%)
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RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK

Stock Ratings Definition:

Add The stock’s total return is expected to reach 15% or higher over the next 12 months.

Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between negative 10% and positive 15% over the next 12 months.

Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below negative 10% over the next 12 months.

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the:(i) percentage difference between the target price and the current price and (ii) the forward net

dividend yields of the stock. Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 months.

Sector Ratings Definition:

Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive absolute recommendation.

Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute recommendation.

Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative absolute recommendation.

Country Ratings Definition:

Overweight An Overweight rating means investors should be positioned with an above-market weight in this country relative to benchmark.

Neutral A Neutral rating means investors should be positioned with a neutral weight in this country relative to benchmark.

Underweight An Underweight rating means investors should be positioned with a below-market weight in this country relative to benchmark.
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